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FOREWORD

As in past years, the 1969 OAR Research Applications
Conference has again. produced a number of suggestions
for the technological exploitation of OAR's research
program. The presentations included in these Proceedings demonstrate the possible applications of this research, even though the full impact of the ideas may
not be felt until some time in tne future.
OAR, as the prime research agency of the United
States Air Force, conducts and sponsors a broad program of fundamental research aimed at advancing Air
Force tes'hnology. This progra' encompasses a search
for new scientific knowledge In OAR's own laboratouniversities and technical instiries, as well as in
tutions at home and abroad.
The dissemination of the results of research is also
part of OAR's mission. Although it is often difficult
to predict where research will lead, OAR channels its
work into fields of interest that offer the greatest
promise for meeting current and future Air Force operational needs.

LEO A. KILEY
Brigadier General. USAF
Commander
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INTRODUCTION

The aim of this 1969 OAR Research Applications Conference has been to emphasize the continuing efforts
of researchers, both in-hoose and at universities in
Ie U.S. and abroad, to solve some of the current
.. tical problems of the Air Force. The useful solutions stemming from these efforts have helped to further the technological progres. of both the Air Force
and the GOD as a whole.
Some of the current or potential applications resulting from OAR research are included in this volume.
Although they do not reflect all facets of the broad
OAR research program, they do provide a meaningful
spectrum of Air Force interests, and demonstrate the
need to sustain a healthy DOD research program.
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APPLICATION OF HIGH MAGNETIC FIELDS
Benjamin Lax, * D. Bruce Montgomery and Henry H. Kolm
Francis Bitter National Magnet Laboratory'
Massachusetts Institute of Technology
Cambriuge, Massachusetts

ABSTRACT
*

This paper presen'•i a number of scientific and device applicatlons of high
nagnetic fields. Scientific applications include research in superconductivity,
nuclear magnetic resonance in chemical and biological systems, and in submillimeter spectroscopy. Device applications include quantum electronic devices,
election beam devices, synchrotron radiation devices, plasma source devices
and thermoinagnetic devices. Other areas discussed include the medical applications of catheter guidance, heart pace-making and meauurement of the weak
fields of the heart and brain, and the application of high fields to electromagnetic proof-loading of bonded aircraft structures and to magnetic ore separation.

"Also P1,ysics Department, Massachusetts Institute of Technology.
t

Supported by the U. S. Air Force Office of Scientific Research.
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APPLICATION OF HIGH MAGNETIC FIELDS
Benjamin Lax, * D. Bruce Montgomery and Henry H. Kolm
Francis Bitter National Magnet Laboratoryt
Massachusetts Institute of Technology
Cambridge, Massachusetts

I. INTRODUCTION
In the five years since its establishment by the Air Force, the MIT National
Magnet Laboratory has clearly demonstrated the tremendous versatility of high
magnetic fields as a tool for fundamental research. Although the principal application of high magnetic fields has been to research in such areas as spectroscopy,
plasma physics, low temperatures, solid-state, and superccnductivity, this basic
work has resulted in considerable practical fall-out. Although many of these applications are still only conceptual ones, many have great future potential, and already there have been a number of achievements.
High magnetic fields have now become very important tools in such applied
areas as magneto-hydrodynamic generators, fusion experiments, bubble chambers,
ore separators, and metal forming. In addition, the use of high magnetic fields
promises to be of equal or greater importance in future projects such as radiation
sources, high energy accelerators, electron beam devices, solid state detectors,
transportation, shielding, and even in the testing of aircraft structures.
II. SCIENTIFIC APPLICATIONS
A.

The Hybrid Ma.et, A Unique New Concept.

A unique cencept in magnet design is now being implemented at the Laboratory.
Very high power, high field, water-cooled coils are beir. combined with large
superconducting coils to make hybrid magnet systems which will provide more
intense fields than are possible by either technique alone.[ 1, 21
The hybrid concept has only recently become feasible due to advances in
superconducting magnet technology. The attractiveness of combining the two techniques becomes evident when one considers the assets and liabilities of each system

*Also Physics Department, Massachusetts Institute of Technology.
tSupported by the U'. S. Air Force Office of Scientific Research.
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by itself. As shown in Fig. 1, the water-cooled section is uiled at the center of
the magnet where it makes most effective use of the dc power input and where the
field exceeds the critical field of any known superconducting material. The superconducting coil is the outer concentric section where the field is within the superconducting range and where large amounts of dc power would be required to produce an equivalent field in a water-cooled structure. The central field then can be
far higher than could be generated by the superconductor alone, and higher than
could be generated by the core alone under a given limitation of power.
To couple the two systems together requires the uee of a cryostat of novel
desi'gn as shown in Fig. 2. The liquid helium cryostat containing the superconducting coil must have room temperature access for the water-cooled core, and in
addition, special provision must be made to support the very large mechanical
forces developed by the magnetic interactions of the two systems. The first hybrid
prototype system is now under construction at the Laboratory, and will be the
first of a series of such systems.
While the first hybrid system will use ozdy a 60 kilogauss (kG) superconducting coil, the next generation of hybrids will incorporate superconducting sections
giving fields twice that high. Such a 120 kG field superconducting magnet is the
practical economic limit at present, but would be sufficiently high to allow the generation of steady fields over 300 kG in a hybrid system with 10 inf-gawatts dc power
input, 250 kG with 5 megawatts and 200 kG with 2.5 megawatts representing a fourfold increase in the number of magnets operating above 200 kG. The hybrid concept, then, can lead to a very significant augmentation of high magnetic field
capabilities for both basic experiments and applications.
B.

IHigh Field Suprconductors.

Since the advent of high field superconducting materials, most manufacturers
have made exploratory measurements in the steady state high field water-cooled
magnets at the Laboratory. In fact, the two highest field superconductors known
today, vanadium gallium and niobium germanium aluminum, have been under
study here, the first by Dr. K. Tachikawa [31 of the National Research Institute
for Metals, Tokyo, and the second by the staff of the Laboratory using material
supplied by Dr. B. Matthias and his colleagues at the University of California, La
Jolla, and Bell Telephone Laboratories. C4] (Fig. 3). In the future, when higher
magnetic fields up to 300 kG are available with hybrid magnets, the measurements
on these and other new materials can be readily extended. Although preliminary
measurements are sometimes made with pulsed magnets ,these results are neither
complete nor fully reliable. For example, the measurement of magnetic susceptibility, critical currents and other fundamental properties requires dc techniques.
In addition the large volume water-cooled magnets permit the measurements of
small test coils of such materials, thus simulating the realistic conditions of high
magnetic fields, i.c., forces and pressures which will exist in future magnets
made completely of superconductors, the small test coil representing the inner
elements of the coil subjected to the most critical conditions.
With the inevitable advances in high magnetic field superconductors and related closed cycle refrigerators, such systems will become mobile both for airborne
and ground systems and because they can be used for shielding electronic equipment and personnel from high energy particles, ray 'lay ai important role in
A-3

space exploration.
C.

Nuclear Magetic Resonance in Chemical.and Biological Sstems.

High field nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) measurements offer one of the
most unique and promising opportunities for fundamental contributions to the future
understanding of biulogical and organic systems, owing to the uniquely direct information which they give on the electronic structure of molecules. The power of the
method depends on two characteristic interactions: the chemical shift and the
indirect spin-spin interaction. The chemical shift refers to the screening of the
nucleus by currents induced in the extranuclear electron cloud by the external fields.
The indirect spin-spin interaction ("J-coupling") refers to electron spin polarization by the nuclear magnetic moment, which communicates the quantum state of
that moment to nearby states in the electron cloud.
Both of these interactions represent very small shifts and splittings of the
Larmor frequency - typically less than 1 ppm for protons. The development of
useful spectrometers has thus depended heavily on the development of magnets
having effective homogeneity over the sample as well as time stability, considerably better than I ppm.
The NMR signal to noise ratio, other factors being constant, is roughly quadratic with the applied field strength. Thus there is a great premium on the development of stronger fields having the requisite homogeneity. Moreover, the chemical
shifts increase linearly with field strength, thus giving spectra taken at higher
field strengths a simpler, better separated, and more easily interpreted form.
This is particularly important in the sFudy of large molecules (e.g., proteins) which
give such overlapping spectra at lower field strengths as to be nearly useless.
Recent work r5s has shown that increasing the field strength from 24 to 52 kG
provides a significant step forward in what can be done cn such systems. Further
increases in field strength will be rewarded by further order-of-magnitude increases in the power of the NMR method.
The importance of these measurements and the difficult, oi producing the
magnetic fields with sufficient homogeneity and stability make the development of
high field NMR instruments a natural project for a major national laboratory. The
development of the magnetic fields of 100 kilogauss and higher, homogeneous and
stable to one part in 10 requires the type of enginecring approach w'ich had led
to the design and construction of modest accelerators and radio astronomy installations. Its construction and exploitation for basic measurements will require a
team apprjach involving engineers, physicists, chemists, and biologists.
We are proposing a development project which will ultimately culminate in an
NMR magnet producing 200 kG homogeneous and stable to I part in 10% . This goal
will be approached in two major steps, the first being the construction of a 5 cm
bore supe&--onducting magnet producing 150 kG, uniform and stable, to 1 part in
10i over 1 cm 3 of volume. This magnet would itself represent a three times increase in the fields available for NMR work and would be of inestimable Lenefit to
biologists and organic chemists.
A field of 150 kG is the highest field that can be expected from superconducting
magnets in the foreseeable future, but this need rnot limit the ultimate goal. The
A-4

hybrid-magnet concept, already being implemented, can be used to extend the
range. In this case a 100 kG, 40 cm bore superconducting magnet producing a
highly homogeneous field of 100 kG would be combined with a high homogeneity
copper water-cooled Insert to produce a combined field of 200 kG, again homogeneous to I part in 108. Time stability would be achieved by means of a superconducting shield of high critical field but which need carry only vanishingly small currents. This last step, that of the hybrid magnet, is clearly the more difficult, but
it is also capable of the more unique contributions.
D.

Submllimeter Spectroscopy.

During the last two decades microwave and millimeter resonance spectros-

copy has been exploited as a powerful technique for a wide variety of studies in

solid state physics and chemistry. Such studies requirrd modest magnetic fields
supplied by commercial electro-magnets. However, t1•e same techniques have not
been possible in the short millimeter and submillimetcr regions untri.7 recently because fields of sufficient magnitude were not available. Today there are three
classes of magnets possible, superconducting, wateL-coolkd or hyurid, and synchronous pulsed magnets, and these shoula extend resoni-nce spectroscopy from
I millimeter well into the submillimeter regions. The hybrid nmagnets which will
be capable of providing fields in excess of 300 kG continuously are beautifully
matched to the cyaiiide laser which emits radiation at 337 microns or 3/10 of a
millimeter. With this system a high resolution, high precision spectrometer can
be made available for studying magnetic resonance, cyclotron resona.ce, spin
resonance, etc. The synchronous pulsp system, whose design is now being studied,
will provide 500 kG pulses of a millisecond duration once every second and should
extend submillimeter spectroscopy to even higher frequencies. Although the pulse
will result in some loss of resolution, it will nevertheless provide a very important
and effective tool in conjunction with submillimeter and far infrared lasers.
E.

Electronic Devices.

A great many electronic phenomena in solids, gases and vacuum tube devices
arise only if a steady magnetic field is first applied to a semiconducting or magnetic crystal or to an electron plasma or stream. This age of modern electronics
has come to depend heavily on phenomena such as cyclotron resonance in semiconductors, ferromagnetic resonance, antiferromagnetic resonance, paramagnetic
phenomena for maser operation, the magnetic properties of electron plasmas for
helicon wave propagation and finally, the creation of magneto-acoustic waves which
are a new combination of magnetic spin waves and sound waves in solids. These
are several areas in electronics where one can foresee these combined field and
device systems playing an important part.
Perhaps the best example of a clear impact in the immediate future is in
millimeter and submillimeter wave systems. Here we need the new cyclotron
resonance electron beam radiation source, as well as travelling wave masers,
ferrimagrietic isolators and circulators and, finally, fast sensitive solid state
detectors, all of which require large steady magnetic fields. This submillimeter
wavelength range is one of the few remaining undeveloped sections of the electromagnetic spectrum from the applications point of view.
A-5

1. Quantum Electronic Devices.
The area known as quantum electronics involves the use of lasers,
masers, and related devices as useful sources of radiation or as sensitive detectors of this radiation. Basic work in magnetospectroscopy has naturally led to the
conception of a number of detecting devices involving magnetic fields. Tunable
infrared detectors using low-gap semiconducting materials and high magnetic fields
are particularly suitable as tunable monochromatic sensors in the submillimeter,
near infrared and far Infrared regions of the spectrum. These detectors would use
both cyclotron resonance and interband transitions between quantized magnetic
levels for this purpose and would significantly extend the range of present detcctors.
Parametric effects involving nonlinear phenomena both in magnetic alWd electron systems in the presence of a magnetic field could be used both as detectors
and as tunable sources in the far infrared and submillimeter regions. Some of
this work has already begun with high power gaE lasers such as the CO 2 laser in
electron systems using nonparabolic phenomena in semiconductors in magnetic
fields.
One potential device in quantum electronics is a tunable local oscillator for
a potential CO2 laser radar system. Here a semiconductor such as lead-tintelluride would be tuned with a magnetic field in an automatic frequency control
mode. The feasibility of this has already been demonstrated.
Another type of detector or source that high magnetic fields would make available Is the use of the maser in the submillimeter or far infrared region. A CW
gas laser such as the cyanide or water-vapor laser wotud be used as a pumping
source for exciting a 3 or 4 level maser either in a magnetic or electric dipole
transition. This is analogous to the low noise masers that have been developed in
the microwave and millimeter region. Such device:,, of course, require high magnetic fields for operation.
Some of the most exciting quantum electronics phenomena are those associated
with the analogous behavior of high energy free electrons and their interaction with
laser beams or hot electrons in solids. One can make use of the quantum limit of
the resultant inverted population in both semiconductors or ;emimetals.
Finally, the tunability of solid state and gaseous lasers in hign magnetic
fields offers a high resolution scanning system. This then can act as an ultrasensitive tool for resolving fine structure in optical, infrared, and ultraviolet
spectroscopy.
2. Electron Beam Devices.
It is known from electrodynamic calculations that energetic electron
beams In high magnetic fields will emit radiation in the submillimeter regions as
well as harmonics which extend into the far anfrared. In a recent experiment r61
a broad band electron beam device of this type was operated and swept from a
6 mm wavelength to 0.7 mm by employing a magnetic field up to 150 kG, emitting
substantial power from the fundamental transition. This unprecedented range
gives great encouragement for continued research in this area. Crossed electric
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and magnetic field devices of the magnetron variety can also be investigated for
their properties as radiation sources in high magnetic fields not only in the millimeter and infrared region, but at higher frequencies as well. Such electron beam
devices with a pulsed magnetic field employing a combined betatron-magnetron
configuration should be an excellent source of pulse synchrotron radiation in a very
compact device.
3._Snchrotron Radiation Sources and Accelerators.
Deams of electrons, injected from pulsed synchrotrons and orbited in
storage rings can be unique sources of strong radiation in the ultraviolet, X-ray
and gamma ray regions of the spectrum. [7] The concept of high magnetic field
storage rings for use in synchrotron radiation sources was first discussed at the
Francis Bitter National Magnet Laboratory in 1963 and has generated considerable
enthusiasm and resulted in ý"i actual experimental system at the University of
Wisconsin which Is now operable. Use of pilse fields and high field superconducting
magnets in suitable combinations would result in devices more efficient and vastly
The existence of
more compact than the adaptation of existing accelerators.
these strong continuous high resolution sources would revolutionize spectroscopy
in this region of the spectrum.
High energy physicists have not utilized high magnetic fields for accelerators
because of the excessive radiation loss involved at maximum energy. Therefore
they usually have resorted to systems with large diameter at lower magnetic fields.
For the purpose of radiation devices, accelerators and storage rings can built out
of high field superconducting magnets or pulsed magnets making them considerably
more compact and smaller in size. Furthermore, for these purposes there Is an
important trade-off between energy and magnetic field to achieve the same
or greater performance in terms of spectral limits and intensities. For example,
the Cambridge Electron Accelerator with a 6 BeV beam and approximately 10 kG
magnetic field and a diameter of about 30 meters has an upper emission frequency
of about I A as a synchrotron radiation source. In terms of a radiation source the
same upper frequency and even greater intensity could be achieved by increasing
the field JO-fold with a superconducting magnet and thereby reducing the diameter
of the device to a modest 3 meters. In fact, such an accelerator combined with a
similar high field compact storage ringe can be made to produce y rays with a
total power output of the order of megawatts. Such an intense y ray source would
represent a tremendous tool for a variety of industrial and military projects.
In addition to their function as sources, these devices themsel,'.es would be

Sstudied in regard to the interaction of photons with intense electron beams and for
stimulated emission of electrons accelerated in a magnetic field. See Fig. 4.
For example, a high power laser radiating into these high current, high field
storage rirg configurations will produce many more gamma ray photons by the
inverse Compton effec' than the present low current beam accelerators. In addition, enh.-nced radiation can also be obtained by stimulating emission downward
by beaming the laser, or the synchrotron radiation, in the same direction as the
motion of the electron beam rather than agairst it. These problems are of greet
practical and theoretical interest. Stimulated synchrotron radiation, which is an
entirely new subject, might be utilized to produce extremely intense 'ncoherent and
possibly coherent sources at very high frequencies which could be used as natural
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pumps to pump lasers at much lower frequencies.
Development of the superconducting magnet technology for high field storage
rings, development of the pulse field cyclotron, synchrotron or betatron injection
devices, as well as the possibility of employing the spectral output of such a
device, make this area a natural one for the exploitation of high magnetic fields.
Another application of high magnetic field accelerators is for heavy particles,
i.e., protons or alpha particles, where radiation is not a serious limitation to
energy. The high field accelerators could be considerably reduced in size.
4.

Plasma Source Device.

The behavior of dynamic electron plasma devices in magnetic fields in
excess of 100 kG have as yet not been explored. Such devic.,s constitute very
efficient radiation sources through the electromagnetic spectrum. It will be very
important to study not only the dynamic behavior of such plasmas as a basic problem, but also the radiation capability in the presence of high magnetic fields.
Such devices can be compact tubes in dc or pulse magnetic fields of relatively small volume, somewhat larger devices involv'ing several cubic centimeters,
or devices in the order of I to 2 orders of magnitude larger. Again the regions of
interest are the submillimeter, infrared, and ultraviolet regions where there is
great need for strong efficient sources.
5.

Thermomanetic Devices.

Recent theoretical work [8] has demonstrated the importance of high
magnetic fields in enhancing the efficiency of thermromagnetic devices using solid
state materials. The demonstration of this enhancement for energy conversion
represents an important basic physics problem. If the material with the optimum
theoretical properties can be found, thermomagnetic devices can be a highly practical and promising development. The converse of this device, a solid-state
thermo-electric refrigerator appears to be much more promising and will receive
a good deal of theoretical and experimental attention in th:e next five years. The
importance of such devices for certain cooling applications is obvious.
III. OTHER APPLICATIONS
A.

Medical Applications of Hi

Mag•_etic Fields.

There are a number of potential medical applications of magnetic fields.
These include magnetically induced forces for the guidar.ce of catheters through

body cavities, the control of muscles or valves, the removai of ferromagnetic
foreign bodies, magnetic forces to guide and localize ferrite powders for X ray
diagnostics or for use as carriers of medication, the inductive coupling of energy
into implanted devices and for direct pace-making or defibrillation of the hear,
and finally, the monitoring of blood flow and the measurement of heart and brain
wave electrical activity. The Laboratory is active in several of these areas,
specifically the magnetic guidance of catheters, magnetic pace-making and defibcilA-S

lation of the heart, and the magnetic measurement of heart and brain wave electrical activity.
An external magnet system capabie of guiding a ferromagnetic-tipped catheter
through vessels in the body would greatly facilitate many medical treatments by
providing access to parts of the body otherwise inaccessible except by major surgery. Such guided catheters could be used both in diagnosis and in clinical treatments. Neurological applications, for example, would include blocking feeded
vessels of certain intercranial vascular malformations, and the local injection of
high concentrations of radio-opaque medium or chemotherapeutic agents.
The external magnet system for catheter guidance must be capable of exerting
forces sufficiently strong and continuously adjustable in magnitude and orientation.
Magnetic field gradients in the order of 1 kG/cm are required for full utilization of
the technique, and this requirement for vely large field gradients opens up a potentially very important new application of superconducting magnets in the medical
area. The feasibility of this technique has already been demonstrated with a "cardiovascular navigator" developed in the Laboratory in collaboration with Massachusetts General Hospital [9] which uses the water-cooled eltctromagnet shown in
Fig. 5. A system utilizing a superconducting magnet could be vastly more effective
and could open up an entirely new area of medical treatment.
A superconducting magnet system for neurosurgical use cc; sisting of three
orlhogonal pairs of coils has been proposed r 10] and designed by the Laboratory
and would be capable of producing a gradient of 1 kG/cm in any direction by adjusting the currents in the three sets of coils. The proposed system is shown in Fig. 6.
In a second medical area, we have recently begun work in pace-making the
heart by means of magnetically induced voltages. If a magnetic field is changed
sufficiently rapidly (10" - 107 gauss/sec), voltages can be induced in muscle tissue
of sufficient magnitude to fire the muscle. A preliminary small system is being
built for the University of Vermont for animal studies and may very likely prove to
be the forerunner of systems for use in intensive care units where automatic emergency pace-making and defibrillation are current important unsolved problems.
We have also recently become involved in a closely related area, that of the
measurement of the we-k magnetic fields arising from various natural current
sources vwit•hin humans. The following measurements ill] have been made by
Dr. David Cohen of the Laboratory at his facility at the University of Illinois at
Chicago: (1) the ac magnetic field arising from the same ac heart ion currents
which produce the electrocardiogram, with a field maximum of - 5 x 10" gauss;
(2) the ac magnetic field arising from the same ac alpha-rhythm ion currents
which produce much of the electroencephalograph, with a maximum of- I x 10-9
gauss; (3) the dc magnetic lield arisirg from a dc current near the abdomen, of
undetermined source, with a maximum of - 5 x 10-" gauss. A new magnetically
shielded ron-., essential for th!s work, is now being built and the study continued
by Dr. Cohen.
One reason that surface magnetic measurements are potentially useful In
riedical research and diagnosis is the limitation of surface voltage measurements,
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which cannot uniquely determine the internal charge (or excitable tissue) distribution. The combination of surface voltage and magnetic measurements, while still
not producing uniqueness, does give more internal information than voltage measurements alone.
B. Electromagnetic Proof-Loading of Bonded Aircraft Structures.
The first application of high field technology to the aircraft industry was
made in 1960, when the Francis bitter National Magnet Laboratory assisted the
Convair Division of General Dynamics in the development of a method for swaging
turnbuckles and clevis fittings to control cables, as well as torque actuating tubes
to splined connectors, by the use of a pulsed magnetic field instead of a mechanical swaging die. r123 Since the induced eddy current force always complies with
the Irregular shape of the cable, magnetic swaging proved to be substantially more
reliable than mechanical swaging and the technique has been adopted thin ughout the
industry. The "Magnaform Division" organized by General Dynamics to supply the
apparatus to othcr aircraft manufacturers was recently sold to the Gulf Corpuration.
In this swagirn process, as well as in other magnetic forming applications
developed subsequently, the metal is subjected to a pulsed magnetic field. Induced eddy currents flow in such a way as to oppose the chanp in field, or to
prevent the field from penetrating into the metal. In reacting against the field
which induces them, these eddy currents repel the metal from the pulsed field coil.
The method has two basic limitations: there is no way to control the direction of
the force; It is always repulsive. Moreover, the method Is very inefficient; since
the Instantaneous eddy current is proportional to the rate of change of the magnetic field, the current maximum precedes the field maximum. The induced force,
being proportional to the vector product of current and field, is therefore substantially weaker than it could be if the phase lag were somehow eliminated.
Recognition of this circumstance led to the investion of a more sophisticated
method of magnetic forming which makes use of two separately controlled pulsed
fieldc: a slowly pulsed field which penetrates into the metal, and a fast-rising
pulse which does not penetrate but induces a substantial skin current. The two
pulses Lan be timed and oriented so as to produce the desired force, which may be
repulsive or attractive. Eight years later, in September 1968, a new requirement
of the aircraft industry presented an opportunity to apply this new principle. We
were approached by the Boeing Company with a request for assistance in solving a
problem.
The Advent of modern adhesives has made it possible to use bonded structures
In aircraft design which are superior to the traditional riveted structures in several
important respects. They eliminate stress concentration in skin-stressed structures, they possess inhetent damping against fluttering and vibration, and they
allow the incorporation of honey comb laminations for stiffening and distributed
reinforcenent. Unfortunately the use of bonded structures has been precluded by
lack of a non-destructive testing method. Testlin would involve applying a traction
of several thousand psi to an aircraft skin. Boeing wondered whether it wai possible to apply such a prcof -loading force electromagnetically, and by means of a
technique applicable during construction as well aS in3-service inspection of
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complete aircraft. With support from Boeing, i".were able to demonstrate the
feasibility of a proofloading device oased on the double pulse method.
In these prelimir ary tests, the background field is provided by a six Inch
caliber Bitter solenoid magnet which accommodates an oval traction coil. Supplied
with energy from a capacitor discharge of six micronecond duration, this traction
coil induc:s the skin current which generates the proofloading force by interaction
with the continuous magnetic field. The traction force acts on opposite surfaces of
a bonded test panel inserted into the coil, thereby raising a visible blister wherever
a known flaw has been introduced into the bonding layer. Experiments now being
performed with this laboratory device are intended to determine the parameters
needed to design a prototype industrial testing machine. Obviously this machine
will make use of a traction coil designed to generate an external field so that the
proofloading force can be applied to fuselage, empennage and wing surfaces of
aircraft.
Figure 7 is a photograph of the laboratory device, operating in conjunction
with the Bitter solenoid magnet which provides the background field. Associated
diagnostic equipment is located on a balcony above the magnet and does not appear
in the photograph.
Figure 8 is a simplified sketch which illustrates operation of the experimental system. The traction coil is connected by means of low inductance co-axial
tubes to the fast bank, a 2 microfarad, 50 kilovolt energy storage capacitor. The
system is highly under-damped, and a free discharge would therefore oscillate
or "ring"' for a large number of cycles. Since proofloading requires a uni-directional force, it is necessary to terminate or "crowbar" the discharge after completion of the first hnIf-cycle. This is accomplished by means of a double spark gap
housed in a monolithic, heavy-walled cylinder of lucite submerged in transformer
oil. The gap housing must obviously withstand a considerable shock wave since
the plasma is expected to conduct peak currents of 50 to 100 klloamperes. The
cavity in the lucite cylinder is pressurized with nitrogen to permit control of the
breakdown voltage and contains three spherical electrodes in add'ison to two tungsten trigger needles, The oil-filled circuit box which surrounds the main gap also
contains two primary trigger gaps with all associated pulse transformers, voltage
dividers and pulse forming circuitry. Only the primary, low voltage control circuits are housed in a separate, remotely located chassis.
Operation of the system is very umnpL In principle. The central spherical
electrode, which is connected to the capacitor, is flanked by two other spheres, one
connected to the traction coil and the other !o ground. A pulse of Peveral hundred
kilovolts supplied to the appropriate tungsten trigger needle nlrtiab. , di.scharge
through the coil. At the. instant the discharge current begins to reverse, a suitably
timed s( ond trigger pulse initiates i second discharge to the grounded sphere.
The curaent waveform ceiserved without and with crowbar operation are sketched in
the figure. Reliable operation requires careful adjustment of gap spacings and
nitrogen pressure, as well as suitable filtering and shielding again t radio frequency pickup and magnetic induction. It is believ0i that with some modifications
this basic system can be made sufficiently reliable for plant operation by inexperienced personnel.
Before bonded structures can be used with confidence, it will be necessary to
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establish dynamic (i.e., impact) as well as static test criteria for bond quality.
We intend to assist doetng and possibly the A.S.T.M. in perfecting criteria for
ultimate adoption as industry standards.
C. Magnetic Cre Separation.
The force which can be exerted magnetically on a magnetic particle is proportional to three quantities: the frr 1 dient of the applied magntctic field, the size
of the particle, and the magncazat1i6_ii~(he particle (whether permanent or induced
by the applied field). In cases involving relatively large particles which are highly
ferromagnetic a force adequate for separation can be achieved by simple means,
and magnetic separators are commonly used to remove such particles from a nonmagnetic medium in the form of a wet slurry or suspension, a fluidized (gassupported) bId, or a simple dry aggregate. However, there are many cases of
considerable interest in which magnetic separation has never been possible on an
industrial scale, due primarily to the very rudimentary state of the art. Such cases
involve particles whi-h are either too small in relation to commonly achievable
gradients, or too difficult to magnetize in relatiom, to commonly achievable field
intensities, There may also be more subtle difficulties.
The Francis Bitter National Magnet Laboratory has responded to several
requests for assistance in solving magnetic separation problems, and even this
casual and purely informal contact with the industry has led to at least one new
industrial process. There is no question that a great deal of economic and even
strategic value .-an be achieved by applying mnore sophisticated methods of magnet
design to magnetic separation. Ironic though ;t may seem, it is likely that superconducting magnets, in their present state of development, are ready to make a
substantial contribution in the one area which has never been mentioned in any of
the numerous speculations concerning superconducting applications: ore separzation.
Our most successful intervention in magnetic separation has been in the purification of kaolin for use in paper coating. This involves the removal of particles
which are very small (colloidal and sub-colloidal), very weakly magnetic (they only
contain trace amounts of iron in the form of stain), and which must be removed to
a very complete degree for the process to be of any value. Fortunately these difficulties are offset by a very substantial advantage: the cost of the separation need
not be borne by the very small fraction of magnetic material which is removed, but
may be allocated to the bulk of the feed which is thereby purified. Thus a coýt
figure which is prohibitive in dollars per gram removed becomes very attractive
in dollars per ton purified. We succeeded in developing a magnetic separator
capable of outperforming the chemical separation process used previously, and
even utilizing grades of kaolin not previously amenable to economic Durffi-ation.
The device makes use of magnetized stainiess steel wool to achieve a large volume
of high field gradient, and a magnetizing field somewhat higher than can be achieved
in commonly used industrial separators. The first production capacity separator

is fow under construction.
There Is a rather interesting scientific by-product of this opplication: kaolin

was once ocean bottom sediment, and magnetic impurities contained in it may be
expected to have collected and trapped magnetic monopoles incident with the cosmic
radiation for geological periods of thne. The clay mining company, iii gratitude
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for our assistance, has agreed to make their magnetic tailings available to be
searched for magnetic monopoles.
A second application we have been working on informally for some time involves the removal of non-.sulfide molybdenum and tungsten from what is now the
tailing flow from the Climax Molybdenum Company's operation. Only molybdenum
sulfide can be recovered economically by present means. The loss of non-sulfide
molybdenum represents an estimated $20,000 per day. Unfortunately the situation
in this case is the converse of the kaolin situation: the cost of the separation must
be borne by the very small fraction of material which is removed, and in terms of
dollars per gram no process they have tried looks very promising on economic
grounds. There is one ame.iorating circumstance: the removal need not be complete, as in the kaolin case. On the other hand, the process must accommodate
enormous quantities of slurry at a high flow rate. Our tests so far have indicated
that the method applied to kaolin will work in principle but fails to achieve practical through-put rates. It ,dso requires the prior removal of coarse components.
Resuilts obtained so far suggest another promising approach: a continuous flow
proce!ss using a quadrupole gradient. We have modified an existing magnet to
e-r:criment with this techLique, but have not as yet been able to fit the work into
our schedule.
A third project, begun only recently, is being conducted in cooperation with
a large copper mining company. It i - aimed at developing a technique for magnetically classifying ores obtained from ocean bottom sediment.
D.

Transportation.

During the lost few years a number of scientists have seriously proposed the
use of superconducting magnets in conjunction with high speed transportation. [13]
The basic concept involves the location of a series of high field magnets at the base
of a train with the magnetk field oriented verlically. At sufficiently high speed
this magnetic fied produces eddy currents in the track bed which contains loops of
conducting copper or aluminum. The eddy currents so induced set up a field which
opposes those of the superconducting magnet, thereby lifting the train several
inches above th( ground. In this way the only friction that opposes the moton of
the train is that of the air. With a proper magnetic configuration and suitably designed track bels, the train could be confined and reach speeds of the order of
300 mph.
The important contribution of this Laboratory would be in the design of a wide
variety of conf:,gurations for high field magnets and to related problems of supporting large volume superconducting magnets that are subjected to large external
forces. This problem is not unlike that faced in the construction of the hybrid
magnet.
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FIGURE CAPTIONS
Fig. 1.

Overall view of the 225 kilogauss (kG) hybrid water-cooled and superconducting magnet system. The external helium storage vessel is at
the left and supplies helium to the magnet cryostat. The 8 kW power
supply is shown between the cryostats. A small refrigerator is shown
mounted on top of the magnet cryostat and is used to hold the magnet
at 20 0 K between scheduled operations. The magnet cryostat is mounted
on heavy springs to allow relative motion between the two coil systems
under fault conditions.

Fig. 2.

Fourteen-inch room temperature bore hybrid magnet cryostat for the
60 kG superconducting co~l showing the cable type of suspension used
to support the large interaction forces between the superconducting
magnet and the copper insert. The helium cryostat is surrounded by
a nitrogen cryostat and access for electrical leads and cryogenic fluids
is provided by the 3 inch tube.

Fig. 3.

Comparison of critical field vs. absolute temperature for a number of
high field superconductors tested at the Francis Bitter National Magnet Laboratory. At a given temperature, the new NbGeA! alloy has a
much higher critical field than any of the previous materials and at
140 K the critical field is measured as 200 kG. The transition temperature is 20.7 cK. The dashed curve below 140 K is an extrapolation
assuming the physical parameters derived above 140K. Although the
critical field may be as high as the extrapolation indicates, measurements will require very high dc fields.

Fig. 4.

Universal synchrotron radiation source for a broad spectral range
from the near ultraviolet to the X-ray region. Intense Y-rays produced
by inverse Compton effect of interaction of laser radiation with electrons.

Fig. 5.

Five kW electromagnet for catheter guidance which permits horizontal
translation and rotation about three axes.

Fig. 6.

Proposed superconducting inagnet system for catheter guidance in
neurosurgical applications. Three orthogonal sets of coils can generate
a gradient in any direction in space as high as 1000 gauss/cm.

Fig. 7.

Experimental electiomagnetic proof-loading apparatus irstalled in 6
inch Bitter magnet at :ze Francis Bitter National Magnet Laboratory.

Fig. 8.

Schematic diagram of experimental electromagnetic proof-loading
apparatus.
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Abstract.
This research programme is aimed at detailed
understanding of the supersonic combustion process relevant
to scramjets and hybrid engines.
The work is particularly
directed at the hydrogen/air system and flight 17,•ch
numbers >10. A 150 mm. hypersonic shock tunnel is used to
provide the high stagnation pressures and temperatures (up to
500 bars and 80000 K) which •,rn requiired, and the tunnel
nozzle is directly connected t' th1 supersonic burner. A
typical combustion chamber ib -!,m.
x 75 m1. x 1 metre long,
and operates at an entry Mach. number of 3.5. Since the test
section static pressure is much higher than in conventional
hypersonic shock tunnels, special operating techniques ha%.e
been evolved which eliminate the expensive highly evacuated
dump tank which is usually used.
Novel instrumentation has been developed a. follows:1. A high speed c-as sampling valve and probe can be used to
monitor the gLs composition in the test section. This has
shown that oxygen deficiency and contamination of the test
gas (air) by the driver gas (helium) are significant factors,
and due allowance must be made in the interpretation of
supersonic combustion results.
2. A hypersonic velocity meter based on an open circuit
electro-magnetically induced voltage is used to determine
the velocities in the supersonic burner.
3. A low cost magnetic drum recording system has been
developed which can give a large bandwidth capacity on
hundreds of channels for 40 milliseconds.
The information
can be recovered as a stationary oscilloscope trace or fed
to a tape punch.
A theoretical study of the turbulent fuel/air mixing
propes. bas revealed a simple principle by which optimum mixing
and combustion systems may be designed.
In the zcse of
supersonic systems, this approach reveals that mixing losses
are much larger than has been hitherto assumed and result in a
severe performance penalty rt the higher speeds.
When applied
to subsonic systems the Vieory indicates the decign of very
low pressure loss self proportioning gas turbine burners and
low pollution carburation systems for piston engines. In
particular it may be applied to dual-mode scr:,!.jot burners.
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Introduction.
This paper presents a summary of the research
studies sponsored at Sheffield University by the OSR and
highlights aome of the practical applications.
The present generation of aeronautical
propulsion systems has attained a performance plateau, which
will only be surpassed by the introduction of nz'w devices.
In the case of the gas turbine/ramjet engine, the most
promising new unit () is the scramjet (supersonic combustion
ramjet); whilst in the case of the rocketa new hybrid unit
involving air augmentation appears advantageous. In order to
exploit these advanced concepts, detailed reý',rch on the
fundamental aerodynamics, mixing and chemical reactions is
required.
Since these fields of study are so vast, it is
important that the research is confined to the relevant areas
if maximum progress is to be made at minimum coct. Thus the
first
requirement is that we correctly simulite the important
flight parameters in our laboratory studies.
Figure la shows the flight corridor of an
advanced vehicle, and the corresponding stagnr:'tion pressures
and temperatures are given in Figures ib and Ic.
It may be
shown (2) that a maximum speed of about plach 15 is likely for
cruise missions, whilst for boost acceleration missions, speeds
up to Mach 20 are conceivable. We are therefore interested in
stagna ion pressures and temperatures up to 5000 Bars, 8000 0 K
and *0' Bars, 140000K for ultimate cruise and boost missions
respectively.
If we tow turn our attention to the scramJet
engine as shown in Figure 2, we see that this consists of an
intake, combustor and nozzle, which must all be integrally
mounted with the airframe to form a satisfactory vehicle.
Parametric studies (2) indicate that for optimum engine
performance, the combustor entrance flow should be subsonic
below a flight Mach number
:m 4.5, and supersonic at the
higher Unch numbers.
We thus require the combustion
system to operate both subsonically and supersonically (i.e.
dual.-mode) if we are not to have a multiplicity of engines
fitted
to a hypersonic vehicle.
The subsonic combustion asreot
of the combustor design will be discussed later in the paper.
During supersonic combustion conditions, the combustor entrence
Mach number is approximately one third of the flight Mach
numbcr, and therefore falls
in the range 2 to 5.
The
corresponding combustor static pressure is in the rnnge 0.2
to 4 Bars (Figure 3a) and the static temperature is 1000 to
2000 0 K (Figure 3b).
The high overall engine performance
B-2

potential is
Mach number.

indicated in Figure 3c as a function of Flight

The important phenomena to be studied in a scramjet
combustor are the turbulent mixing of fuel and air, with
simultaneous chemical reaction, and the interaction of the
resulting pressure gradients with the duct geometry. Fortunately
sufficient is now known about supersonic combustion that the
critical parameters can be identified, and it is found that the
major problems can be studied without duplicating the maximum
flight stagnation conditions.
At speeds above 14ach 10, the
combustion time is sufficiently short that the system is
mixing controlled, and the pressure and temperature can be
reduced with little
loss of accuracy of simulation.
It is
therefort; concluded (4) that for flight speeds above Mach 100,
connected supersonic combustion testing can be adequately
covered by stagnation temperatures of 50000K and stagnation
pressures of 200 Bars. (Note. The total pressure loss in the
intake does not have to be supplied.)
The Sheffield University Shock Tunnel.
In 1963 a 150mm shock tunnel was built to study
supersonic combustion for scranmJet operation above Mach 10, and
a general view of the facility is given in Plate 1.
The main disadvantage of the shock tunnel arises from
the short testing time of a few milliseconds.
However, since
the residence time in the combustor is < 0.5 m.sec. testing
times in excess of one millisecond are adequate to studý the
combustion process.
The tailored interface reflected shock
tinnel gives the longest running time for a given length of
driven tube, and the capability of such a facility
is shown
on Figures ha and hb as a function of primary shock Mach number.
It can be seen that air stagnation temperatures of 5000 0 K as
required for engine tests, can be produced with
combustion
heated helium driver gascs
Hot helium is used following the technique developed
by General Electric in which a mixture of 70, helium and
stoichiometric hydrogen: oxygen, is ignited by eight high
energy discharge igniters (5).
The combustion results in a
smooth six to seven fold pressure rise over a period of about
10 millisecs., aftear which time the diaphragm opens. The
maximum driver preesure is repeatable within 3Y, and is usually
about 20ro greater than the final air Etagnation pressure.
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High Speed Gas Sampling.
Recent studies have shown that contact surface
curtail the useful running period, in
interactions may
addition to the familiar limitation due to the arrival at
the nozzle of' the tail
or reflected head of the expansion
wave from the diaphragm. Theoretical studies(6) have
indicated that two phenomena may arise, namely contact surface
instability, and shock bifurcation caused by shock interaction
process results in annular
with the boundary layer. This latter
jets of driver gas penetrating the shock heated gas in the
stagnation region, and diluting the test gas flowing through
the nozzle. The theoretical onset of tnese two mechanisms
usually occurs just above the tailoring rach number. However,
due to the importai.-e of ga• composition in our studies, we
A high
have investigated this phenomena experimentally (7).
with a sampling probe was mounted
speed sampling valve fitted
A flow of argon
at the exit of the tunnel nozzle. (Plate 2.)
through the valve was rassed directly to a gas chromatograph
for analysis, and one sample could be taken on each tunnel
firing. The valve was operated by discharging a capacitor
through the solenoid coil, and the opening timc was about
in Fig. 5 and
1.5 milliseconds. Some results are illustratce
it can be seen that driver gas (helium) appeared in almost
that a shock tunnel could
Although it is felt
every sample.
be designed to minimise or eliminate the contamination, our
immediate approach is to make allowance for this dilution
effect in the interpretation of our supersonic combustion
Measurements of oxygen concentration both
test results.
with and without hydrogen fuel injection have also been made
with the sampling valve, and these are reported in Refs. 7and. 8.
Starting Transients in

the Superusonic Combustor.

Although the test section static pressure is usually
close to atmospheric, much higher pressures can be built up
in the startiag shock system. Fig. 6a shows that the starting
shock Mach number in the test section is about Mach 5 for
The corresponding minimum starting
all
test Mach numbers.
pressure ratio to eliminate the overpressure is shovw in
Fig 6b together with the running pressure ratio, and it can be
is about an order of magnitude smaller.
seen that the latter
Thus the test section must be evacuated to about one tenth to
one thirtieth of the test static pressure prior to firing.
It will be noted that this is a mach lower vacuum than is used
on conventional shock tunnels, also the dump tank can be
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replaced by a simple blast tube to atmosphere which further
reduces the facility costs.
The Measurement of Gas Velocity

Electromagnetic Induction.

When the ionized test gas is passed between the poles
of a magnet, so that the magnetic field is perpendicular to
the velocity vector, then the orthogonal induced voltage is
equal to the product of the velocity and field strength. Since
the latter is known, velocity can be determined. As shown in
Plate 3, our supersonic combustion test section is fitted with
a magnet and up to 150 volts is produced at the electrodes.
Some test results are ijlustr ted on Fig 7 and they show that
thp gas impedance is 10-+ 10'9, which is in accordance with
the calculated equilibrium value (Refs 9 and 10).
It appears
likely that the technique can be used widely in aeronautical
testing facilities such as pebble bed heated hypersonic wind
tunnels.
The high electrical conductivity of the gas has been
confirmed by an electi.ode'lss meter based on the dissipation
cof •:rgy in a 2. il-TIz field induced in the gas.
Low Cost Magnetic Drum Recording System.
The operation of a shock tunnel facility for engine
testing requires a large bandwidth (d.c.-10 Iaz ) on many
channels (> 20) for a short time (< 40 millisecs.) The only
commercial instrument which can meet this requirement iL the
oscilloscope and camera at a cost in excess of $1000 per
channel. We have, therefore, developed (Ref ii) a low cost
system based on a magnetic drum in which the information is
recorded on separate tracks each having a response of -l MHz
In order to obtain a response down to zero frequency, f.m.
recording is used, although instruments such as ionization
gauges may be recorded in direct mode.
In
di-1ition to low
cost, the system has several other advantages:
a) Since the signal is retained for 40 m..secs., the decision to
retain the test data does not have to be maec until after the
test - rather than before as in the case of the oscilloscope/
camera system.
b) One oscilloscope can be used to display all chnnnels in
turn after the firing, and a stationary patteirn i obtnined.
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c)

One aounter timer can be used to measure all time intervals.

d) By counting cycles through a gating circuit and operating a
tape punoh,the data .an be easily fed into a computer for
analysis.
e) Our present drums have a capacity of 370 channels each,
although we only use a few chanriels at present. Plate 4.
Theoretical Studies.
A theoretical study of the fuel/air mixing and
combustion process has been made based upon a new interpretation
of turbulence theo•sy.
The application of turbulence theory to
the solution of internal flow problems is still
in an early
stage of development, due to mathematical complexity, and in
many cases only an order of magnitude solution can be obtained.
In our treatment, the system is regarded as a clasrical stirred
reactor, and energy balance principles are uso. to calculate the
minimum input pressure energy required to genrerate the necessary
stirring (i.e. turbulence intensity).
In general the low-wave number -ý of the turbulent-energy
spectrum depends on the geometry of the turbulence-producing
device, while the high-wave number region of the spectrum is
almost isotropic, and independent of the source of eddy
formation.
The smaller eddies are very important in the
turbulent mixing and combustion process in which fuel, air
and combustion products are stirred together to the molecular
level.
Since the high wave-number eddies contain aoout 800
of the total turbulence energy, the ability of different
systems to achieve mixing will depend largely on the total
turbulence energy in each system., Now:2
Kinetic energy of turbulence =
where

ppu
E~k)dk

k is the wave number.
E(k) is the energy spectrum function.
p is the density.
u' is the roct mean square turbulence velocity.

In general, turbulence is generated from the mean motion of a
stream by the shear stress and velocity gradient. In free
turbulence (i.e. jete and wakes), all the velocity energy
of the mean motion that is lost, appears first
as kinetic
energy of turbulence and is later viscously dissipated as heat.
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The source of the energy necessary to provide the
turbulent kinetic energy is then the pressure (or velocity)
energy of the stream.
In the case of baffle or bluff body
mixers, as in gas turbine engines, industrial burners, etc.,
the turbulence produced can be calculated by the energy balance.
,2
A-,-) =
½p 2
pu
=
where

4
AP

is
is
U is

the pressure loss factor.
the total pressure loss.
the stream Velocity.

In the case of co-axial jet mixing systems, such as are
proposed for scramjet burners, the hydrogen fuel jet carries
negligible kinetic energy due to its
low density, and
practically all the mixing energy comes from the air stream.
The fuel jet , therefore, acts very much like a bluff body
and in principle, fuel injection into the wakc of a suitably
designed stirrer
can result in a more rapid reL._ase of the
turbulence, and hence a shorter supersonic burner, than is
obtained with a co-axial jet system. (Plate 5) Such a bluff
based body will also operate as a subsonic fl.me stablizer for
dual-mode operation.
The important parameter in the design of a mixingcombustion system is,
therefoi'e, the turb.lence intensity,
which is very approximately equal to the width/length ratio
per fuel injection unit.
In order to mi.nimize the friction
drag on the walls of the combustor.,tCAould be made as short
as possible, and this implies that wF should use the highest
possible turbulence intensity.
If we postulate that non-linear
dissipation effects would inhibit the formation of supersonic
relative motion of the eddies, then the intensity of turbulence
would be limited to I/M. Thus we are unlikely to be able to
operate a supersonic combustion system at high turbulence
levels, and turbulence intensity will generally fall
in the
range 15- 40%.
At hypersonic flow conditions we can then
write the energy balance
2
2

pU 3
P

pul

*UM/U

3

1/-

-1-3(u
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(3/2)

M UM
/1

Thus when u'/U = 0.2, UM/U7
velocity '
To show what this means in

=

0.94 giving a 6% loss in

terms of loss of specific impulse,

we can write approximately.
Af=

MU

_

gwf"•

U1
c

.11 (u?)

.\2 ,U

This function is plotted in Fig. 8 and the large loss in
specific impulse-.amounting to a few hundred seconds - is
In order to carry out exact calculations, a kinetic
apparent.
energy efficiency T)T for the turbulert mixing process may
be defined, thus
(H -hms )/(H -h)
iT H is the total enthalpy
h is the static enthalpy
hmsis the static enthalpy in the mixed region when
expanded isentropically to the initial pressure.
In the case c• constant pressure mixing, this would reduce to
IT = (UM/U) 6 = 1 - 3(u'IU)2

where

The kinetic efficiency parameteri1T can then be incorporated
into: etgine cycle calculations in th- usual manner.
This theory can be readily extended to lower speed
systems such as gas turbine burners or industrial high
In these, the turbulence velocity is
intensity combustors.
approximately equal to the mean velocity, hence the length of
the initial combustion zone is approximately equal to the
It also follows that the scale of the turbulence
diameter.
should be an order of magnitude smaller than the diameter of
the burner. We can, therefore, calculate the geometry of a
high intensity burner as follows:
Inserting u'/U = 1 into the energy balnnce equation gives:AP/½pU2 = 4 = 3
Thus a pressure loss of three dynamic heads across the flame
Thhe
stabilizer will give a minimum well stirred combustor.
pressure loss can be expressed in terms of Mach number(k)as:SP/P

•3YM2 /2

=

2.1 U2
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In "he case of a gas turbine burner operating at Mach 0.1
this indicates that an optimum combustor will have

-

2.1%

total pressure loss., if the energy to stir the combustor is
taken from the air stream. Similarly for an industrial high
intensity burner operating at 30 metres/sec, we find that the
fan must provide 2100 N/mrn(8.5'H20) for the stabilizer pressure
drop, plus a similar pressure for the mixing region (if mixing
and combustion are separate) plus whatever exit velocity head
is required from the flame. In addition, friction losses and
the fundamental pressure loss due to heat addition must be
overcome by the fan, but these can be made small.
The blockage of a baffle type stabilizer (combustion
can) giving three dynamic heads of pressure loss can be shown
to be about 60% of the combustor area (12), and this baffle
should be streamlined on its upstream surface, The requirement
that the scale of turbulence should be an ordcr of magnitude
smaller than the dimensions of the combustion, chamber can
be achieved by distributing the open area of the baffle between
orifices, whose individual dimensions are an order of magnitude
smaller than the chamber dimensions. Of course, the boundary
velocity gradient to prevent flashback may provide a limitation
on the range of satisfactory operation if mixirg and combustion
are separate.
When gaseous fuel is available at high pressure, it is
possible to use the fuel pressure as the source of energy to
stir the combustor (Plate 6).
In this case onlj a small
quantity of fuel is available to stir a large quantity of
mixture, and the energy balance equation must be modified to
calculate the fuel pressure, thus:
2 :
AP = 3YpM /1c

where c is the fuel/air ratio.
For the primary region of a gas turbine can opcrnting at
altitude, the required fuel pressure is, therefore, about 0.7
bar (10 psi). In order to stir the primary and dilution zones,
fuel pressures about five times larger are required (i.e.
proportional to W secondary/W primary). Howevcr, in larger
gas turbines a cool layer of secondary air along the nozzle
guide vanes is desirable, hence full secondary stirring is not
always necessary. The potentialities of such a gas turbine
burner are:
B-9

a)

An increase in

b)

A burner with a self proportioning primary zone. This
follows since the primary air flow is determined by the
fuel momentum, and the difference in air flow will
automatically pass to the senondary region.

aircraft range or payload of about 1%.

o) Reduced pollution. The vaporized fuel will follow the same
path at all operating pressures, thus eliminating the rich
core, which can cause szamoke at low altitude.
N.B.(Thc disadvantage to, of course, the requirement for a flash
boiler or heat ,xchanger to vaporize the fuel. It will be
noted that p-amping liqul !fuel to a high pressure requires
compnrntl%,ily little
power, whereas compressing the air to
provi(n ollmbtidtur stirring energy requires a large amount
of power.)
Those onmet pritolplhes mty 'Q readily applied to the mixing
process in mn ,utomobi1le cnrburettor.
Thi2 process normally
requires a pressure drop of about 2500 N/m (l0" H2 0), and
reduces the maximum engine power by about 50o. A vnporized high
pressure fuel system used as indicated above should recover
this power, and also reduce pollution due to the elimination
of large droplets.

Conclusion.
1.

A tailored interface hypersonic shock tunnel is a
suitable facility
for connected testing of scramJet
combustion systems. It can easily produce stagnation
temperatures >500 0 *K and pressures > 200 bar for a few
milliseconds.

2.

Supersonic combustor static pressures are about equal
to atmospheric, however the test section must be evacuated
to about 1/30 of atmospner'ic pressure, if the test section
is not to be damaged by the starting transients. A simple
blast tube can also be used in pla;e of the conventional
dump tank.

3,

Contaminntion of the test gas by the drivcr grs has been
shown to be a problem, and a high speed gas sampling
instrument is essentiil for the Interpretntion of
combustion results from shock tunnels.
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4.

In electromagnetic velocity meter has been developed
for use with high temperature test facilities. It appears
that the gas conductivity is in accordance with the
theoretical value.

5.

A low coit multi-channel magnetic drum recording system
has been developed, which is ideally suited for use with
shock tunnels and other intermittent testing facilities.

6.

Theoretical studies of the turbulent fuel/air mixing
process have provided a fundamental technique by which
pressure losses due to mixing may be calculated. These
losses are surprisingly large for scramjet systems.

7.

This theoretical analysis can also be used to design
short dual mode supersonic combustors, novel gas turbine
combustors, carburation systems, etc.
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ABSTRACT

Measurements of the ionic composition of tie ionosphere by rocket
probes have established the presence of several 'rominent negative ionic
species. Very little information has been available concerning either the
source of these ions or their possible interactions with other atmospheric
constituents. Recent experiments in our laboratory, using mase spectrometric techniques, have examined the reactions of negative ions such as
0O, 0,
N- , and OH', with a large number of selected neutral molecules,
with particular attention to natural atmospheric gases.
In several cases,
rate determinations for these reactions have been made, and insight into
the detailed reaction mechanisms has been derived by using isotopically
substituted reactants. These studies provide information which is vital
to the establishment of reliable atmospheric mriels and the understanding
of deionization phenomena. These laboratory measurements have important
implications for such topics as atmospheric perturbations by nuclear
detonations.

Introduction
The ionosphere, that region of the earth's atmosphere which is
electrically zharged, extends from the earth's surface to the boundary
between the earth's magnetic field and outer space. This region includes
ions of many types, created largely by impact of high energy photons,
(Y <1027A2 ), from the sun and also by secondary photoelectroL• ejected by
the initial impact process but which are sufficiently energetic to cause
further ionization before reaching thermal equilibrium. Thermalized
alectrons also constitute a large part of the ionospheric medium and these
survive essentially as free electronsp.hJ

they undergo recombination

reactions with positive ions. Such recombinations usually result in
dissociation if the positive ion is diatomic, thereby creating atomic
species which are also highly reactive.
The earliest information about the ionosphere was obtained from
observations of the reflectivity which froe electrons in this region show
for radio waves.
From such measurements it has proved possible to derive
in considereble detail the electron density as a function of altitude.
More recently, sounding rockets and satellites have yielded data on the

actual ionic and neutral composition of tbe ionosphere.

The multitude of

ions shown to be present by such measurements could conceivably involve a
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large number of interactions. Therefore, to aid in resolving the chemistry
and physics of the iono3phere and in drawing conclusions about the dominant
reaction processes occurring there, it has been necessary to resort to
laboratory studies in which various experimental techniques are employed to
study reactions of isolated ions and other reactive intermediates. While
considerable progress has been made in the identification of positive ionic
reactions of relevance to the ionosphere by suich laboratory methods, 1 much
less data has been olitained at this point regarding the interactions of
negative ionic species.
Negative ion reactions are particularly important for that region of
the ionosphere below 90 kilometers, the so-called "D region".
In this
region, the concentration of neutral molecules (that is, the atmospheric
density) is sufficiently large that 02- ions formed by electron attachment
to oxygen molecules, which would normally dissociate, are stabilized by
further collisions with molecules which remove some of the excess energy.
Such three-body attachment processes have been well-known for some time as
& consequence of their demonstration in the laboratory. 2 Although these
02 species are presumably neutralized either by photodetachment of electrons
or associative detachment reactions in the daytime, their lifetime at
night in the ionosphere is considerably longer and they are potentially
reactive. Similarly, dissociative electron attachment to ozone molecules
present in the ionosphere creates 0- ions which must also be considered in
any postulated reaction scheme.
One of the earlier studies of negative ion reactions 3 in atmospheric
gases utilized an afterglow discharge masF tpectrometer to examine pure
atmospheric components and appropriate gaseous mixtures. Significantly,
CO3 and NO H2 - were observed as important negative ion products. The role
of ions suc• as 0 and NO2 was also considered. Quite recently,
Fehsenfeld et al. 4 have applied a flowing afterglow technique to determine
rate constants for various iopic reactions of 0-, 02-, 03 and CO3 -.
On
the basis of their data, these workers proposed two reaction chains which
would result in the production of NO2 and NO3 - as the dominant negative
ion species in the D-region. And, indeed, recent sampling probes of the
ionosphere 5 have identified, among others, ions corresponding in mass to
NO2 and NO3 ""
The ion chemistry of the "ionosphere" is still very pl.rly un-d6rstood, however.
The concentration of neutral constituents sucn as 03, NO,
H2 0, N 0, etc. in this region is yet a major uncertainty. Alro, the reactions of ions such as 0 and 0 - with several of these atmo3pheric
components have still not been adequately probed. In view of these facts,
we have attempted to apply mass spectrometric techniques, such as we have
recently employed so su cessfully in our studies ef a varivty of positive
ion-molecule processes,al
to the examination of salected negative ion
reactions. It is notable that there have been virtually no negative ion
mass spectrometric studies reported in which a beam instrument such as ours
was utilized.
Our success in accomplishinq such studiis depends in large

part on novel experimental techniques devieau in our l .oratory which will
be described in the following section.
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Experimental
The instrument utilized for the negative ion-molecule reaction studies
reported here iE the dual-stage ARL tandem mass spectromet8tr, which has
A schematic
been described in some detail in previous publications.9'
Figure
1 and Figure
shown
in
is
diageam of this research mass spectrometer
2 is a pictorial representaiun of the instrument. It consists essentially
of two mass spectrometers of Mattauch-Herzog geometry coupled by an intermediate collision chamber. Thus a mass and enerTy analyzed ion ',eam can be
selected in the first stage spectrometer and impacted on the target gas of
choice in the collision chamber. The resulting ionic productr. from the reaction are then analyzed and detected in the second stage mass spectrometer.
The unique feature of this ARL instrument is its capability to provide ion
beams of experimentally ureful intensity over the range 0.3-100 eV with an
energy spread of only 0.3 eV. Since negative ion-molecule interactions in
the atmospheric environment are expected to occur at near-thermal energies,
the low energy capability of the ARL tandem mass spectrometer is particulirly desirable if reascnable analogies are to be drawn between laboratory
experiments and actual ionospheric processes. Tha low energy limit of the
ARL tandem instrument is made possible because oZ the unique retrnding
"slot' lens which degrades the ion beam energy from its value of about
180 eV, with which the beam exits from the P--slit, to the desired impacting
energy. Because of the relatively low intensities of ionic products from
ion-neutral interactions in the instrument, it is necessary to utilize an
electron multiplier detector and to employ pulse counting techniques.
While the tandem mass spectrometer described above has been successfully applied to positive ion molecule reactions for some time, it is only
recently that modifications were accomplished to permit observations of
negative ion processes. An important consequence of these modifications
was the development in our laboratory of a new ion source and a mode of
source operation with which it is possible to realize negative ion beams in
the tandem spectrometer of intensities of 10-8 amp or higher, measured at
the P- or energy defining slit (Figure 1). The source is displayed
schematically in Figure 3 and is in most respects a conventional electron
It is distinctive, however, in that the anode oz electron
impact source.
trap is not isolated from the impact chamber as is customary but is
actually within this region. Under the conditions to be noted below, this
source operates by ejecting relatively large quantities of secondary
electrons from the anode which have low energies in the region appropriate
The necessary operating
for electron capture by molecules (- 0-10 eV).
conditions are as follows: 1) A rather high impacting electron energy is
required, typically 100-200 eV. The optimum primary electron energy can
be selected by consulting available dataI 1 on the energy dictribution of
reflected secondary electrons from metal surfacss, taking into account the
metal used for the anode and the energy dependence of electron capture for
Much of the latter
formation of the negative ion species in questic
The anode must be
2)
informat.on is also available in the literature.

at ground potential.

Uping a potential attractive for rlectrons traps

High
3)
secondary electrons befor6 they can escape the anode surface,
anode currents rasult in maximum negative ion yields, as would he expected.
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The mode of operation dascribed improves the effi-iency of negative
ion formation by about a factor of 1000 over that possible when negative
ions are formed directly by impacting the source molecules with low energy
electron beams for which beam collim;.cion and penetration into the ionization chamber are significant problertz. Moreover, the newly designed source
can be operate" at considerably higher pressures than would be possible
otherwise, and this in turn increases the probability of three-body capture
processes which are frequently necessary for the formation of negative
sp•cies.
The high efficiency negative ion source outlined here will Ltdescribed in detail in a forthcoming publication.
Results and Discussion
Preliminary data have been obtained on the reactions of 0", 02- NOand OH with a large number of rnutral molecules. The discussion here will
be limited to reactions with simple inorganic gases which are known atmospher-ic constituents.
Rate Constant Determinations. The ARL tandem mass spectrometer is
restricted in operation to collision chamber pressures below about 50
microns, owing to pumping system restrictions. While this is quite sufficient to obse..rve products from a single ion-neutral collision, it is not,
except in rare instances, adequate for the detection of higher order processes. Some of the ion-molecule processes observed in the tandem
spectrometer for the reactions of 0, 02 and NO are shown in Table I,
Table I
Reaction

Rate Constant, k (XlO9 cm3 molecule"I sec"I)

(2)

0- + H2 +OH-

(3)

0 + H20 -009" + OH

0.10

(4)

0- + N20

0.14

(5)

02" + NO2 -NO2

(6)

No- + 02 -

+ H

,NO-

2

0.28

+ NO

0.76

+ 02

.0
- + NO

0.35

a

0.23

(7) No- + No, . N02" + NO

along with the rate constantse derived for these reactions.
Rate constants
were obtained by normalizing cross-sections measured in the tandem instrument to the rate (,ntant for the charge transfer reactj .,
0

+ NO2

9NO
2 "+

(1)
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for which k - 1 X 10-9 cm3 molccuie"I sec"I was reported by Paulson.14 No
reactions of OH" with simple inorganic molecules could be observed in the
tandem instrument at the relatively low collision chamber pressures used.
Also, no apparent reactions of 6- with CO, CO,2 02,
2 NO, or NO2 were
detected under these conditions. The failure in our case to observe complex ions such as CO,
03-, and NO - from such reactions is not surprising
in light of the above discussion since previous observations of these
species involved experiments conducted dt much higher pressures. 3 , 1 5 Under
these conditions, such complexes are formec in three-body processes, as is
now well established.

•

•

Reaction Mechanisms.
It is of fundamental interest to consider the
mechanisms of some of the negative ion-molecule reactions which have been
observed. Considerable insight into these reaction mechanisms can be
obtained from experiments in which isotopically substituted reactants are
used. As an example, the applicaticn of such techniques for reaction (4)
will be illustrated. The NO- product from this reaction could conceivably
be produced by several mechanisms.
Thus it might be formed by dissociative
charge transfer, by a discrete particle transfer or through an intermediate
ion--neutral complex at the low relative energies involved. Table II ghows
the 1 iSotopiC pr-AUCt distribution from the reactions of 160- with N2 10 and
of
O with N2 0%. As can be seen, the NO- pr guct from §oth reactions
consists of approximately equal components of N 0 and N 0-. Also
interesting is the fact that 0- is actually formed as a product in this reaction. The tandem mass spectrometer is an "in-line" type instrument in
which ionic products are detected in the same direction as the impacting
ion beam. It is evident therefore that this back-reaction product would
not be detected except in an isotopic experiment, because a product ion of
the same mass as the reactant is obscured by the latter which is of much
larger magnitude. However since the oxygen atom which appears in the NOproduct apparently comes from either the ion or the neutial with Nout
equal probability, it is reasonable to assume that both
U- and
0- are
actually formed as products from either of the reactions shown in Takle II.
On this basis, it seems apparent that the reaction involves formaticn of an
intermediate (N2 0 2 ")* complex in which the energy it distri.uted arong the
various degrees of freedom in random fashion.
Similar experiments sJAw that the reaction
ditferent fra that discu. es above. Thus, when

0
0

9,:ith NO is quite
is impacted on

N 02, the reactions observed are,

IE0- + N1 6 0

16
N

÷ N160180(8)

02" + 180

N 16-0is0

(9)

+ 1620

The relative rates fr.1 these ceacti',n channels are in the order kal9l
0.170).7-6/0.07. Clegly, the major charge transfer product N'0
is not

isotopxcally mixed and therefore must result princip•lly

from a long range

irteraction rather than froA the orbiting complex usually assuved for low
energy ion-neutral reactions.
Again, there is a back-reaction yielding
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is relatively minor.

although in this cize it

As in the case of N2 0, 0- ions apparently react with water molecules
chiefly through formation of an intermediate complex. In this instance,
the observed product distribution from the isotopic studies is,
160- + H2180 • 16OH- + 18OH

S

18

0H- +

16

0H

(11)
(12)

18O- + H2 1 6 0

where kll/kl 2 /kl

3

= 0.022/0.020/0.96.

It is appropriate to consider the negative ion reactions
Conclusions.
observed in the present study in relation to currently held reaction
schemes for the ionosphere. Dalgarno16 suggested some time ago that the
associative detachment reactions,
(14)
0"' + O 02 1 e
02

+ 0- 003 + e

(15)

mechanism by which these ions are lost from the
might provide an importr
ionosphere. More recnt±•, Fehsenfeld et al. 4 havS measured rate con= 1.9 X 10-10 om sec- 1 and k1 5 - 3.3 X
stants for these processes r7
3
10-15 cm aec- respectively, .sing the flowing afterglow technique. the
relatively lvrge magnitude of these rate constants indicates that such
associative detachment procisses would dominate photodetachmert in the
ioncsnher3. However, the rate constants given in Table I for reactions of
are -n somcý instances larger than those for associative detach0 and 0
mene of ?hese ions with 0 atoms. It would seem, therefore, that it will
9c neces.ary to -onsider reactions such as those shown in Table I in
formuiatnng a realistic reaction scheme for the ionosphere. This may well
reqtiire some modifications to the sequence proposed by Fehsenfeld et al.
Ultimately such considerations will rest on reliable determinations of the
concentrations of the various inorganic gases in the ionosphere.
The preliminary mass spectrometric investigations dsoscribed here
illustrate tne value of this technique fcz negative ion-molecule sw4udies.
In contrast to less definitive drift tube or discharge studies, these
,.,ethods provide detailed information on the specific reactions of individual
ions without prior knowledge of these processes. Moreover, reliable kinetic
data is readily obtainec. bý a muc> less tediou3 experimental procedure than
required in non-mass spectrometric methods.
Future Work and Applications
In future investigations, high pressure mass spectrometric techniques
At.
will be applied to study various atmospheric negative ion reactions.
higher pressurer, it will be possible to observe shout-lived negativi ion
C-7

complexes and to follow their sequential reactions.
It should be possible
to ultimately arrive at a reliable estimate of the overall reaction schemes
for various regions of the ionosphere by considering competitive reaction
kinetics and the relative concentrations of neutral and ionic reactants.
Apart from their obvious significance for clarifying the physics and
chemistry of the upper atmosphere, studies of negative ion processes have
importance for a variety of topics.
Among these are the explanation of
deionization phenomena following the creaetion of buarsts of electrons in the
atmosphere by nuclear detonations, for example, and related problems such
as radar and communications blackout.
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List of Figures
Figure 1. Schematic of ARL tandem mass spectrometer. P is the energyresolving slit and Ml is the magnet of the ion gun spectrometer.
Dl is
ion detector monitor for ion gun. QL is quadrupole lens, EC is movable
electrometer for total ion-current measurement, M2 is mass analyzer of
second stage, and D2 is final detector for product ion analyzer.
Figure 2.

Front view of the ARL tandem mass spectrometer.

Figure 3. High efficiency negative ion source. Gas enters source chamber
through inlet, GI, where it is ionized. Electrons emitted by filament, F,
pass through source chamber and strike electron trap, T. Secondary
electrons emitted from surface of T, are reflected into chamber where they
are captured by molecules, yielding negative ions. Negative ions are
driven out of source through exit aperture, IE, by a repulsive potential
applied to repeller electrodes, R. Collimation of the electron beam is
accomplished by the field impressed by magnet, M. S is shield for filament.
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Improved methodt are being developed for measuring trace amounts
of elements in small quantities of complex materials.
Amounts ranging from 10"15 to 10-6 grams may be measured in

volumes of one mililiter or less of such materials as lubricating oils,
biological fluids and tissues, foods, water and air. In particular,
trace metals* may be detected in lubricating oils used in jet and
other engines and gear boxes. Methols are being developed ro give
more reliable, faster and less expensive methods of analysis of trace
wear metal& in oils than are now being used in the Air Force SOAP

(Spectrometric Oil Ana~ysis Program), directed toward detecting
incipient, catastrophic mechanical failures.
Techniques under development involve (1)
tion of a solution sariple,

(2)

selection and prepara-

introduction of the sample solution

into an atomizer to form an aerosol anu (3) measurcernt of the emission,
absorption or fluoreszence of r idiation by the atoms of the species
of concern.
Since the intensity of the emitted, absorbed, or
resced radiation is usually proportional to the concentration
species of concern, measurement of the resulting intensity by
chromator-photodetector system can therefore be directly used
quantitative analy3is of the elemental species.

fluoof the
a monofor

Tbe studies are directed toward understanding the furndwmental
aspects of the methods and of the effect of the instrumental, spectral
and sampling parameters of the instrumental signal and signal-to-noise
ratio. The objectives are speed and simplicity, together with the
following factors:
* Aluminum,

chromium, copper, iron, lead, magnesium,
titar.lum, masanesa, vanadium, cadmium, zinc, cobalt,
and calcium.

D-.

silicon, tin,
barium, sodium
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ABSTRACT

The importance of trace metal determinations in biological fluids,
air and water pollution samples, and in lubricating fluids is well-known.
The Spectrochemi..al Analysis Group at the University of Florida has been
especially concerned with trace metal determinations in synthetic samples
by using newly developed spectrochemical methods.
The techniques which
have been and are being used include:
(1) atomic fluorescence flame
spectrometry, (2) atomic fluorescence spectrometry with a graphite furnace
and (3) atomic absorption spectroscopy with a graphite furnace.
In the
first two methods, a sample is atomized and the resulting atoms are excited
by a light source. The light emitted when the atoms become de-excited is
measured and is directly related to the number of atoms excited.
In the
absorption method, the sample is atomized and the resulting atomic vapor
is measured by a standard light absorption method.
In the first technique,
a flame is used to atomize the sample, whereas, in tte latter two techniques
a graphite furnace at about 2000 0 C is used.
By using those techniques, it
is possible to selectively and accurately measore such small amounts as
10 10 grams of some metals in small amounts of solution (0.01 millilitzr).
The advantages and disadvantages of these techniques will be stressed,
particularly for monitoring woer metals in lubricating fluids as a meant
of indicating improper engine operetinn or predicting engine malfunctions
in diesel, reciprocating and jet engines.
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1. sensitivity:

detection of lowest coacentration or amount
of Species of concern

2.

selectivity:

measurement of the species of concern in the
presence of many other potential interferences

3.

accuracy:

small systematic errors

4.

precision:

small random errors

To obtain the best possible results in a spectroncopic measurement,
we are interested not only in the final application of the technique
to specific problems but also in improving well established technilues
by a better understanding of the theoretical and instrumental aspect&
and in developing new techniques and methodology.
As a result of
this approach, we have measured fundamental spectral parameters of
elements, such as quantum efficiencies of atoms in flames, collisional
cross sections of atoms and molecules in flames, and collisional
energies of diatomic molecules in flames.
These measuvements have
resulted in more optimum experimental conditions for analysis and
even in development of new analytical methods.
We have also developed
new instrumen.ation, such as light detection devices, new sources of
light, and new methodology as a result of this approach.
The current SOAP program has been very successful in predicting
impending failure of a component in a Jet engine.
In fact, when the
analyst has in the past recommended a Jat engine overhaul, the mechanics
found in 90 percent of the cases worn parts which might have resulted
in losses of lives and equipment if the aircraft had not been grounded
for engine overhaul.
In another 5 percent of the cases, parts were
beginning to wear, and the engine would have needed an overhaul in
the near future.
In the final 5 percent there was no apparent wearing
of parts.
The two techniquts now used for SOAP are (1) emissior spectroscopy in which oil is sampled using a rotating graphite disc.
Excitation is by a sp.4c discharge.
(2) Atomic absorption spectroscopy
is carried out by aspirating an oil sample after dilution into a flame
to produce an atomic vapor.
The fraction of light from an external
light source absorbed by the atomic vapor is measured.
The first
technique gives rapid and simultaneous results on all metals concerned
but involves expensive equipment, fussy calibration, and gives margtnsnl
accuracy.
The second technique gives more reliable results on single
metals at one time and is le-s expensive, but Lt is much slower than
the first method and gives marginal results for some blements.
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Spectroscopic Methods Undei StLdy

The experimental systems used in atomic absorption, atomic emission, and atomic fluorescence flame spectrometry are very similar, as
can be seen in Figure 1. In all three methods the sample is atomized,
forming an atomic vapor of the sample in an appropriate manner, as by
means of a flare, arc, or a graphite furnace, since atoms are required.
In all three mechods, the intensity of light emitted, absorbed or fluoresced is measured by (1) a monochromator or filter, which is used to
selectively isolate the radiation of concern from radiation of possible
interferents, (2) a photodetector, which converts the desired radiation
p~ssing ahb-ough the mcnochromator into an electrical signal, and (3) an
ataplifier-readout system which is used to display a- electrical signal
proportional to the intensity of light emitted, absorbed or fluoresced.
In all three methoas the resultin6 electrical signal is also proportional to the concentration of the emitters, absorbers, or fluorescences,
In atomic emission spectrowhich is the basis of quantitative analysis.
metry, the resulting atomic vapor is excited either by means of an indeA portion of the
pendant system, such as a high frequency-discharge.
excited atoms (excitation is mainly by collisions with energetic species)
undergoes radiational deactivation, called emission (see Figure 4 for
In atomic
mechanism of process), which is measured as described above.
absorption spectrometr,
radiation from an external source, such as a
hollow cathode discharge tube, an elecL.:odeless discharge tube, or a
xenon arc lamp (Figure 3), is passed through the resulting atomic vapor
and the intensity absorbed, or the fraction of radiation absorbed is
measured as described above.
In this case, the source radiation, which
is of the correct wavelength (energy), causes the atom to be excited
from the groundstate to an excited state (absorption process), ihich
causes the source intensity passing through the atomic vapor to decrease
(Figure 2).
in atomic fluorescence s-,pectro.try, radiation from an external source (Figure 1) is again allowed to fall upon the resulting
However, in this
atomic vapor, just as in the atomic absorption case.
case, radiation (called fluoresceuace) results from the deactivation of
This fluorescence is measured
the atoms excited by the external light.
(The mechanisms of excitation and de-excitation
by a photoelectric cell.
are shown in Figure 2).
Iitall three methods, the wavelength (energy) of
the emitted, absorbes,
or fluoresced light is characteristic of the atom
Since the emitted, absorbed, or fluoresced spectral lines
of concern.
are of narrow wavelength, for example 0.1 Angstom, and the spectral range
over which such transitions occur is very great, for example, about 8,000
Angstrom, extremely great selectivity is obtained in these three spectroscopic methods. Minimal interference occurs due to overlap of spectral
lines.
The ortical system, which is used only to isolate
absorbed, or fluoresred spectral line from other lines,
4 irating or prism monochromator, or poassbly filterm.
system consists of either a d.c. electrometer or in s.c.
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the emitted,
consists of e t ther
The detector
amplifier if the

We are currently
emitted, absorbed or fluoresced light is modulated.
evaluating a numLer of detection systems to determine the optimum one for
atomic mission, absorption, and fluorescence spectroscopy.
For example,
we are currently involved in developing a photon counting system for atomic
fluorescence spectroscopy.
Such a system should yield far greater signalto-noise ratios and thus allow greater sensitivity of analysis.
The source of excitation of atoms in atomic emission spectroscopy
is also the method of forming atoms.
For example, the most common
method is to aspirate the sample solution into a flame to produce an
atomic vapor.
The sample may, for instance, be sprayed directly into
the flame.
This is convenient and safe but results in a distribution of
large droplets, many of which do not have time to evaporate before leaving
the flame gases, particularly in turbulent flames.
Or the sample may be
introduced into a chamber to produce z fine aerosol and then introduced
into the flame.
Usually the flames are premixed, resulting in a more efficient conversion of sample vapor into an atomic vapor.
This is less
convenient than the first rethod, and also the flame system is susceptible to flashbacks.
The resulting atomic vapor is then excited via
colli;ions i;ith thermally excited molecules in the flame.
This technique is commonly called atomic emissJon flame spectrometry or just flame
photometry.
It has been used for y.~ars in the measurement of elements,
such as sodium and potassium in blood, and calsium and magnesium in soils.
We have developed theoretical expressions for the instrumental signal
and signal-to-noise ratio to allow the analyst to select the
optimum
experimental conditions and to even predict the range of useful concentrations which can be measured by this technique.
We are also calculating the flame-gas temperatures and compositions to aid in the selection
of the optimum flame type for atomic emission as well as atomic absorption
and atomic fluorescence flame spectrometry.
By such calculations we can
estimate the number of atoms of con'cern per unit volume of flame gases
and thus determine the feasibility of carrying out a practical determination.
The external sources of excitation (Figure 3) used are generally
hollow cathode discharge lamps, or electrodeless discharge tubes in
atomic absorption and electrodeless discharge tubes or xenon arc lamps
in atomic fluorescence.
Hollow cathode discharge tubes (HCDT) produce
very sharp, fairly intense spectral lines.
The basic structure (Figure 3)
consists of a tungsten wire to support the cathode containing the element
of concern and another wire to serve as the anode; the tubes contain an
inert gas, such as argon, at about one mm pressure.
A voltage of about
250 volts is applied between the electrodes resulting in a glow discharge
within the cathode.
The glow discharge accelerates positive ions toward
the cathode causing sputtering of the cathode material; the resulting
atoms collide with other pcsitive ions and are excited to emit characteristic radiation.
Electrodeless discharge tubes (EDT) have considerably higher intensities than HCDr's and also &re simpler to construct.
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Tbey consist of a quartz bulb containing a s~aall amount of the mezal or
the metal iodide of the species of concern and a pressure of about one mm
Upon initiation by a Tesla coil when placed
of an inert gas such as argon.
in a high frequency (microwave) field, electrons are accelerated by the
electric field resulting in excitation and/or ionization of the inert gas.
Collisions of the energetic species result in heat, vaporizing the metal
of concern, and producing excitation of the metal of interest.
The xenon
arc lamp (XE) is a continuous radiation source which has been used in many
scientific inotruments, as well as in street lighting and motion picture
project )rs. Sources for atomic fluorescence spectrometry must be Extremely intense, since the measured signal depends directly on the source
intenblty.
My group is one of the leaders in development of eztremely
intense, stable light sources such as electrodeless discharge tubes for
atomic fluorescence spectroscopy.
Elements for which electrodeless discharge tubes have been prepared are shown in Figure 4.
Such sources are
now being accepted as the optimal. ones for atomic fluorescence spectroscony and are also being used rather than hollow cathode discharge in
many atomic absorption studies.
The method of producing an atomic vapor (Figure 5) of the species
of concern is probably the most critical
step in atomic emission, atomic
absorption, and atomic fluorescence spectroscopy.
Most workers have
preferred to the flame for all
three methods and thus the names,
atomic emission flame spectrometry, atomic absorption flame spectrometry,
and atomic fluorescence flame spectrometry.
The flame (H 2 -0 2 , H2 -air,
C2 H2 -0 2 , C2 H2 - N2 0, etc.) can be used to atomize most metals in the
periodic table.
It is a simple, precise means of producing an atomic
vapor.
However, most non-metals and some metals, such as W, Mo, Tc, Re,
Ru, Os, Rh, Ir, Ta, Wb, Al, Sn, Sb, Bi, Ge, Se, and Te, as well as the
rare earth elements, cqn not 'e detected reliably at low concentrations.
To measure such species, it is necessary to use a more efficient atomizer
such as a graphite furnace, which consists of a graphite tube containing
the sample, heated to about 2000 0 K by electrical current.
Such a system
has been shown to be extremely efficient in producing atoms even for nonmetals and is currently bekng studied.
We have also derived expressions
for determining the optimum exnerimental conditions to achieve the maximum instrumental signals and signal-to-noise ratios for atomic absorption
and atomic fluorescence flame spectrometry.
We are also considered the
inventors of atomic fluorescence flame spectrometry as an analytical tool
and 3re leaders in the use of graphite furnaces for atomic absorption and
atornic fluorescence spectrometry.
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Sensitivity of Analysis

The sensitivity of analysis of an element by any method is
indicated by the limit of detection. This is defined as that concentration or amount of that specific element which produces an
instrumental signal which can be just measured above the noise
level of the instrument. Table I shows limits of detection for
a number of elements, measured :y atomic emission spectrometry with
a flame atomizer and exciter and with a graphite furnace atomizer
and Rf excitation. Table II shows the limits of detection for a
number of elements measured by atomic absorption spectrometry with
a flame atomizer, and with a graphite furnace atomizer. Table III
shows the limits of detection for a number of elements measured
using atomic fluorescence flame spectrometry.
Studies currently
in progress include: atomic emission spectrometry using a graphite
furnace atomizer and microwave excitation, to give improved limits
of detection for many elements listed in Table I, particularly the
non-metals; atomic absorption spectrometry using a unique graphite
furnace, to give improved limits of detection for many of the elements listed in Table II; atomic fluorescence spectrometry using a
graphite furnace atomizer, which could be especially suited to wear
metals in oils; and atomic fluorescence spectrometry using extremely
intense pulsed sources, which could produce lower limits of detection
for all elements listed in Tables I,

II

and III.

Analysis of Wear Metals In Lubricating Oils

Silver, copper, magnesium,

and iron in jet engine lubricating

oils were analyzed by means of atomic fluorescence flame spectrometry.
The method required considerably less time than methods currently used
by SOAP, and the results are comparable to those obtained in the SOAP
studies (Table IV).
Because of poor sensitivity for elements, such
as titanium, chromium, silicon, aluminum, and tin, ý.hese elements
could not be measured using the present system. However, studies are
now in progress, in which hotter flames such as H2-N20 and C2H2-N 2 0,
and graphite cells, are used in the atomic fluorescence studies.
It
is not unreasunable to expect that all trace wear metals in oils could
be measured with no more than fiva to ten percent relative errors and
within a matter of minutes.
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Table I.

Element
Ag
Al
As
Au

"B
Ba
Bi
Ca
Cd
Ce
Co
Cr
Cs
Cu
Dy
Er
Eu
Fe
Ga
Gd
Ge
Hf
Hg
Ho
In
Ir
K
La
Li
Lu
Mg
Nn

Mo
Na
Nb
Nd
Ni

Approximate Limits of Detection (ng. grams) By Atomic Emission Spectrometry

Flame Emissionab
300
200
50000
4000
30000
30
40000
5.0
6000
10000
1000
100
8.0
100
100
300
3.0
700
70
2000
600
75000
40000
100
30
i00000
3.0
1000
0.003
200
200
100

10000

Pb
Pd
Pt

3000
1000
40000

Re

1000

Rh
Ru
Sb
Sc
Si

3000
3000
20000
70
5000

Rb

0.01

15
0.1
4

0.3
0.01

10

0.5

0.8
5.0
0.04

30
0.1
1000
1000
600

OS

High Frequency Emissionc

2.0
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Table I contirued

Sm
Sn
Sr
Ta
Tb
Te
Th
Ti
T1
Tm
U
V

600
400C
4.0
18000
1000
200000
150000
500
90
200
10000
300

W
Y
Yb
Zn

4000
300
50
50000

Zr

50000

0.008

6.0

5,0

a.

Limits of detection are for aspiration of 1.0 ml. of solution into flame.
If volume could be reduced 10-fold, then absolute limits in table would
also decrease by 10-fold.

b.

Data taken in part from Koirtoyann, S. R.; paper presented at The MidAmerican Symposium in Spectroscopy, Chicago, Illinois, 1967.

c.

Data taken from Svoboda, V.,

Anal Chem,,
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submitted paper.

Table II.

Element

Limits of Detection (in nanograms) by Acomic ADsorption Spectrometry

Flame Absorptionab

Ag
Al
As
Au
B
Ba
Bi
Ca
Cd
Co
Cr
Cs
Cu
Dy

10
100
500
100
15000
100
20
3.0
10
7.0
5.0
50
5.0
200

Er

200

Eu
Fe
Ga
Gd
Ge
Hf

200
10
70
4000
2000
15000

Hg
Ho
In

200
300
50

Ir
K
La
Li
Lu
Mg
Mn
Mo
Na
Nb
Nd
Ni
Pb

4000
5.0
80000
5.0
50000
5.0
5.0
100
5.0
20000
2000
10
10

Pd
Fr
Pt
Rb

500
6000
500
5.0

Re
Rh

1500
30

Ru

300

Sb

200

Sc
S.

200

Si
SM

200
5000

Graphite Cell AbsorptionC
0.0008
0.54
0.6

0.2
0.5
0.002

0.)i
0.2
0. 04

0.02

0.2
0.3

0.03
0.008
0.007
0.07
0.01

0.1
2.0
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Table II continued

Sn
Sr
Ta
Tb
Te

100
10
6000
2000
300

Ti

100

11
Tm
U
V

200
100
12000
100

W
Y

3000
300

Yb
Zn
Zr

0.2

0.04

40
2.0

0.0008

5000

a.

Limits of detection are for aspiration of 1.0 ml. of solution into flame.
If volume could be reduced l0-fold, then absolutx limit in table would
also decrease by 10-fold.

b.

Data taken in part from Koirtoyann, Sr, paper presented at Mid American
Symposium on Spectroscopy, Chicago, Illinois, 1967.

c.

Data taken from Massman, H. Spectrochem. Acta 23B, 215 (1968) and from
Woodriff,R., Stone, R. W., and Held, A.M., A&2. SpEctr. 22, 408 (1968).
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Table III.

Element
Ag
Al
Au
Be
Bi
Ca
Cd
Co
Cr
Cu
Fe
Ga
Hg
In

Mg
Mn
Mo
Ni
?b
Pd
Pt
Rh

Sb
Sc
Se
Sn
Sr
Te
Ti
Tl
Zn

Limits of Detection (in nanograms)

In Atomic Fluorescence Spectrometry

Flame Fluorescence a
0.i
25000
50
2000
100
20
0.001
40
5000
1.0
100
500
2.0
100
4.0
6.0
2000
3.0
20
500
50000

Graphite Cellb
0.0015

0.00025
0.45
3.0

0.0035

0.035

3000

400
10000
150
100000
30
50
5000
8.0
0.04

0.2

2.0

a.

Data taken from Winefordner, J. D. et.al. papers.

b.

Data taken from Massmann, H., Spectrochim. Acta 23B, 215 (1968) and from
Woodriff, R., Stone, A. W., &nd Ht.ld, A. M.-,AEC.Spectr.22, 408 (1968).
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Table IV.

Determination of Wear Metals in Correlation Jet Engine Oil Samples
Using Atomic Absorption Flame Spectrometry (AA),

Atomic Emission (AE)

With Spark Spectrometry, and Atomic Fluorescence Flame Spectrometry (AF)a

Sample

Concentration , mg/ml
Ag

Cu

Fe

Mg
AF

AEh

AAi

28.3

4.7

2.4

3.0

15.8

19.1

2.1

0.8

1.1

16

16.3

17.0

2.1

2.2

2.1

4.1

34

27.5

28.7

10.8

1.1.4

10.1

8.3

4.7

26

27.5

2.;6

4.3

3.6

3.8

3.8

3.0

3.0

13

9.3

9.5

1,6

2.1

2.2

0.5

3.2

4.7

2.7

33

27.5

22.7

2.6

1.7

2.5

0.6

0.9

17.3

15.5

15.9

24

15.0

21.5

2.6

0.8

2.8

0.59

0.6

0.6

4.1

4.6

2.8

43; 22.6

29.0

3.2

1.0

2.0

0.40

0.4

0.4

2.0

2.9

1.5

751 80.7

58.1

3.71

3.1 . _2.5

Ata

AEb

AAc

AF

AEd

AAe

AF

AEf

AAg

67-2

0.71

0.9

0.7

7.9

8.5

5.6

23

30.1

67-3

0.66

0.8

0.5

15.0

16.2

10.6

20

67-6

0.44

0.3

0.7

8.4

9.6

6,0

67-9

0.46

0.1

0.4

6.2

9.3

67-10

0.32

0.4

0.4

9.5

67-11

1.14

0.9

1.1

67-12

0.46

0.5

68-2

0.87

68-3
68-4

a.

.

Data taken from paper by R. Smith,

Canad. J.

C. M. Stafford, and J.

S ectr., in press.
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FIGURE CAPTIONS

Figure 1. Schematic Diagram of Experimental Systems Used in Atomic Emission,
Atomic Absorption, and Atomic Fluorescence Spectrometry.
Figure 2.

Mechanism of Excitation and De-excitation of Atoms in Atomic
Emission, Atomic Absorption, and Atomic Fluorescence Spectrometry.

Figure 3.

Sources of Excitation for Atomic Absorption and

atomic

Fluorescence

Spe'trometry.

Figure 4.

Elemen-s for Which Hollow Cathode (HCDT)
Discharge Tubes Have Been Prepared.

Figure 5.

Methods of Production of An Atomic Vapor.
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ABSTRACT
The Plan Shear Indicator (PSI) is a new mode for display of groundbased meteorological D,. ppler radar inf'ormation which may prove to be
valuable in identification of hazardous winds and turbulence in storms. It
provides real-tiMe location and convenient highlighting of regions within
precipitation echoes of abnormally large shear and spectral broadening of
the Doppler ve'ocity. The real-time capability of the PSI and its high data
rate are achieved at the cost of mediocre resolution of ranges and velocities
and the ability to measure only the shear and not the absolute value of wind
components along the Doppler beam.
The PSI display for a scanning Doppler radar utilizes an ordinary PPI
scope intensity-modulated by a coherent memory filter. The resultant pattern is a series of concentric arcs, each located on the scope at its appropriate range in addition to an incremental displacement which depends
on the rpdial component of velocity measured at that range. Radial shear
is indicated by gaps or bunching of the arcs, whereas tangential shear, as,
for example, a vortex, is indicated by wrinkles in the arcs. Turblulbnce on
a scale smaller than measurable wind shear would broaden the Doppler
spectrum and would be revealed on the PSI by an increase in line widths of
the arcs. The instrument has been used during an outbreak of severe
thunderstorms in New England, with apparent success in identification of
storms that produced damaging winds and hail.
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1.

INTRODUCTION

Wind measurement by Doppler radar is dependent on a medium that
can trace the air motion rei.iably and, at the same time, scatter sufficient
power back to the radar to provide a detectable signal. These requirements are satisfied well by the precipitation in a storm, for determination
of the component of mean wind velocity along the radar beam, in a scale of
resolution attainable by meteorological radars.
The employment of Doppler radar for measurement of winds in a tornado was first reported by Smith and Holmes (1961). Using a cw Doppler
without ranging capability, they measured wind speeds as high as 206
statute miles/hour when the radar was directed toward a tornado that
devastated El Dorado, Kansas on 10 June 1958. The use of pulse Doppler
radar with range-velocity display was suggested by Lhermitte (1964) for
detection of a vortex. Although no pulse Doppler data have been acquired
in a high-speed vortex such as a tornado, Lhermitte derived the characteristic patterns revealed by vortices lEtrger and smaller than the resolution
of the radar beam and ranging circuitry. Neither of these schemes, however, provide the convenience of a map-like presentation of dangerous
wind speeds in real time.
A compromise solution is offered by the Plan Shear Indicator, or PSI,
developed by the authors (1968) for use with the AFCRL meteorological
Doppler radar at Sudbury, Massachusetts. This technique reclaims
mediocre range resolution, an inherent limitation, by utilizing the distance
between adjacent range elements as a field for presentation of velocity.
The velocity information is obtained in real time from a coherent memory
filter that performs a frequency analysis at all ranges of the Doppler signal
returned by precipitation or detectable cloud. The display of the coherent
memory filter output on an ordinary PPI scope, as the Doppler radar scans
in azimuth, provides a pattern in which regions of intense wind shear or
turbulence may be located with ease and readily distinguished from a
homogeneous wind field. Although the magnitude of the wind cannot be
measured quantitatively in this mannerthIe PStechnique is a sensitive
probe of the radial component of the gradient of the wind in space, or wind
shear. The technique has a potential application as an aid to flight safety
because wind shears within precipitation hazardous to aircraft may be
recognized immediately and evaluated. Furthermore, a vortex circulation
of sufficient scale to be resolved by the radar has a characteristic signature on the PSI display which may be of use in identifying and warning
of severe thunderstorm events ZL the surface.

2.

VELOCITY DETrERMINATION BY THE COHERENT MEMORY FILTER

Spectral analysis of the received echo signal is a basic requirement
for full utilization of the information provided by pulse Doppler radar. The
most common technique for obtaining the required spectra uses a range
gate at the selected range interval, followed by a boxcar circuit to stretch
E-2

the return signal, and then by a bank of parallel bard pass filtersa to perform the frequency analysis. If it were desirable to view the Doppler
spectrum at all ranges in the field of view of the radar, it would be necessary to duplicate this equipment at each resolvable range interval or,
alternatively, to store the Doppler video for later analysis, thereby losing
real-time capability.
In recent years, however, a novel technique has been developed for
providing real-time Doppler spectral analysis over the entire range
capability of the radar. This circuit is called a Coherent Memory Filter
(CMF) or again a Velocity Indicating Coherent Integrator (VICI). It has
the capability of producing Doppler spectra at all ranges almost simultaneously. A simple explanation of CMF operation is sufficient for understanding its use in measurement of velocities. However, a more comprehensive discussion, together with full mathematical treatment, is available
in a review article by Groginsky (1965), which also lists references to the
basic development work by Bickel and others (1959). Chimera (1960) first
recognized the possibilities for application of the CMF to meteorological
analysis. A concise description of the CMF and an illustration of its use
in a snowstorm have been presented in an excellent review by Atlas (1963).
The signal which is scattered back from a fixed target exhibits a
constant phase difference, 0, with respect to the transmitter signal phase.
This phase difference, given by
4,

4v r/X

(1)

is merely the time required for radar energy of wavelength X to reach the
target at range r, and return, expressed as a multiple of the time required
for one oscillation of the radar transmitter. In Doppler radar, provision
is made for measuring the phase difference of the returned signal within
the limits of 0 to 27r. If the range of the target changes, the phase difference, 4, also changes and becomes a function of time. A change in phase
with respect to time is an angular speed 27 fd; therefore, time differentiation of Eq. (1) yields
fd = 2vr/k

(2)

where fd is the Doppler frequency shift and vr the radial velocity of the
target.
The CMF, as shown in Figure 1, consists simply of a summing network, 2; , a delay line and associated amplifiers, a single sideband mixer.
a frequency generator which produces a frequency whose period matches
the radar pulse width 'r, and an envelope detector. Let us neglect the
single sideband mixer for a moment and circulate a series of N pulses
from a stationary target through a delay line whose delay time equals the
pulse repetition interval, T. If we add them together in the summing network, they will produce an output with a peak N times as great as the
amplitude of the individual pulse.
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ENVELOPE

VELOCITY VIDEO

DETECTOR

TO INDICATORS

DELAY LINE PERIOD :T
f X I/'r

Figure 1. Simplified Block Diagram of the Coherent
Memory Filter

It is obvious from Eq. (1) that successive pulses from moving targets
delayed by T will not be in phase and will not add directly. If moving
targets are to be detected, the phase of successive pulses must be shiftnd
from 0 to 27 during the time of each pulse width, T. This is for the purpose of achieving the correct phase relationship for adding coherently during
some portion of the time a particular pulse is present in the summing network. A linear time-varying phase shift is equivalent to a frequency shift.
Accordingly, the compensating phase shifter can be replaced by a scanning
frequency, fs, with a period equal to the pulse width, T, (that is, Is = 1/T)
and a single sideband mixer whose output is the sum of the input frequency
and the scanning frequency fs. Since the CMF works in the IF region, a
simple envelope detector is needed to produce the output video.
There are two inherent difficulties in the characteristics of the quartz
delay line which must be overcome. First, the signal is attenuated about
60 dB from irput to output and therefore must be amplified. However,
harmful oscillations will be generated within the delay line unless the loop
gain from the summing network through the delay line and back is kept at
unity or below. This is accomplished by sending a pulse through the loop,
monitoring its amplitude, and adjusting the gain of the delay line amplifiers
acc~ordingly.
The second problem is the variation of line delay with temperature.
This limitaton is overcome by circulating the radar trigger through the
delay-line loop so that the radar pulse repetition interval, T, becomes a
function of the delay time of the line, assuring that successive pulses will
arrive at the summing network simultaneously.
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Typical "A" Scope Display of Radar Video
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39.9

45.6 1078.6

1084.3

1090

25 m sec"

Figure 2b. Corresponding display of Coherent Memory Filter Output
Video. Note the velocity interval of 0 - 25 m sec 1 I every 5. 7 jpsec. Fixed
targets appear at zero velocity while moving targets appear somewhere in
the velocity interval depending upon their radial velocity component

The output signal of the AFCRL CMF, illustrated in Figure 2(b), is a
series of 192 range bins each with a period (T) equal to 5. 7"/sec. The
Doppler spectrum of the target(s) within each range bin is displayed with
zero velocity at the left of the bin; increasing radial velocity (toward the
radar) is displayed as an increasing displacement toward the right. In the
case of a pulse Doppler radar the phase change, 0, ib measured only at
discrete time intervals T, equal to the pulse repetition period. Therefore,
a phase change of 2r during T would appear as a zero velocity target.
Substituting vrT for r in Eq. (1), one sees that a phase shift of 2r occurs
whenever vrT equals X/2. In our CMF. T - 1090 psec and X - 5.45 cm.
Solving for Vr when
- 2., we get Vmaax, or maximum unambiguous
velocity, equal to 25 in sec- 1 . Velocities in excess of 25 mn sec-- are disp!ayed as the difference between the actual velocity and an integral multiple of 25 m sec-.

Since the CMF is performing a frequency analysis, its output closely
resembles the Fourier transform of the input time function. In the case
of a pulse Doppler radar, this input time function is a series of pulses.
Thus the Fourier transform is the familiar sin x/x spectrum with the first
side lobe appearing 13. 5 dB down from the main lobe, and its 3 dB-width
is a uniction of the number of pulses circulated. In order to increase the
dynamic range and velocity resolution of the CMF, it is desirable to decrease the amplitude of the side lobei and at the same time keep the width
of the main lobe small. This can be done by amplitude-weighting the input

1.0
W 0.8
0
S0.6
-

0.4
0.2

0

25

10

30

40

NUMBER OF CIRCULATIONS

Figure 3. Plot of the Hamming Function. This is used
to weight the relative power of successive circulations
of the returned Doppler signal in the CMF delay line

pulse train as it circulates through the delay line loop; that is, the bandwidth of the delay line and associated amplifiers is shaped to approximate
a time function called the Hamming function. Amplitude-weighting the
pulses with this Hamming function reduces the side lobes to about -42 dB
as compared to -13.5 dB with no weighting. Each time a pulse is circulated through the delay line, it is stepped up in frequency by an amount
fs. Thus it can be seen from Figure 3 that after 20 circulations the pulse
reaches a peak amplitude and that circulatins 10 to 30 provide most of
the contribution to the output spectrum.
Another feature of the CMF is its capacity to improve the signal-tonoise ratio of the radar. In-phase addition from 40 pulses takes place in
our CMF. The addition of noise energy associated with each return yields
a total noise energy which fluctuates about some average value because
noise has a random phase characteristic. On the other hand, in-phase
addition yields a total signal energy that increases as successive signals
are added and consequently an improved signal-to-noise ratio is obtained.
Let us say that the output of the CMF as illustrated in Figure 2(b) is
connected to the Z-axis of a PP! scope with sufficient sweep speed to resolve the range bins. As the antenna is rotated in azimuth, a series of
concentric arcs will appear wherever there are echoes. We call this display a Plan Shear Indicator or PSI because of its capability to detect and
locate regions of strong wind shear from the characteristics of the arc
pattern.
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3.

INTERPRETATION OF ý LAN SHEAR INDICATOR PATTERNS

"The indicated range rn of an arc on the PSI display is the sum of the
true distance of the range element in which the target is detected, plus an
incremental displacement, no greater than the width of a range element,
which corresponds to the radial velocity of the target:
(3)

rn =(c T/2) (n - vn/vmax),

where c is the speed of electromagnetic propagation, T the radar 2uILse
duration and T/2 the time interval required for the radar waves to
traverse the width of a range element; n is an integer bet",een 1 and T/'r
which denotes the number of range elements between radar and target;
vmax = X/2T is the maximum velocity which can be detected unambiguously
by the radar; and vn is the indicated radial velocity. Velocities are
considered positive for motions directed away from the radar. Hence a
target motion toward the radar will increase rn, as illustrated in
Figure 4.
The true radial velocity of the target will not be indicated correctly if
it i.; positive, or if it is negative (toward the radar) with a magnitude in
excess of vrnax. During the pulse repetition period T, the Doppler radar
can detect phase changes only within 0 to 27r, corresponding to

-

TARGET MOVING TOWARD
RADAR WITH~ SPEED Vn

N

INCREMENT

tcT/2)(-Vn/Vmai)

STATIONARYM
TARGETS

RADAR

Figure 4. PSI Display for Stationary Targets (left) and a Moving
Target (right). "The moving target is located at the same distance
from the radar as the nearest stationary target, but is displaced
from it on the PSI display by an increment which depends on its
velocity
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0o< -vn 5Vmax, Velocity ambiguity will occur if the true radial velocity
exceeds this range, and the indicated radial velocity vn will then express
the remainder after the true velocity is reduced by an integral multiple
of vmax until 0 _5-vn 5 Vmax. For example, if Vmax = 25 m sec- 1 and
a target is moving toward the radar at a speed of 60 m sec 1 , its indicated
velocity will be 10 m sec-l. Another target retreating from the radar at
a speed of 20 m sec- will be indicated the same as a target moving toward
the radar at 5 m sec'l.
Note that the two terms of rn in Eq. (3) differ considerably in magnitude. The increme-nt corresponding to velocity, (c T/2) (-v /vmax),
is generally very small compared with the target range n c Tr2. Therefore,
the PSI display cannot be used to measure velocities with acceptable accuracy. However, changes in velocity from one range element to the next,
or along a single range element as the antenna scans, are easily detectable
and may be evaluated without great difficulty. As the radar antenna rotates, the PSI presents a series of up to T/7 concentric arcs. The number,
as well as sise of the arcs, depends on the area of target detected. If the
radial velocity were constant, as in observation of fixed ground targets,
the arcs would be circular and evenly spac-ed. If, however, there is a
gradient of Wte radlil velocities of the Aetected targets along the radial
direction(tiat ii.. -adial shear), the spacing between arcs would vary.
Similarly, if a gradient of the radial velocities exists normal to thc- radar
beam (that is, tangential shear), the radius of an arc will vary with azimuth as the antenna scans- and the PSI display will have wiggles.
Consider first the significance of arc spacing in the PSI pattern. At
a fixed azimuth angle, the indicated distance 6r between two successive
arcs n and n + 1, is given from Eq. (3):
r = rn+ n+
-rnnVIn+1
(c -/2)(1Iv-nr

-n]/max)
VnI/

(4)

Substituting X/2T for vnax, we can express tne change in velocity
v =vn+1 -vn by
6v = (c r/2 - 6r) (X/C

T,.

(5)

If the y-axis of CarteEian coordinates is assumed to be identical with the
direction in which th- radar antenna points, the true range Ay between
adjacent arcs is c T;,2, and the radial shear .'fthe radial wind component
is given by division of Eq, (5) by _)y:
6v/A
6

(I - 2 6r/cl)(A/c
(

T).

(6)

The maximum vaiue of Av/Ay which can be measured unambiguously
is A./c r T. which would be the case if 6v 2.vmax
and 6r - 0. With our
particular radar and CM', X - 5. 45 cm, "- 5.7 msec, and T = 1090 sec,
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-1

so X/c r T = 2.9 X 10
sec- . If 5v is positive but less than v-ax, 5r
will be smaller than the width of a range element. Positive 6v means that
the air motion away from the radar increases with distance. Consequently,
the bunching-up of arcs on the PSI display indicates a divergent radial
component of the wind and, conversely, a larger than normal gap between
arcs indicates a convergent radial component of air motion. If the magnitude of Av exceeds vmax, one (or both) of the velocities is ambiguously
recorded, and the resultant arc spacing cannot be interpreted without
examination of the continuity of airflow in surrounding areas.
Abnormal spectral broadening is indicated by thickening of a PSI arc.
Unfortunately, the width of the CMF output signal, which controls the
thickness of the PSI arcs, is a function of received power as well as the
width of the Doppler velocity spet-.-umi.
On the other hand, extremely
wide arcs which fill up practik `z'v ail of a range bin almost certainly reveal regions with a very large ' a.-ance of the Doppler velocity spectrum,
which suggests, or indicates turbulence of sufficient intensity to constitute
a hazard to ai:'ýraft (Donaldson and Wexler, 1969).
Now let us interpret the term "wiggles" in a PSI arc. The slope of an
arc at indicated range r,, with respect to the scanning radar beam is
drn/rndl3, where 3 is azimuth angle of the radar beam increasing with
clockwise rotation. This slope may be evaluated in terms of tangential
shear of the rad al velocity by differentiation of Eq. (3) with respect to
the velocity vn, substituting X/2T for Vmax:

drn/dvn =-c- T/. .

(7)

Tangential shear of radial velocity is defined by dv/dx in Cartesian
coordinates, adopting the convention that the radar points in the y direction.
In polar coordiirtes appropriate to a scanning radar, dx = y dg. Now on
the PSI display true range Yn (= n c T/2) docs not equal indicated range
rn, unless vn = 0 or an integral multiple of vmax. However, the maximum
fractional error in approximating Yn rn is P/n. (This occurs when
-vn 2 Vmax.) The average error would be half as large. Since the
velocity resolution of the CMF is no better than 2. 5 percent, the approximation Yn z rn is ,.ompletely acceptable for any n> 20, or true range of
17 km or m~ore. Even at a range of 10 km the error is 1ess than 5 percent.
T'herefore, tangential shear may be evaluated directly from the slope of
the arc with respect to a circle by using Eq. (7) and the approximation
yn = rn"

dvn/dx - dv n/yn 0

-(k/c r T) drn/rn1 d3

(8)

Note that tangential shear as defined in the foregoing is the first of the two
terms, dv/dx - du/dy, which express vorticity in Cartesian coordinates.
Accordingly, positive tangential shear, indicated on the PSI display by
slope of an arc toward the radar, zmoving clockwise, contributes toward
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positive or cyclonic vorticity. If an arc tilts 450 from a constant-velocity
circ lar path, the magnitude of the shear will be X/c T T, or 2. 9 '< 102
ijec'l with our equipment.
The maximum value of tangential shear which can be measured unambiguously occurs when the entire breadtn of the unambiguous velocity
spectrum is filled with contributions from either side of the radar antenna
beam. It is difficult to state the effective antenna aperture for detection
of velocities, because this depends to a great extent on received power
levels and sensitivity of the radar receiver. It is almost certainly greater
than the traditional half-power beam width but unlikely to exceed twice
this size. Our Doppler radar antenna has a half-power beam width of 0. 9,
and vmax of our coherent memory filter is 25 m sec'l. Therefore, the
maximum tangential shear which can be measurcQ with our equipment is in
the neighborhood of 0. 8/r to 1. 6/r sec"1, where r is range in kilometers.
Another possible limitation on the angular resolution of the PSI is the
antenna scanning rate. Figure 3 shows that the output powers of the CMF
delay line weighting function exceed one-fourth of the maximum power
during 20 pulse repetition periods, or 20 X 1090 = 2 1, 800 psec. If the
antenna scans through one half-power beam width in this time (0. 90/0. 02 18
sec or 7 rnr,) the CMF dely line will limit the angular resolution to the
same extent as the antenna. Generally the antenna scans at a rate of 5 rpm,
somewhat less than the rate at whicI the CMF delay line woald have an appreciable effect on angular resolution. However, the CNIF output peak
amplitude is delayed by 20 recirculations in tne delay line, or 201 =
0. 0218 sec. Consequently, at a normal antenna scanning rate of 5 rpm,
the PSI pattern will be rotated about 2/3 of a degree in the direction of
antenna scan.
The most easily distinguished pattern feature on the PSI display is the
contrast between areas of little or no wind shear, where the arcs are
smooth and evenly spaced, and regions of intense shear in which tr'e arcs
exhibit a disturbed and sometimes confused appearance. The interpretation
of a complex tangle of arcs, beyond the recognition that severe wind shear
and turbulence is presert, may bc extremely difficult because (1) only the
radial component of wind can be observed by Doppler radar, and only
when suitable tracers are present; (2) careful inspection is required to
circumvent the ambiguity of foldover velocities which exceed the ma-.imum
unambiguous range; and (3) sometimes regions of large shear are alo
regions of broad velocity spectra which produce arc segments so thick
that the boundaries between them are ill-defined. Nevertheless, some
simple types of air circulation are revealed by a characteristic PSI nattern. For example, a wind-shift line with relatively smooth air on eiher
side would show up on the PSI display as a locus of wrinkled arcs cutting
across an otherwise undisturbed pattern, as sketched in Figure 5. T",e
PSI pattern for convergent flow or a sink, illustrated schematically in
Figure 6, would have the largest gaps in the arcs where convergence is
greatest. A cyclonic vortex would have the pattern typt. sketched in
Figure 7, with the center of maximum vorticity indicated by the maximum
clockwise slope of an arc toward the radar. We must caution, howecr,
that the appearance of a pattern on q PSI display should not be taken as
proof of the existence of the airflow model that correspond:: to these
E-1O
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Figure 5. Schematic PSI Pattern of a Wind
Shift Line (indicated by light dashed curve)
Which Might Accompany a Frontal Passage.
PSI arcs are indicated by thick lines
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Figure 6. Schematic PSI Pattern for a Sink, or Convergent Flow.
Maximum convergence is located at the center of the pattern where
arc spacing is greatest. Arrows represent wind vectors; PSI arcs
are indicated by thick lines
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Figure 7. Schematic PSI Pattern for a Cyclonic Vortex.
Maximum vorticity is denoted by maximum arc slope,
in the center of the sketch. PSI arcs are indicated by
thick lines. Arrows represent wind vectors

examples, because a single Doppler radar can sense only the radial
component of the total wind vector.

4.

APPLICATION OF PLAN SHEAR INDICATOR TO SEVERE
STORM IDENTIFICATION

Wind shear information has been acquired in a variety of convective
storms, using the PSI display. Armstrong and Donaldson (1968) showed
an example of an ordinary thunderstorm which occurred during the summer
of 1967 near the AFCRL Doppler radar site at Sudbury, Massachusetts,
in which no high winds or hailstones were reported. A few places in this
storm showed minor wrinkles in the PSI arcs, indicating moderate shear.
A line of small rain showers of modgrate intensity followed by a wide band
of very light steady rair, observed on 19 July 1968, exhibited smooth,
evenly spaced arcs throughout the entire storm (see Figure 8). Apparently
very little shear was present in this area of precipitation.
The most interesting set of storms observed to date with the PSI display occurred on 9 August 1968. Several of the widely scattered thunderstorms observed were severely damaging. Within range of the PSI display,
one storm released a small tornado and one-inch hail; a second storm
nearby was not confirmed as a tornado although it caused heavy wind
E-12

F4igu1re 8. PhotogrRwb of PSI Display on 19 July 1968 in a Band
of Small Showers. Antenna elevation angle is 00. Circles near
the center and a few nearby circular arcs are signals from
fixed ground targets. This photograph and all of the succeeding
ones (Figures 9-14) were taken from the AFCRL meteorological
radar site at Sudbury, Mass., and show north at the top of the
picture with 5-mile range markers in an eastern sector

damage with hail nearly one inch in diameter; a third storm releasing
marble-size hail struck a harbor, inflicting extensive and heavy wind
damage to small boats; and a fourth storm deposited hail up to two inches
in diameter, although accompanied by only minor wind damage. We shall
label these storms A, B, C, and D, respectively, for convenience of
description. Figure 9 shows the low-level or 0 elevation PSI pattern
in three of these storms and a little of the fourth befnre any wind damage
or hail on the ground.
In all four severe storms, disturbances occurred in the PSI pattern
aloft for periods of 15 minutes to an hour before damaging winds or hail
reached the ground. The storm A tornado and storm B episode of heavy
wind damage both occurred around 1405 to 1410 EST. Some 10 to 15
minutes earlier, a relatively undisturbed low-level PSI pattern was shown
(Figure 9), but a minute later with the antenna elevated 70 there was a
broad area of shear covering parts of storms A and B (Figuzxe 10) at
heights of about 5 and 3 km, respectively, in contrast to the more regular
pattern of storm C. A few minutes later with antenna elevation 20, a confused shear line just under 2 km in the incipient tornado of utorm A was
shown and sharp wiggles at the 1-km level in a couple of the arcs of
storm B (Figure 11). However. storm C, which did not release severe
surface gusts until more than an hour later, still displayed a smooth arc
pattern.
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A PSI pattern suggestive of a cyclonic vortex, as sketched in Figure 7,
appeared ;loft in storm C about an hour earlier, causing severe wind
damage, and persisting for most of this period. Figure 12 shows detail
of the PSI pattern of storm C, elevation angle 4°, when the vortex configuration first appeared in the 1 to 2-kmn height level. Frequently the
indicated vortex encircled an echo-free hole. Storm D also displayed a
vortex-type PSI pattern around an echo-free hole which at times extended
well above 4 km, for abou' half an hour before 2-inch hailstones fell on
the ground; see, for example, Figure 13, ,levation 90, showing a hole
at 3. 5 kmn. A careful tracing of the arc continuity across the hole,
especially in its southern part, reveals an arc pattern which moves
toward the radar with clockwise change of azimuth, suggesting cyclonic
vorticity in the vicinity of the hole. Note also the very thick arcs near
the hole, possibly indicating hazardous turbulence. At lower altitudes
the arcs were more smnooth and the hole opened up, revealing the hook
echo sometimes observed with tornadoes (Stout and Hufi, 1953). However, no tornado ever touched ground from this storm.
A striking contrast between the shear in two echoes is provided by
Figure 14, taken at 220 elevation. The echc to the south, extending up
to about 9 km Ln height, shows very little if any shear in its PSI pattern.
On the other hanc. the one north of the radar, which has a top at about
13 kin, has a very disturbed PSI pattern over much of its area, indicative
o0 strong shear. If a Doppler radar with PSI display were available to
an aircraft controhier at a terminal, aircraft could be warned against
eatering the northern echo which would very likely be uncomfortable, if
not dangerous, to penetrate.
In summary, three applications of the PSI display are suggested by
the observations of the severe storms of 9 August 1968. First, the appearance of strong wind shear aloft may provide warnings Cf 15 minutes
or more of the occurrer-e of large hail and tornadoes or )ther damaging
winds at the grounc. Of .,ourse, many more cases must be studied to
define the limits of reliability of this method for warning of severe thunderstorm hazards. The second application is real-time identification of storms,
or portions of storms, in which strong -wind shear and turbulence would ad"verselyaffect the safety of penetrating aircraft. Third, ':he PSI display
offers c or -rtunity for study of airflow throughout the deptb of thunderstorms, a , 'y inspired by the appeararvre in two storrns of patterns
suggestive of vortices

5.

DIRECTION OF FUTURE iMPROVELMFNTS OF THE .SI TECHNIQUE

The Plan Shear Indicator is currently ir, an early stage of development.
This technique, illustrated by the examples selerted for Figures 8 through
14, h,,•, been eiemonstrated as a valuable operational aid for ground-based
Doppler radar. However, these examplts aiso suggest possibilities for
a number- of improven.ents.
One helpful change would be - clarification of the display in regions
where the arcs aie so broad that they appear t- merge, as shown, for
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instance, in the area south of the echo hole in Figure 13. This could
be accomplished by inserting a peak detector between the CMF and
the indicator, so that only a narrow signal centered around the peak
power of the velocity spectrum would be recorded. Evaluation of shear
would be easier with uniformly narrow PSI arcs. The clarification would
carry with it a built-in disadvantage, however, because the operator
would lose the ability to recognize the broadening of arcs, a characteristic function of small-scale turbulence. Perhaps the best solution would
be an option either to insert or to bypass the peak detector.
Quantitative measurement of tangential (or radial) shear would be
another useful improvement. This might be accomplished by a scheme
for blanking out any arc segments which indicate shear values below a
preselected variable threshold. Any echoes which remained on the display would then reveal only those regions with shear in excess of the
th,.cc <hold.
An increase in maximum unambiguous velocity would be desirable,
in order to eliminate or at least reduce velocity foldover in storms that
feature unusually high wind speeds. This would provide more certain
identification and much easier meas?,"-ement of tornadoes and other
damaging winds on a scale that can bi -esolved by the radar. Flexibility
of the pulse repetition frequency (PRF) of the radar would produce the
desired result, but this cannot be done conveniently with the present
coherent memory filter. However, the PSI display may incorporate PRF
flexibility in the near future, because of recent developments in spectral
analysis by fas;t Fourier transformation with digital techniques.
Finally, adaptation of th,: PSI display to airborne radar may be considered. Here the questions of economy, weight, and space are basic.
However, the ol erational advantage may be worth the cost in certain applications. For example, pilots of subsonic transports may desire increased assurance of passenger comfort during penetration of clouds outside the range of terminal-bcsed radar control.
Airborne display of PSI data would be most useful in providing information on wird shear within a relatively narrow sector centered around the
aircraft heading. The component of wind observed in this manner wouid
be directed along the length of the aircraft. However, airflow continuity
in a;i essentially incompressible atmosphere requires that a strong shear
vector in one direction be compensated by comparable magnitudes (f
shear in the plane normal to this direction. Therefore, observation of
ntcnse wind shear along the aircraft heading is an indication of the more
dangerous iateral shear components in the same location.
A coynpl-te azimuihtl scan of the Doppler radar antenna from a
rapidly moving aircraft would be confused by a multiplicity of velocity
aibiguities, suv'e aircraft speeds may be an order of magnitude higher
than the maximuni unambiguous velocity of the radar. This problem can
be eliminated, however, by restricting the antenna beam motion to a suffici'ntly smalL scan angle on either side of the aircraft neading. If the
aircraft speed is a factor s times Vmax, then we can solve trigonometri-ally for the antenna scan angle ±Ywithin which the component of
air -raft speed varies by no more than Vmax:
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cos

13-

l/s.

(9)

If an airplane speed is 500 kts, or about 250 in sec-1, and the radar
Vmax is 25 m sec-1, s = 10 and the solution of Eq. (9) shows that the antenna beam must scan within ±26 0 of the aircraft heading. This restriction
is not at all unreasonable for avoidance of dangerous PSI patterns.
It is noteworthy that airborne Doppler radar cannot measure wind
speeds directly in precipitation or detectable clouds, because the maximum unambiguous velocity of the radar i lative to the air is exceeded by
an unknown multiple. However, by working within the limitations specified by Eq. (9), wind shear components may be measured from an aircraft with no more difficulty than from a comparable ground-based radar.
After all, it is wind variability or shear, not the magnitude of the wind,
which gives the bumpy ride.
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Figure 1.
Figure 2a.

Simplified Block Diagram of the Coherent Memory Filter
Typical "A" Scope Display of Radar Video

Figure 2b. Corresponding Display of Coherent Memory Filter Output
Video. Note the velocity interval of 0 - 25 m sec 1 every 5.7 jusec.
Fixed targets appear at zero velocity while moving targets appear somewhere in the velocity interval depending upon their radial velocity
component
Figure 3. Plot of the Hamming Function. This is used to weight the
relative power of successive circulations of the returned Doppler signal
in the CMF delay line
Figure 4. PSI Display for Stationary Targets (left) and a Moving Target
(right). The moving target is located at the same distance from the radar
as the nearest stationary target, but is displaced from it on the PSI display
by an increment which depends on its velocity
Figure 5. Schematic PSI Pattern of a Wind Shift Line (indicated by light
dashed curve) Which Might Accompany a Frontal Passage. PSI arcs are
indicated by thick lines
Figure 6. Schematic PSI Pattern for a Sink, or Convergent Flow. Maximum convergence is located at the center of the pattern where arc
spacing is greatest. Arrows represent wind vectors; PSI arcs are indicated by thick lines
Figure 7. Schematic PSI Pattern ior a Cyclonic Vortex. Maximum
vorticity is denoted by maximum arc slope, in the center of the sketch.
PSI arcs are indicated by tWlick lines. Arrows represent wind vectors
Figure 8. Photograph of PSI Display on 19 July 1968 in a Band of Small
Showers. Antenna elevation angle is 00. Circles near the center and a
few nearby circular arcs are signals from fixed ground targets. This
photograph and all of the succeeding ones (Figs. 9 - 14) were taken from
the AFCRL meteorological radar site at Sudbury, Mass., and show north
at the top of the picture with 5-mile range markers in an eastern sector
Figure 9. Photograph of PSI Display on 9 August 1968 (0% antenna elevation, 1352 EST). Letters A, B, C, and D designate severe thunderstorms
as described. All the remaining figures were photographed on the same
date
Figure 10.
1353 EST).

PSI Psttern in Storms A, B, and C (70 elevation angle,
Note irregularities in PSI arcs in Storms A and B

Figure 11.
1357 EST)

PSI Pattern in Storms A, B, C, and D (20 elevation angle,

Figure 12. Detail of PSI Pattern in Storm C (40 elevation angle, 1411
EST). Arrow points to characteristic cyclonic vortex pattern, similar
to the sketch in Fig. 7
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Figure 13. Detail of PSI Pattern in Storm D (90 elevation angle, 1607
EST). Arrow points to echo hole around which the arcs curve in a manner
suggestive of cyclonic vorticity
Figure 14. Contrast in PSI Pattern of Storm D, North of Radar, and
Anvil of Another Storm South of Radar (220 elevation angle, 1551 EST)
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ABSTRACT
Stress corrosion cracking is the most insidious and undoubtedly the
most important corrosion problem facing the Air Force today. This
results from the rapid onset, the difficulty of its detection, and the
cataclysmic effects of this form of corrosion. To provide insight into
the mechanisms involved in the initiation of the cracking process, the
regeneration of the surface layers on Titanium 6A1-4V was studied
potentiometrically. A small portion of these layers were removed by
scratching the surface with a diamond stylus. The potentials exhibited
during the regrowth of the surface layers indicated that the passive film
regrowth was extremely rapid while the adsorbed layer regenerated at
a muc.1 slower rate, exhibiting an exponentially decaying return to
quasi-equilibrium potentials. The exponential constants characterizing
these potentials which were indicative of the regeneration rate of the
adsorbed surface layer, were determined over a period of time ranging
from first immersion in the corrosive medium until near tne period of
crack initiation. The regzowth pattern was that of greater sluggishness
as time went on, indicating that the surface chemistry was changing as
the conditions approached those needed to support crack initiation. Future
experimentation was suggested to establish the exact correlation between
the suirface layer .ecovery coefficient and the time of crack initiation.
Also suggested were modifications to the experimental procedures to
enable the quantitative study of the passive film growth rate.
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STRESS CORROSION CRACKING OF 6-4 TITANIUM ALLOY
Major William E. Craven
Metallurgy and Ceramics Research Laboratory
Aerospace Research Laboratories
Wright-Patterson AFB, Ohio 45433
INTRODUCTION
Stress corrosion cracking is the most insidious and undoubtedly the
most important corrosion problem facing the Air Force today. A
cataclysmic disaster such as total engine failure or collapse of a wing
during flight can result from a tiny crack propagating in a matter of a
few hours through a structure whose surface is shiny and bright and
displays no trace of corrosion products. Virtually every aircraft in the
Air Force inventory has had some problem invclving stress corrosion
cracking. Twenty percent of one type aircraft were recently found tn
have stress corrosion cracks in the aft wing spar after less than fift,
hours of flight time. This problem was alieviated prior to any accid-ný
attributable to this cause, but the potential for disaster is readily
apparent.
Aluminum is not the only metal so affected. Titanium, the muchtouted wonder metal, has lost much of its figurative luster as a result
of its stress-corrosion susceptibility. However, because of its low
density and fine mechanical properties, titanium is still used extensively in our aircraft today, and most of our supersonic aircraft of
the future, including the SST, will be essentially all titanium. Thus
an understanding of the casual relationships and failure mechanisms
involved in this phenomenon is most germane t3 the Air Force Mission.
DISCUSSION
Titanium, like alumin'im, is a very reactive metal which would
rapidly corrode if it were not -for the passive protective zlim which forms
on its surface. This film is not sta.ble chemically in ail environments.
Fortunately, due to the pioneering work of Marcel Pourbaix using
thermodynamic considerations, the aqueous environments which affect
this metal have been well tabuiated. Figure la. illustrates the regions
of pH and impressed electrical potential where titanium will either be
immune to simple aqueous attack or will form the stable protective
passive film. Likewise auspicious is the fact that the passive region
encompasses the reeion of neutral pH wherein most water such as rain
or ordinary tao-wiý,
lies. Thus titanium in the pure state should be
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quite resistant co corrosion in the environments it is most likely to
encounter. However, to realize the full potential of this metal it must
be alloyed with other metals, each of which also have their stable and
reactive regions in the aqueous environment. Aluminum, up to the
present time, has been the major alloying constituent for titanium, it
being present at six percent along with four percent vanadium in the
most useful aircraft alloy: 6-4 Titanium. Thus, for the aluminum
alloys, one must examine the Pourbaix Diagram (4) for aluminum as
well as for titanium. Figure lb. shows the corrosive, immune, and
passive regions for aluminum. Similarly, F;gure lc. shows these same
areas for vanadium, which mu st be considered when the alloy also
contains this third element. It is possible that where one metal is
passive or immune, another in the alloy is subject to corrosion. This
can result in the selective leaching of that element, resulting in the
physical ar.d chemical destruction of the alloy. Superimposing the
Pourbaix Diagrams for titanium, aluminum, and vanadium as in Figure
ld., one can see that there are regions of common immunity and
passivity for all three elements, but the passive region is much more
restricted after the addition of vanadium. This may give a clue why
the alloy is subject to stress corrosion cracking in certain environments.
However, beiore any conclusions can be reached one must consider the
kinetics of the corrosive reactions. These reaction '-inetics are highly
dependent upon the adsorbed molecules on the s.irface of the metal and
also upon the nature of the passive film which in reality is the surface
of the metal.
It was the purpose of this work to examine this region by
removing a portion of the swrface layers thr'ngh the use of a diamond
stylus and trace the regrcwth of the films potentiometrically. Prior to
the actual experimentp.tion. it was felt that the passive metallic film
would be the major :ontributor to the observed potentials, but during the
course of the exp-riment, it was found that the passive film rebuilt much
more rapidly than the instrumentation could detect, and that the adsorbed
surface layer did indeed alter the apparent potential of the corroding
metal to a considerable degree.
-t is generaily accepted that for stress corrosion cracking to occur
*theremust exist three simultaneous conditions: the susceptible alloy
must be in a specific environment under a load of sufficient stress.
Chloride environments are known to produce stress corrosion in both
aluminum and titanium alloys. Not only is chloride present in the salt of
all marine environmentd, it is most difficult to avoid in any exposed area.
Thus the choice of chloride in a medium known to produce stress corrosion
cracking in 6-4 titan.mirn would not only provide the conditions necessary
for the study of the initiation of the cracking process, but also might
enable the results of the study to be applied directly to the realistic
problems of stress corrosion encountered by the Air Force.
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EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE
A sheet of Titanium 6AI-4V from Reactive Metals, Inc. which had
been annealed at 1450 OF for 3 hours, water quenched, reheated to
1100°F for 5 hours and then air cooled (all under gettered Argon),
was sheared into strips, 0. 25 inch by 2.05 inches. Both surfaces were
finished on 600 grit silicon carbide paper and the specimen mounted in
the stressing jig shown in Figure 2. This buckling device as described
by Weber and Davis (9) induces a tensile stress level in the outer
surface which is a function of its coordinates, thus varying in magnitude
along the length of the sample. The differential equation describing this
system was first derived by Euler and resulted in an equation of the form:
d~y
dx 2

E

+

P
Ey = 0

(1)

+~j3/2

where E is the elastic modulus of the material and I is the moment
of inertia of the cross sectional area, P being the restoring force.
From this equation can be derived another equation which describes the
outer fiber stress at any y coordinate:
q2
S
where

qEt

3D2 u2

(6y - tcos

cb

(2)

t i s the specieri.:-hi.k-ss
u is a dimensionless parameter describing the ratio of the
radius of curvature at y to the diameter of arc.
q is another dimensionless parameter related to u by means
of a function involving elhiptic integrals and tabulated in
this reference.
0 is the slope angle at the coordinate y

The final length of the specimen was adjusted so as to produce a
stress of 90 ksi in the outer fibers as calculated by equation (2).
ThL. test jig also provided space !o accommodate an electrical
connector consisting of the same alloy. finished in a similar manner
to the actual test specimen. This connector completed the circuit to
the recording electrometer which recorded the potential of the specimen
in relation to a standard calomel electrode immersed in saturated
KCI solution which in turn was connected through a salt bridge
to the corroding solution. This setup is illustrated in Figuze 3.
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For this series of tests the corroding medium was chosen to be C,9%6
methanol saturated with analytical grade NaCi. At the temperature
of the tests, 180 C, the concentration of salt is 8. 2 grams/liter.
The procedure was to make all electrical connections and then
immerse the entire test jig in the saturated methanol, recording
all of the transient potentials developed while the stressed titanium
specimen arrived at equilibrium with the test solution. With the
alloy under discussion, the initial potential that could be recorded
was close to -310 mV referenced to the standard hydrogen electrode
(SHE). Within a minute the potential would rise to just above -100 mV
(SHE), i. e., between -85 mV and -95 mV, at which time a temporary
plateau was established. Over a period of several hours this plateau
would be gradually reduced to about -50 mV (SHE). The procedure for
the first few specimen runs was simply to continue the monitoring
of the freely corroding potentials described above until the specimen
failed due to stress corrosion cracking. Once this base-line data
had been established, future specimens would be scratched in situ
by a diamond stylus, the potentials developed during and after
scratching recorded and subsequently analyzed to provide insight
into the processes occurring during the actual cracking phase.
The diamond stylus used during this portio,1 of the experiment was
fashioned out of a 0. 0007 inch diameter phonograph needle mounted
in a lucite holder in the shape of a pencil. Cost and availability were
not the only factors considered in arriving at the design. The hard
round diamond tip would produce a rounded groove of specific
dimensions in the surface of the specimen. The non-metallic n-iUre
of the tip would preclude charging of the specimen as a result of
disimilar metal contact, and it was nct likely that stylus fragments
would be left behind to contaminate either the specimen surface or
the corroding medium. The rounded groove was considered essential
since crevice corrosion was definitely to be avoided.
Subsequent to the actual corrosion and cracking phase of this
experiment, photomicrographs and ele. tron photomicrographs of surface
replicas were to be made of both the exposed and fractured surfaces.
Chemical analysis of either the spent solution or adherant corrosion
products was not anticipated dur: _g this first study.
RESULTS
Figure 4 illustrates the typical potential-time curve obtained in
this study. The potential gradually increases until just prior to the
onset of cracking at which time the trend drastically reverses and more
negative potentials are developed tip to the point that failure of the
specimen occurs. Subsvquent to failure the potential rapidly recovers
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to a value near that achieved prior to cracking, and then the potential
continues the gradual trend toward a more positive value.
The results of the potential recovery after scratching of the
specimen surface are shown for a typizal case in Figure 5. The
exponential recovery curves labeled A through E are the result ol
scratches imposed upon a single sample at different times after
initial immersion of the sample in the corro&ng medium. These
curves can be accurately described by an er )onential equation of the
form:
E = A-

BeCT

(3)

where E is the potential of the specimen at time, T, in minutes.
A is an arbitrary constant describing the asymptotic value
of the curve.
B is an arbitrary constant describing the ordinate intercept
of the curve.
C is the pertinent constant describing the slope of the curve,
thus describing the rate of recovery of the potential.
Neither constants A nor B are pertinent to the present discussion,
A being dependent upon the potential reference system used, and B being
incapable of determination by the slowly responding experimental
apparatus. The constant, C, however, is the point of the whole experiment.
As time progressed nearer to the point of stress cracking of the specimen,
the recovery times of the freely corroding potential became progressively
lager. This effect is summarized below in Table I.
TABLE I
RECOVERY COEFFICIENT VERSUS TIME
Cu:ve

Recovery Coefficient, C

Time From Specimen Immersion

A

0.698

6 Minutes

B

0.655

1 Hour

C

0.51Z

3 Hours

D

0.225

4 Hours

E

0. 172

6 Hours
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An extremely important result of this experiment came from a
rather casual observation during the course of the scratching operation.
First it was noticed that a single scratch would only produce a decrease
in potential of about 20 mV, a second scratch another 20 mV and so on
until with a large number of immediately successive scratches a limiting
value wae reached, approximately -310 mV (SHE). Not only was this the
same potential usually found when the specimen was iirst immersed,
t was also approximately the sr,ýrne value that the specimen exhibited
at the moment of failure by stress corrosion cracking. Likemice
intriguing, was the fact that under no circuinstances could anywhere
near the equilibrium potential of -1300 mv (SHE) which metallic
titaniurn is capable of developing in water be found. Similarly, it was
noticed that agitation of the corroding solution would produce a definite
reduction in potential. Violent agitation was then attempted and a
potential near -300 mV (SHE) could be obtained. This same potential
could be achLeved by rubbing the specimen with the back end of the
lucite pencil which is definitely not hard enough to produce a scratch
and expose bare metal. What suddenly became apparent was that this
procedure yielded information concerning the adsorbed surface layer
of solute molecules rather than the passive film of the metallic surface.
-The passive film must form so rapidly that potentials from the bare
metal are never obser-ed by the instrumentation of this procedure.
Also apparent is the intimate effect of the surface layer upon the
stress corrosion processes.
Photomicrographs in Figures 6a. and 6b. show the apparent stemming
of the advancing crack front by the dispersed beta phase. Notice also the
crack developing ahead of what appears to be the contiguous cra..ck tip.
The electron microphotographs of the carbon shadowed replicas of
the internal surface of the stress corrosion crack were included
primarily for those more experienced in Fractography than the Author.
The cleavage fan in the lower left corner of Figure 7a. demonstrates
that this failure mechanism adds to the damage cf corrosion. Figures
7b. and 7c., two different magnifications of the same area, are rather
interesting in that they show leaves of corrosion product which have
apparently grown along cleavage striations. Figure 7d, shows the
growth of corrosion producte along one side of an abrupt edge.
DISCUSSION OF RESULTS
The main result of this experiment is the tabulation of the effects
of the absorbed surface lay ers upon the corrosion potential of Titanium
6A1-4V. The exponeitial growth rates determined are certainiy not
inconsistent with the Bockris DevanAthan Model of Electrical Double
Layers at eIectrolyti-metal surfaces and actually may provide some
information concerning their structure. Definite correlations between
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these growth rates and the onset of cracking have not been established,
and as yet a definitive experiment has not been devised. However,
Table I shows a definite trend which cannot be ignored. To speculate,
it does not appear unreasonable that cue initiation of the stress corrosion
crack may occur once the Recovery Coefficient approaches zero and the
adsorbed surface layer is unable to repair itself as rapidly as it ib
disturbed by the cracking process. Also to be considered is the causal
relationship that this degraded surface layer may have upon the crack
initiation process itself.
Another result of this experiment is the confirmation of the rapid
regrowth of the passive film. The highly sensitive and fairly responsive
electrometer used in this experiment gave absolutely no indication of a
potential fluctuation. It would be most interesting to repeat these experiments using a high speed oscillograph to record any transient potentials
that develop. Not only would this enable one to determine the constant,
B, in the exponential growth equation for the adsorbed layer, but also
it is quite likely to provide the same informatior in regards to the
repassification of the metal surface.
FUTURE

PLANS

Future experimentation will invoive potentiostatic dissolution
techniques using other alloys of titanium and different corrosive media.
A fast response oscilloscope will be used. to augment the potentiometric
studies. Analysis of the corrosion products precipitated in the crack
surfaces will be accomplished through the use of an electron microprobe.
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Figure Id.
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Figure 5.
Potential Recovery Curves for Ti 6AI-4V
After Surface Scratch.
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Figure 6a.
Stress Corrosion Crack in Ti 6AI-4V (X 233)

Figure 6b.
Same Area As Above
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Enlarged View
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Figure 7a.
Electron Fractograph of Ti 6AI-4V

(-X 8750)
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Figure 7c.
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ABSTRACT
The spectrum-analysis radar is a random-signal radar that does not
require the complex storage or delaying mechanisms normally associated
with radars of thiq '.
Instead, signals are processed through a
spectrurrm analyzt•r.
In operation, this tec r-iique requires only that the target be illuminated
by a roiselik. signal and "hat a reference signal (a small part of the transmitted signal) be available. The power spectrum of the sum of the refererce and rellected signals is a modulated snectrum. The modulation
frequency 6.3pend6 only on the range to the target; its amplitude is proportional to the intensity of the target signal relative to the total receivred
sign-ll. Also, the modulations are coherent even though the illuminating
signal is urmodulated noise.
This novel technique &f radar-ranging is simple and straightforward.
Its uscs are manifold: in synthetic aperture applications, when coherent
signal-processing is necessary; as a space-docking radar, when near,.ro rminimum range is necessary; or in interdiction ur high-densitv radar
are•as, where low mutual interference is necessary.

1. INTRODUCTION
The search for techniques that would improve certain operational
and physical characteristic.. of conventional radars. has gerarated &greater interest in random-sigrnal radars. Areas of principal concern
are operation in the presence of ,lutter or other interfering signals,
greater use of the target phase informatior by processing both the ,mplitude and phase of the return signal, elimination of range and velocity
ambiguities, and a reduction in size and complexity.
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Although the use of random (noise) signals cant improve radar performance, extraction of the range and phase information from the
reflected signal is not as direct as in conventional radars. Randomsignal radars have traditionally required special processing techniques
that are based on the radar-range ambiguity fimction. This is determined
by comparing the received signal with a reference signal in a cross cotrelator, the reference signal being an arbitrarily delayed portion of the
transmitted signal. The radar range is then taken as the delay that is
necc::azy to make the refereucL 6ignal niatch the received signal.
The cross correlator is a complex mechanism that in practice often
takes the form of a special-purpose digital computer. Processors of
this type have a tendency to destroy target phase information.
The spectrum-analysis radar described in this paper needs no cross
correlator or delayed reference signal. It processes an unmodulated
random illuminating signal, yielding the same range information as a
cross correlator but preserving the target phase information.

2.

OPERATING PRINCIPLES

Although the mathematical analysis that describes the operation of
the spectrum-analysis radar is lengthy (a synopsis is ir.dicated in Appendix A), the principles of operation are easy to e)plain. A random signal
is generated by 2 noise sourc: ar,d ti nsrnitted (see Figure 1). A very
small part of the transmitted signal is coupled off for the reference signal and applied to one side of the summing tee. Thie other input to the
tee is the received signal. The p,..wer spectrum of the resulting sum
signal is modulated, a fact that is not altcg,.ther obvious. This modulation forms the basis of the spectrum analys's radar.
The modalatioa comes about because as each component of the transmitted power spectrum propagates oit th the target and back again, "t is
shifted in phase oy Lan amount prý_,portional to its frequency. NG'v, Ly
definition, the tiaie-avelaged amiphltude and phase characteristics of any
frequency component of a noise signr'l re-r.ain constant. Since the reference signal originated in the transmitted signal it is also a noise signal,
and thereforz
e, standa,'d against which to compare the received signal.
The simple addition of the reference and received signals simultaneously yields a measurement of the rhase shift undergone by every frequency component as it propagates out to the target and back. As the
two superposed spectra go through cycles of constructive and destructive
interference, a modulation, or fringe, pattern is set up !n the sum
spectrum. It shoulci ne net•ed that the presence of these m )dulations
necessarily means that the rec,'ivcd .. nl :eferenc signals are completely
uncorrelaied. It is significant, however, that thAe frequency difference
between ruils in the mndulaticr. pattern depends only on t"h range to the
target; the modulation aniplitire dcepends on the r'la,ive intenrities of
0-2

the target and reference signals; and the absolute location of the nulls
depends on the total phase shift induced in the transmitted signal by both
the range and reflection of ihe target.
The block diagram of an experimental model that was assembled to
demonstrate these principles is shown in Figure 2. The illuminating
signal, obtained from a gaseous discharge noise. tube and amplified by a
traveling-wave-tube (TWT) amplifier, ,vas band. limited (bandwidth of
about 12 MHz) and had a center frequency of 2800 MHz. An attenuator in
the reference arm maximized the modulation amplitude. Figure 3 shows
the spectra obtained. By measuring the frequency difference between the
nulls, the range to a target 324 ft away was determined to within 3 ft.
The pnase conerence of the modulation nulls was easily demonstrated
with the same setup. The upper spectrum in Figure 4 was obtained from
a target about 150 ft away. The lower spectrl.rn was obtained from the
same target after it had been moved about 1/•: in. The shift in the null
location is clearly evident. A change of ( ie-talf wavelength (X/2) in
range moves the null to the adjacent null location. Even with incoherent
noise signals, these modulations are completely coherent and can be
processed like any other monochromatic signal.

3.

DISCUSSION

A convenient method for determining the range tc d target is to add
a second spectrum analyzer to the system and then measure the modulaticn frequency. The modulation frequency is a linear function of range,
and so the horizontal axis of the second spectrum analyzer can be calibrated directly in range like an A scope.
The A-scope displiy of the one target in Figure 4 is shown in Figure
5(a). If two targets are simultaneously illuminated, then the spectrum
modulation will contain two frequency components, one for each of the
targets. Such a situation is shown in Figure 5(b), where the targets of
Figures 3 and 4 are simultaneously illuminated.
The total range displayed on the A scope would be much greater in
practice than car experiments have indicated. The bottom trace in
Figure 6, for example, shows how a target located at a range of 3000 ft
would look in a range display covering 4bout one mile. The upper trace
is a low-dispersion display of the same target.
Under typical operating conditions, the power spectrum moduiation
frequencies range from about 100 to 10000 Hz. Since this coincides with
the audiofrequency ranKe, why not let the ear determine the modulation
frequency? In certain applications, the second spectrum analyzer could
be replaced by a simple loudspeaker or headphone .ystem, and the human
brain could then directly perform part of the signal-processing. The
idea was tested experimentally. The presence of a target was disclosed
G-3
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as a tone whose frequency was proportional to the range of the target.
Multiple targets produce multiple tones. Th.- modulation frequencies
corresponding to the two targets used in our tests were 100 Hz and 200
Hz respectively. The difference in tones was clearly distinguishable as
the antennas were turned from one target to the other.
The coherent nature of the spectral modulation can be directly applied to determine the angular location of a target. Two systems are
used. The location of the null pattern of one is found to be displaced
from that of the other, the amount of displacement being directly relal.ed
to the separation between antennas and the angle of arrival of the signal.
This is the counterpart of the well-known interferometer used with coherent signals except that the result is an interferogram between the power
spectra instead of between the amplitudes of two signals.
An arrangement of two systems could be used for simaltaneously
determining both range and angular direction of a target. It would rot be
necessary to operate two systems simultaneously since one system timeshared between two adjacent locations would suffice so long as some kind
of storage device could be used to remember the null pattern of one location for later comparison with that of the other. Once the number of
space samples is extended from two to many, we are immediately led
into application of the spectrum-analysis radar to the synthetic aperture.

4.

SUMMARY

The spectrum-analysis radar, a noise radar, determines the range
of a target from the frequency of modulation of the power spectrum of
the sum of the received and reference signals, and it determines the
angle of a target from the location of the modulation nulls. The modulation is coherent, even though the illuminating si.gnal is unmodulated noise.
It is therefore possible to use coherent signal-processing techniques
while retaining the advantages of using incoherent signals.
One of the advantages of the spectrin-analysis radar is th-" t!.u,
is litile interaction between it and similar radars, and so sevexai can
be used in the same vicinity without undue interference. Another is that
since the signal it processes is unmodulated, the conventional spectral
signature associated with coherent time-modulated signals is lacking;
the radar may theefore be useful in ccvert applications. Also related
to its use of unmodulated signals is its ability to function at near-zero
range. This property might make it u3eful in altimeter or space-docking
applications.
The coherent nature of the power-spectrum modulations can be used
to determine the angle of arrival of a target signal, thereby fixing the
exact location of the target in both range and angle. The modulations can
also be processed in synthetic aperture applications.
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An interesting characteristic of this radar is that in certain applications much of the signal-processing could be done by ear. The intervention of the human element could lead to significant reductions in size,
cost, and weight of a most useful radar system.
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APPENDiX A

Some of the principal expressions that quantitatively describe the
spectrum-analysis radar are stated here without proof. For a inodel,
consider a noise signal whose normalized power spectrum 0+(f) illuminates N targets, each with a voltage reflection coefficient r., a
phase 03, and a range Ji. It is assumed that lj includes range Lttenuation effects and that tj is the total propagation time. The reference
signal is the j a 1 term, and k is a dummy summation index. The
modulated power spectrum 0'f) can then be represented by

'f)

+If)-

N

N

+

F,• rkr i cc

9
f{j-tký +e-

(I)j

j=1

k=l

where I+ and I- are the time-averaged transmitted and received signal
intensities. For the case of a single target ro, Eq. (1) can be simplified
to
+ 2r 0o..XC
+

cos

+o
+/o

"

(2)

r

o

From Eq. (2), the range 10 can be determined by measuring the
frequency difference between nulls Wfm . Thus,
X
0O 2e63)

(3)

Measuring the absolute location ff1 of a null establishes the phase of the
target 8o, which is written:
2on+ I-,

n w 0, A- 1,

The fractional modulation amplitude M can be used to gauge the size
ro of the target by using the relation

M

2

'r(5

C-Uf

(4 I

,i it is assumed that + (f) is gaussian, with a variance a, then it
can be shown that the range resolution
C

ISR

-(6)

The A scope displ•iys shown in Figure Al demonstrate the effect of the
il'umi,.ating signal oandwidth on range resolution. The upper and lower
traces show the return from the same Larget, the only difference being
that the bandwidth used for the lower trace is twice that of the upper
tra&'.e.
The effective modulating frequency f' at the output of the first of
the two spectrum analyzers is a function m
of its sweep speed S., and
given by
I

fm

2RS
c•
c

(7)

For typical spectrum analyzer swec?• speeds, f'
is in the audio region.
m
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ABSTRACT
Nondestructive methods and instrumentation have been developed for
evaluation of fatigue damage in metals used in aircraft and space vehicles.
A description of the fundamentals of the ultrasonic, magnetic perturbation,
and electric current injection techniques is presented. These techniques
have been adapted for the inspection of aircraft service parts during overhaul. In addition to the development and the application instrumentation
techniques to current engineering problems, such techniques are being
applied to the more fundamental study of fatijue in metals, including the
determination of the effect of pressure and atmospheric environment on
fatigue phenomena. Results su ,gesting the possibility of flaw removal to
obtain superior fatigue performance are presented and discussed.
Brief descriptions of inspection hardware developed, on the basis
of this and other research, for several critical components are also
included.
I.

INTRODUCTION

It is a well established fact that catastrophic failures of structures
and equipments subjected to alternating stresses are often traced to fatigue
failure of a primary structural element or machine component. Consequently,
the fatigue characteristics of a component or a structure usually exert a
dominant influence on the design approaches for aerospace and aeronautical
vehicles and equipments where "trade-offs" between weight reduction and
acceptable reliability are necessary. To achieve the high reliability required, stringent quality control and inspection procedures are employed
during fabrication and assembly and. during service, periodic inspections
are specified at which time it is often necessary to completely disassemble
complex systems such as aircraft gas turbine engines to permit meticulous
and critical nondestructive inspection of individual components. Although
such procedures have aided in maintaining reliability of equipment,, it is
generally conceded by user organizations that such procedures are often
inadequate, unrealistic, and too expensive both in terms of man-hours and
materials. Also, considerable controversy often exists in determining
inspection intervals and methods. Further more, the practice of "retiring"
or discarding certain critical components on the basis of hours service
rather than on measured deterioration is continually being question,,d and
rightly so.
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In fact, a number of studies have been conducted leading to the ideas
of overhaul and inspection on the basis of condition only. In other words,
continue using the equipment, somewhat regardless of service time, so long
as there are no definite indications of deterioration in the equipment or
structure. Documented examples of savings in the multimillion dollar category have accrued from such practices. However, the persistent questions,
HOW MUCH LIFE REMAINS?, and HOW MUCH HAS THE PROBABILITY OF
FAILURE INCREASED? become increasingly important as service time
increases. At present these questions camnot be answered except on a statistical basis, and it is still impossible to predict with satisfactory accuracy the
life of an individual item. The inability of the presently employed nondestructive inspection methods to adequately characterize materials and, in particular, individual components is one of the major limitations in our ability to
predict safe operating life.
Progress is being made toward developing realistic predictive techniques based on fracture mechanics concepts and critical flaw sizes, but one
factor, cited in a recent (May, 1968) comprehensive report"), which severely
compromises these approaches is the inadequacy of the presently used nondestructive inspection methods for locating and defining small flaws. This
report indicates that all presently used nondestructive inspection methods,
those methods routinely used ,-':ring fabrication and overhaul, have very poor
sensitivity for detecting fatigue cracks smaller than 0. 2 inches. This is
nearly 1/4-inch long, and on cursory appraisai, it would appear that such
cracks should readily be detectable, but the peculiar nature of fatigue cracks,
does in fact often prohibit easy detection of cracks even as long as this.
Figure 1 shows an example illustrating this fact. This is a magnified view(2)
(10OX) of a small region on a T53 gas turbine engine compressor blade which
contains a long fatigue crack. Certainly the crack is not ubvious, and, in
fact, it is impossible to visually locate the crack, even though it extends
almost completely across the region shown and is, in fact, almost 0. 05 inches
long. This crack is readily apparent after being enhanced by application of a
bending load which separates the crack interf-ces as shown in Figure 2. Upon
release of the load, the crack is, of course, closed and presents the appearance shown in Figure I. From this it is apparerit that fatigue cracks may
indeed be difficult to detect.
It is probable that the use of conventional nondeetructive inspection
methods and fracture mechanics design concepts can be usefully employed on
some structures where relatively short cracks--less than U. 10 inches--are
not critical, but it is certain that high strength comporents such as bearings.
gears, turbine blades, landing gears, etc., may be impending catastroph~c
failures long before cracks reach this size. In view of the rather severe limitations of most presently used nondestructive inspection approaches, it should
ba apparent that development of better instrumentation methods for the
detection of fatigue cracks and other flaws is desirable and perhaps even manH-4
da.ory.
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Southwest Research Institute has concentrated much research on
developing befter instrumentation methods for the detection and study of
fatigue dar.age, and some of this research as well as present and future
applications will be reviewed in the following.
II.

EXPERIMENTAL APPROACH

Most nondestructive methods become increasingly unreliable as the
flaw dimensions become smaller, less than approxi.iately 0.05 inches, and
this is the area in which the work at Southwest Research Institute has been
concentrated. This work has used "engineering size" specim~ens fabricated
from materials that are currently in wide-spread use in the aerospace
industries. Specimens are carefully machined to remove all stress concentration sources, except those inherent in the material, and fatigue cracks
are developed in the specimens by stress cycling in uniaxial tension. Specimens are carefully examined optically and with developmental nondestructive
inspection methods before initiation of cycling, and at frequent intervals
during the stress cycling history. As a consequence, a large volume of data
is accumulated from each specimen. Ti~ese procedircL are time consuming
and it is only poss'ble to examine a limited number of specimens in contrast
to the several hundred specimens usually employed for fatigue programs. The
advantage is, of course, that the detailed history of individual specimens can
be studied and thereby greater insight is gained into those aspects of fatigue
cracks and fatigue phenomena which are important in their nondestructive
detection.
Figure 3 shows several of the AISI 4340 rod type tensile specimens
used in the research. Other specimens have been fabricated from: an
18 percent nickel maraging steel, a titanium alloy (Ti-6AI-4V), and an aluminum alloy 7075-T6.
III.

INSTRUMENTATION AND FACILITIES

At the present time, four different nondestructive inspection procedures are used in the research. These are magnetic ,)crturbation, electric
currel;* injection, ultrasonic surface wave, ard high magnification optical
e-amination.
The magnetic perturbation method el.%entially consists of establishing
a suitable magnet.c flux in the specimen and then scar.aing the surface of the
specimen with a sensitive magnetic probe to detet flux perturbations caused
by laws in the material. This is illustrated schematically in Figure 4 which
shows the effect of a small inclusion on the magnetic flux distribution. Hall
effect probes are used to con.iert the magnctic flux to 'in electrical voltage.
The nagnetic perturbation method is applicable onl !.. ferromagnetic nmaterials.
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A method analagous to magnetic perturbation which is useful on nonferromagnetic but electrically conducting materials such as titanium, aluminum, the super/alloy steels, refractory me~tals, etc. , is the electric current injection method. This consists essentially of establishing, by means
of electrical contacts, a current flow through the region of the material of
interest, and then scanning the surface of the material with a magnetic field
sensitive probe to detect and measure magnetic perturbations associated with
the electric current p•erturbations caused b. flaws. Figure 5 is a schematic
illustration of this method.
Another method which has proven to be very useful is the ultrasonic
surface wave pulse-echo method. This is shown schematically in Figure 6.
Among other advantages this approach permits continuous monitoring of
specimens while they are being fatigue cycled. A disadvantage is !hat it is
necessary to intimately couple the acoustic energy at a very precise angle
into the material being examined. Accordingly, transducers are bonded to
each of six flat surfaces machined for this purpose on the specimens.
An overall view of the experimental apparatus is shown in Figure 7.
The vacuum chamber and vacuum control system permits investigations to be
conducted at reduced atmospheric pressures and/or with a controlled
atmosphere of a selected gas since the system can be constantly pumped. A
close-up of the specimen showing the probe, microscope, and other items
is presented in Figure 8. The microscope is of great advantage in fcllowing
the development of fatigue cracks as a function of stress cycles for crack
initiation and propagation studiies.
IV.

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

Examples of selected experimental results obtained during the work
conducted in the last several years will be presented in this section. From
time to time improvements have been made in the instrumentation and
apparatus and these have permitted more detailed and comprehensive investigations. The results to be presented will cover examples of data obtained on
several different specimen materials and also using aeveral different nondestructive inspection methods. For conciseness, only brief descriptions
of the results will be made; most results have beer, comprehensively discussed in several reports (2-7) which havt; been included as references.
Figure 9 shows several magnetic inspection records taken at different
intervals of stress cycling and also under two different conditions of magnetic
field. Ln these inspection records the vertical axis is the signal amplitude,
and the horizontal axis is the axial distance along the specimen surfac:e. First.,
a comparison of the two records in the second column shows that they are
practically identical and no changes have occured after 50, 0U0 cycles. The
signal indicated by the arrow is caused by a small surface Fit or surface
inclusion. By contrast , L. comparison ut the three r,:cords in the first
col,.mn shows that a marked change has occurred after 50, 000 str#ss cycles.
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This prominent signal is readily apparent in the lower left record, and th,
arrow indicates the portion of the record corresponding with this location
on each record. The inspection records in the left column were obtained
at a relatively low magnetic field which has been experimentally determined
to offer the best fatigue damage detection while those records in the second
column were obtained under high magnetic fieid which is sensitive to geometric discontinuities and inclusions. A photomicrograph of the surface
region corresponding with the signal fror.i the fatigue damage is also shown
with the minute fatigue -:rack indicated by the arrow.
Examples of inspection records obtained on another specimen are
shown in Figure 10. Again the fatigue damage is detected best at low magnetic field, and in fact, after 64, 500 cycles, there is no evidence whatsoever
of fatigue damage on the basis of the high magnetic field inspection records
in the right column. It has been found that application of a stress during the
inspection enhances the fatigue damage signal, and approximately one half
the peak tensile stress used during cycling was applied at the time the records
in the first and second columns were obtained. Note the progressive increase
of the signal amplitude in the first column of records. After developing the
tiny fatigue crack, additional programmed cycling, simulating a predicted
aircraft loading environment, was applied to the specimen. Inspection
records obtained before and after this programmed cycling are shown in
Figure 11 along with a surface photomicrograph showing the minute fatigue
crack extending approximately 0. 004 inches from either side of the inclusion.
In this illustration the fatigue crack is oriented in the horizontal direction.
The many fine straight lines approximately vertically oriented are from a
polishing operation.
A third example showing fatigue damage development is presented in
Figure 12. The outstanding fatigue damage signal obtained after 2.76 x 106
stress cycles is shown in the lower left magnetic inspection record. The
enhancement, an approximate four-fold increase, of this signal caused by
the application of applied stress is shown in the lower center two records.
The signal indicated by the arrow in the rwc records in the right column is
caused by a tiny surface inclusion from which the faiigue crack developed.
This is clearly shown in the surface photomicrographs of Figure 13. This
specimen was continuously monitored during sCress cycling hy using pulse
echo ultrasonic surface wave methods. Six 10 MHz transducers were permanently bonded to the flats on one end of the specimen prior to stress
cycling. These transducers were used tc launch surface (r Rayleigh waves
which travel along the specimen surface and are reflected baci( to the transducer whenever a reflecting discontinuity is encountered. Much insight has
been gained into the behavior of fatigue cracks by •his approach. Figure 14
shows photographs of th. ultrasonic signals displayed on an oscillosc,,pe.
For these records the transducer is initially pulsed at the left, and reflected
pulses are then received thereafter. Accordingly, a measurement of the
time interval Letween a reflected pulse and the initial pulse permits a determination of the reflecting source location on the specimen surface. In the
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upper left record it is apparent that none of the reflections are very outstanding, and in fact, the reflection indicated by 'he arrow, although coinciding with the fatigue crack location, is certainly no assurance of a fatigue
crack. By comprison the record immediately below shows a very prominent
signal, and it was necessary to change the vertical sensitivity to maintain
this outstanding signal on scale. Note that a stress )as applied to the specimen during the time this record was obtained. The record in the upper right
column, obtained under identical conditicns with the record at the left, with
the exception that a 13, 500 psi stress was applied, shows a prominent signal
from the fatigue crack. The lower right photograph shows a record obtained
while the specirrien was being cycled, and in this instance, the signal is
observed to increase and decrease in synchronism with the applied load. This,
of course, causes a signal to be readily evident, and can provide a warning
that a fatigue crack has developed. It is quite interesting that fatigue cracks
approaching 0. U5 inches long do not act as a reflecting surface even at frequencies as high as 30 MHz because of the intimate contact between the crack
interlace surfaces when no load is applied. Accordingly it is possible for
ultrasonic inspections to"miss" sizeable fatigue cracks. This statement.
should not be taken as a generalization since the conditions in the fatigue
damage region may vary depending upon the material, the heat treatment, the
loading history, etc.
A graphical presentation of magnetic signals vs stress cycles on two
different specimens is presented in Figure 15. The data from specimen
No. 17 were obtained several years ago while thcse from specimen No. 21;
namely, those three points plotted at the lower left, were obtained recently
with considerably improved instrumentation. It is appirent that a significant improvement has been made and, in fact, it is now possible to detect
magn-.:ýic signal changes associated with cracks which are of the order of
0.00! to 0. 002 inches long. Corresponding ultrasonic and magnetic inspection
records are shown for points I and 3, and a surface photomicrograph showing
the appearance of the fatigue crack and the inclusion from which the crack
emanated are shown for point 2. The functional relationship is well defined
and provides a reasonable basis for indicating that specimen failure will
occur withiu approximately 30, 000 to perhaps 60, 000 cycles depending on
the crack length when it is first detected.
A few examples of data obtained using the electric current in,ection
instrumentation will now b-. presented. Figure 16 rhows inspection -'ecords
nbtaiz'ed on an aluminum specimen at three different intervals dhirlng cycling.
The prominent signal indicated by the arrow in the two lower records corresponded with the fatigue crack location. This signal occurred near t.,e limit
of the probe scan, and the characteristic signal shape is syrnmetricai about
the point just to the left of the arrow. It was necessary to reduce th,recording sensitivity and also to reduce the current in order to maint'.in this
signal on scale. Also note that this specimen war cycled and the dato. )btained
wl~h the chamber rnaintained at a vacuum of approximately 2 x 10"6 torr,
When ambient laborat.,ry atmosphere was readmnitted to the chamber the
H-22
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electric current signal changed dramatically. These records are shown in
the left column of Figure 17, ani the change amounts to an approximate
si.-:, fold increase. A surface photomicrograph of the crack is also shown.
Electric current injection records obtained on a titanium specimen
along with surface photomicrographs of the developed fatigue crack are shown
in Figure 18.
Recently experiments have been conducted which dramatically confirm
that fatigue damage is limited to a very local region in agreement with the
work of Grosskreutz( 8 ' 9). In these experiments the local region containing
the fatigue crack and the fatigue damage source is removed by local
mechanical abrasive polishing until no evidence of the crack remains.
Figure 19 shows surface photomicrographs of the crack region at successive
stages in the crack removal operation on specimen No. 18 along with the
c.;rresponding magnetic and ultrasonic inspection records. Note that only a
very nominal magnetic signal is obtained after the second polish. Subsequent
to these records, the crack was completely removed as determined by very
careful microscopic examination, and at this time the magnetic signal was
also completely gone. This required remeval of approximately 0. 006 inches
of material in the local region. It is important to note that only the material
in the immediate or local vicinity of this crack was mechanically polished,
and the remainder of the specimen circumference was unaltered. Stress
cycling of this specimen was then continued for approximately 130, 000 cycles
without any evidence of ultrasonic or magnetic signal changes. A somewhat
similar sequence of magnetic inspection records from another specimen is
presented in Figure 20. Note the prominent magnetic perturbation signal
caused by the fatigue crack emanating from the tiny inclusion. This crack
is ori,-nted vertically in this illustration, however, in common with all the
cracks, it developed normal to the tension axis of the specimen. Records obtained after crack removal are shown in the third and fourth rows, records
obtained after adding an additional 80, 000 cycles are also presented. A comparison of the third and fourth row of records shows these to be essentially
identical, and it may be concluded, that no further fatigue crack has developed
in this region. These results are deemed very significant and they will be
discussed in a later section in more detail.
V.

PRFSENT APPLICATIONS

Much of the information which has already been developed has also been
very useful in developing specialized hardware for critical inspection applications. Some of these will be reviewed now.
Figure 2 1 shows a semni-automatic equipment using the magnetic per turbation method for fatigue damage detection during overhaul inspection of a
large ring gear from the SH3A helicopter transmission. This equipment automatically scans the area of interest and has automatic alarm features when a
fatigue damage region is encountered. Presently, the equipment is being
H-25
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evaluated at the Naval Air Rework Facility at North Island, California. This
gear inspection equipment uses a special design of Hall probe, and the fabrication techniques previously developed on the AFOSR program were essential.
Recently, a specialized equipment was developed for inspecting the
stcel structural spar of the CH46 helicopter rotor blade. It was necessary
that the inspection be accomplished entirely from inside the spar in the fully
assembled blade. Figure 22 shows an overall view of the semi-automatic
equipment, and Figure 23 shows the 40-channel probe which is inserted into
the inside of the spar for inspection. Automatic alarms are actuaied when a
specified size of flaw is encountered. One equipment is in use at the Boeing
Company, and a second equipment is \'sed at the Naval Air R•ework Facility
at North Island, California.
Although no actuai equipment has as yet been designed and fabricated to
perm-.it routine inspection of compressor blades using the ultrasonic surface
wave approaches enhanced by an applied bending load, a rudimental y laboratory
apparatus which confirms the validity ot the approach has been built. '&Fha
apparatus is shown in Figure 24 which includes a detachable transducer and
a fulcrum for applying a bending load during examination. A number of compressor blades which have been in service have been routinely examined using
this approach. Typical inspection results obtained on a service blade which
was stress cycled to develop a tiny fatigue crack are shown in Figure 25.
Note the outstanding signal obtained in the left record which is a reflection
from the platform edge. With a bending load applied, note the signal adjacent
to the platform signal which is caused by the tiny fatigue crack. This crack
is only approximately 0. 012 inches long.
Other applications have included use of the ultrasonic surface wave
and also the electric current injection in the detection of tenon cracks in an
aluminum compressor disk of the Tr.• ý-is turbine engine. Also, recently
the feasibility of inspecting turbine :'a- for leading and trailing edge
thermal fatigue cracks using the elecrtc current injection rrAethod has been
demonstrated.
VI.

FUTURE RESEARCH AND POTENTIAL APPLICATIONS

It has been found that the xatigue cracks on these rod type tensile specimens have invariably initiated at surface or near-surface inclusions in the
absence of other geometric stress concentrators juch as gru-es and nicks.
Other work has shown a similar situation to occur in anti-friction bearings
and several other types of components. While it is not possible at this time
to generalize, these results as well as other research(I 0 12) suggest that
such sources, inclusions, are the real sites for fatigue damage development
in many types of steels. Furthermore, it is reasonable to suggest that
removal of these sites might, in fact, result in specin ens which would exhibit superior fatigue performance.
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As a preliminary step in this direction, a statistical comparison of
the fatigue performance of the specimens used on this program with handbook datt. has been made. These results are presented on the S-N curve of
Figure 26. Although only a relatively few specimens are involved, it is
apparent that no marked discrepancy exists between the "lives" obtained on
these rod-type tensile specimens and other published fatigue data( 1 3 , 14).
Only those specimens which have actually failed or which have developed a
fatigue crack were included in the data of Figure 26. Data from all specimens
including suspended items are shown in the S-N plot of Figure 27. Several
significant aspects of these data will be discussed. The specimens, triangular
symbols, in which the fatigue crack initiated at a source significantly subsurface, that is greater than approximately 0.010 inches, all fall well above
the standard, handbook S-N curve; in fact, specimens No. 11 and No. 13 are
remarkably well above the curve. It should be noted that the ordinate for
each point is determined by the calculated section stress existing at the point
of crack development or failure initiation, and the abscissa include the projected cycles to failure for unfailed specimens with fatigue cracks. Also, the
suspended items are well above the curve, and several of these have been
cycled to approximately 3 million cycles at which time cycling was terminated.
The open circle points in which the fatigue crack initiated at or near the surface, with few exceptions, fall approximately on the curve for the handbook
data. The points for specimen No. 6 and No. 19 are quite conspicuously well
below the curve. Specimen No. 6 was one of the first specimens used in the
program a number of years ago and was cycled to failure only to obtain approximate life cycles to failure. No nondestructive inspection records were obtained and the specimen was not monitored in any fashion. However, in the
case of specimen 19, which was only recently cycled and, of course, was
monitored, a logical basis - this will be discussed later - has been established
for the occurence of the crack at this low stress, which is well below the
endurance limit for the material.
Results of the crack removal experiments can be shovn in a significant fashion on this curve. Specimen 20, located at approxi., ately 130. 000
psi and 105 cycles developed a crack at 68, 100 cycles which was mechaniv-ziiy
removed and cycling continued. The specimen failed at 176, 000 cycles. Examination of the fraciure surface disclosed that the fatigue crack had initiated
at a minute inclusion approximately 0. 0005 inches diameter and located
approximately 0.001 inches beneath the surface. Specimni n No. 18, slightly
below 130, 000 psi and near the right end of the curve, developed a crack at
a small surface inclusion, see Figures 12 and 13, after 2,760,000 cycles.
This crack was removed and subsequently an additional 130, 000 cycles were
added. This is approximately four tinmes the anticipated number of cycles
which could have Lken added before the specimen fractured if the original
crack had been left in the specimen. Cycling wat suspended after 130, 000
cycles and no significant changes had apparently occurred.
The nik.t recent specimen i;ývodved in the crack renttval studies has
been specimen No. 0Q. During cycilng of this spe,.inien an cltrasonic
H-36
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signal indication was observed at 86, 600 cycles at which time cycling was
interrupted for micrsc..pic examination. Subsequent studies indicated
that two tiny cracks had initiated from two adjacent subsurface inclusions.
Photornicrographs showing the cracks and the inclusions are presented in
Figure 28, illustrations A. Undoubtedly the proximity of these twr- inclusions and the consequent stress concentration accounts for the cracks
developing at this low section stress. After these cracks were completely
reimoved, cycling was continued until 377, 000 cycles at which time another
crack developed frorr, a surface inclusion or surface pit. This crack region
is also shown in Figtire 28, illustration B. After removal of this crack
cycling was again continued until two million cycles were accumulated at which
time cycling was suspended, and no changes had apparently occurred.
It is reasonable to assume that removal of the nucleating sources
for fatigue cracks, namely, surface and near-surface inclusions and pits,
will result in significantly increased specinnen lives, since it has been possible
to achieve extended life on specimens by removal of 'developed fatigue cracks
A direct demonstration of such an approach will
and th- nucleating source.
bce made in the near future. Provided the defect removal concept is substantiated, it is reasonable to anticipate that practical methods can be developed by which the life of components and structures may be significantly extended thrcugh selective removal of potential fatigue nucleii. Furthermore,
on the basis of results already obtained, it should be possible to salvage many
"fatigued" parts by selective removal of fatigue cracks during overhaul inspection when detection equipment with adequate sensitivity and precision is
available. It should be cautioned that each case will have to be treated individually, since no general predictive basis has been developed for a wide
range of materials and conditions. Furthermore, it appears that specialized
rather than general purpose equipment will be required. However, it should
not be difficult to establish economic justification since in many instances
components that would be inspected and "saved" are extremely costly.
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ABSTRACT
Irregularities in the ionosphere cause multipath, diffraction, and
time jitter of radio waves relayed by satellites. These effects can seriously hamper communication, navigation, and surveillance systems.
Proposed new systems require information on such properties as depth
and rate of fading, power spectra, and time delay, whereas most previously accumulated data provided information only on depth and rate of
fading. In addition, the proposed new systems create a need for predicting
the effects at remote locations, new radio frequencies, and extremes of
geophysical conditions.
Using the facilities at AFCRL and at observatories of a cooperative
world-wide group, new measurements are being made with military and
civilian satellite systems in order to apply the statistics of irregularities
to the new requirements. Results provide first-order estimates of the
statistical effects of the irr'egularities in the ionosphere with the observing
radio frequency, sub-ionospheric latitude, geomagnetic conditions, seasonal and dirunal time, and with solar cycle. Techniques are being developed for predicting trends and mean characteristics, both of which are
required for operational systems. The conversion of the radio star and
satellite observations into engineering data is assisting systems designiers
of communications satellite systems in their choice of modulation schemes,
W, their estirmates of system capabilities, and in improving system reliability.

1-4

1.

INTRODUCTION

Irregularities in the ionosphere cause deep amplitude fading, phase
changes, and time jitter of radio signals relayed through communication
satellites. The strength and occurrence of these irregularities are related to the sporadic geophysical storms that disrupt the North Atlantic
(aurora) and South East Asia (equatorial) radio links. During periods of
geophysical disturbance, as in Figure 1, the irregularities are greatly enShanced. VHF and UHF communication via satellite can then fade rapidly
to 10 to 20 dB below normal signal level for periods of several minutes or
several hours. Operational users are concerned about the degradation of
present communication and detection systems. Strategic and tactical users
are particularly concerned with the degree to which this degradation is related to those geophysical events that also degrade other point to point systems. Designers of proposed navigation and constant surveillance systems
using VHF signals relayed through two satellites are concerned that
storms of irregularities could cause time or phase jitter than would force
using agencies to turn back to less precise methods of air traffic contro'l.
Present research on ionospheric irregularities at AFCRL is aimed at
providing pertinent statistical information to designers and operational
agencies. Operational users can then forecast the probabilities of future
irregularity behavior from current geophysical data. In addition, AFCRL's
studies can help provide the long term statistical data upon which systern
decisions can be made.
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Figure 1. Intense Scintillation of ATS-3 Beacon. D)eep fades to -10 or
-20 dB can occur at VHF and U1FI during periods of ionospheric disturbance, as on November 1968. Behavior in normal the following night,
4 November. 'latched loads are reference level each hour
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2.

BACKGROUND

The amplitude and phase deviations found on a radio wave (Figiro., 1)
that has traversed a region of ionospheric irregularities are kncm,, as
scintillations. They were first observed during the late fo, ties and early
fifties when it was established that the fluctuations in intensity of radio
stars were caused by irr•egularities in the ionosphere. Several theoretical
treatments evolved to explain the observations. A two-dimensional, "thinscreen" analysis such as that of Mercier (1962ý is useful when the irregularities are weak and appear to occur in thin. layers, but during extremes
of geophysical disturbances the thickneo, of the irregularity region must
be considered, as in the three-dimensional treatment of Orhaug (1965).
In the model, the effective strength of the irregularities was restricted
so t the radio wave uinderwent weak diffraction or weak scattering. In
effect this means that at the exit of the irregularity region the radio wave
intensity averaged over many fluctuations is the same as the ncrmal undisturbed level. Yet the converse is more nearly true for the enhanced
irregularity regions which degrade VHF and UHF satellite relays. Appreciable energy may be diverted from the relay path. In fhat case the
assumptions of existing theory are violated, and the behavior for strong
irregularities cannot be predicted from theoretical characteristics derived
from studies of weak irregularities. Since it is extreme disturbances, when
the irregularity region is enhanced beyond the limits permitted by the simplifying assumptions of these theoretical studies, that degrades the satellite
radio link, other means must be found to predict their effect on the system.

3.

OBSERVATIONAL PROCEDURE

A great deal of data on the effects of ionospheric irregularities exists
from scintillation studies made since 1949 with radio star sources and
beacon satellites. Most of this data is in the fo, m of indices for the depth
or rate of fluctuation of the intensit3 of radio waves. Specific organizations need data that is not explicitly contained in the reports of these
studies.
Systems now in use and those being developed require statistical sum*mariesand reliable techniques for predicting the effects of ionospheric
irregularities at remo~e locations, on new radio f.requencies, and during
extremes of geophysical conditions.
It is not practical to rescale existing data to meet these new requiremients, nor is it practical to re-instrument all of the observatories so that
they can measure the critical radio frequencies for the latitude-longitude
network needed to collect new data. Rather, enough new measurements
-an he performed to statistically relate the new requirements, such as
depth and duration of deep fading, to the existing indices. Since existing
theory cannot he used to extend median observations to those expected for
extreme conditions, a world -wide morphology of irregularity effects
must he established, using the various quantitative scintillation indices
presently available.
1-3

3. 1 Source of Data
The radio stars Cassiopeia A and Cygnus A were the principal sources
of data in the early scintillation studies at Hamilton, Maws. The 84-ftdiam, polar-mounted antenna was instrumented to simultaneously record
63, 113, 228, 400, and 1200 MHz; the 150-ft-diam antenna simultaneously
recorded 30, 63, 113, and 228 MHz.
At the latitude of Hamilton, Mass., the circumpolar source, Cassiopeia A, rotates about the polar star and its elevation angle varies from
about 11 to about 77 deg; Cygnus A rises in the northeast, passes almost
exactly overhead, and sets in the northwest. Results of studies of both
sources are thus confined to the northern sub-auroral region (Allen et al,
1964; Aarons and Allen, 1966).
Observations of the 54 MHz beacon of satellite Transit 4A were made
at Hamilton from July 1961 to February 1965. Observations on the 20,
40, and 41 MHz beacons of satellite BE-B have been made since November
1964. Both the satellites were placed in near circular orbits at about
1000 km height and at high orbital inclination. Results are available for
all locations encompassed by the radio horizon (Aarons et al, 1964).
Xor contrast, note that the radio star sources have finite angular
size, are at immense distance from the irregularities, and radiate unpolarized, incoherent noise-like signals. The satellites are point sources,
are close to the ionosphere, and radiate linearly polarized, coherent signals.
Additional data was obtained from a world-wide network of observatories. The Joint Satellite Studies Group is a 23-member group of stptions,
voluntarily cooperating to provide comparative data on the ionosphere.
Sources included the ionospheric satellites (Transit 4A, 54 MHz; BE-B
and BE-C, 20, 40, 41 MHz), the communication satellites (Early Bird
and Canary Bird, 136 MHz), and the ai'-.to-ground relay satellites (ATS-1
and ATS-3, 136 MHz). This data represents a wide longitude and latitude
sample and, therefore, provides a basis for studying morphological details
of the irregularity region (JSSG, 1965; 1968).
3.2 Empirical Indices
Attempts to establish standard methods for scaling records have been
only partially successful. If each observatory measured the root-meansquare value of the fluctuation of the received signal there could be consistent comparison of results with other observatories and with theory. Since
few can afford the cost of that measurement, empirical indicies have been
established in several ways.
The arbitrary but consistent indices used by the Radio Astronomy
Branch of AFCRL for reducing radio star and satellite observations can
be described briefly as follows:
Rate is determined by counting peaks. A peak is counted only if it
is at least one third the amplitude of the previous peak.
Scintillation Index (SI) is also a relative measurement. A. sample interval containing at least 10 peaks, counted by the above rule, of at least
1-4

5 min duration is chosen from radio stat',, records. A similar sample at
the top of a Faraday peak is chosen for the satellite case. Representative
peaks are established by the third peak down from greatest and the third
up from the lowest. The power scintillation index is then the percentage
ratio of the varying component to the expected steady component:

SIM%-

S (third peak up) - P(third peak down)
2 P(average)

1,P
P

Analysis by planimeter and by point computations has indicated that
this arbitrary index is from 1. 5 to 2. 5 times the rms value of the power
variation. For radio star observations, the ratio is nearly the same at
several frequencies but varies from day to day. From a statistical
viewpoint, it may be assumed to have a fixed relation to the rms value.
All members of the JSSG use the same definition; however, some use
th amplitude of the signal rather than the power.
In addition, many of the observatories that have published previously,
and some that are doing current work, have assigned subjective indices.
Simplest are 0, 1, 2 for 7,ero, some, and fully fluctuating records. If
samples of actual records are set up to define the class intervals for such
indices and are carefully used during reduction, the final results can be
reanalyzed to provide consistent comparative data.

4.

COMPARATIVE STATISTICS

The fluctuations observed on radio waves from distant satellites are
indicators of irregularities that were formed in the upper ionosphere in
response to outside forces. To describe the variation of these fluctuations
in terms applicable to communication problems, it is convenient to use a
morphological approach expressed in terms of three classes of variables
that can be isolated in the statistical data. These are stimulus variables
that represent changes in the forces that produce the irregularities, trait
variables that characterize the ability of the ionosphere to respond to
stimulation, and experimental variables that affect the amount of fluctuation
observed for given irregularities.
4. 1 Stimulus Variables
The outside stimulators can be any pertinent energy source, such as
an influx of charged particles induced by changes of the solar wind, turbulence arising from vertical motions produced by electric field changes,
or other external forces that are presently unknown. Although the prime
sources of all disturbing energies appear to be within the sun, the physical
details of their interaction with ta-e terrestrial atmosphere have not been
determined.
I-5

At the present time it is necessary to use terrestrial responses to
represent changes in solar energy. The variation of the earth's magnetic
field, kno n to be associated with variations in the solar wind, has been
useful in tais study. Other responses, such as riometer absorption oi
airglow intensity, may prove useful. The effects of several solar sourc -!s
of energy are implicitly included in some of the trait variables discussed
in Section 4. 3.
4. 1. 1 Variation With Magnetic K Index (Solar Wind)
Magnetic K index is used here to relate the variation in response of
irregularities to variation in the solar energy carried by the solar wind.
Individual observatories characterize the degree of disturbance of the
local magnetic field during 3-hr periods by indices varying from 0 to 9,
Normalized data from a world-wide network is then combined in a planetary
index, Kp. Distribution functions for Kp conditional on calendar years are
shown in Figure 2. The highest values represent periods when the magnetic
field displayed major changes identified with period of intense solar disturbance. Note that the significant change with solar cycle is a change in
the proportion of these high indices.
Just how the depth of scintillation varies with the state of magnetic
activity depends on the geographic latitude and longitude of the irregularity
region.
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Magnetic Index, 1964-1967.
The planetary index of magnetic activity is not normally
distributed. Note the disproportionate increase of
high K values for years of
increased solar activity over
1964-1965, the period of
solar minimum

A i high geomagnetic latitudes the depth of scintillation increases with
magnetic K index.

Figure 3 contains distributions for sets of observations

conditional on local magnetic K index. They represent the ionosphere
region 510 N. Lat. to about 550 N. Lat., as seen from Hamilton, Mass.,
using the radio star Cassiopeia. A. Effects of the increased thickness of
the irregularity region arising from the slant viewing angle have not been
removed; their effect is constant within the sample. x7or any statistic in
the data, such as median or decile, there, is a nearly linear increase with
the index of the state of magnetic activity.
The change of this dependence with latitude is summarized (Figure 4)
by data from a study of the 54 MHz beacon of satellite Transit 4A, taken at
Hamilton, Mass., during regularly scheduled periods cach month from
January 1962 to February 1965. Conditional samples were based on subionospheric (400 km) ranges of ±100 Long. and 50 Lat. Mean values were
produced for all data in sub-sets determined by integral values of the local
magnetic K index KFr from Fredericksburg, Va. Again, the effects of

elevation angle have not been removed; this is unimportant since the effect
is constant within each latitude sample.
The results for- data pooled in this fashion can be summarized as follow s:

At high latitudes there is an increase in depth of scintillation for increase of magnetic K index. The functional behavior of mean values can
be related to the functional behavior of other statistics, such as the medians
of Figure 3.
There is a progressive change in the functional relationship with decreasing latitude until, at mid-latitudes, the depth of scintillation does not
increase with K index until the K index exceeds 4 or 5. Studies of a limited
number of magnetic storms indicate that the depth of scintillation at mi-I
latitudes increases sharply with very high K index.
As the irregularity region approaches equatorial latitudes, the functional relationship inverts and the depth of scintillation decreases with increasing K index (Latitude interval 300 tc 350 in Figure 4). Special studies
in the equatorial region over Africa (Koster and Wright, 1960) have shown
that there is negligible change with K index during the minimum of the solar
cycle, but a strong inverse relationship during solar maximum.
4. 2 Experimental Variables
For identical conditions in the irregularity region, the fluctuations
ound
by different observers will depend on several experimental variableb.
4
rhese are, principally, the frequency znd bandwidth of the radio wave signal and the geometric angle at which the irregularity region is viewed. In
some cases the distance of the source from the irregularities and the separation of antennas used for space diversity on the ground can also be treated
as experimental variables.
If these variable- are independent of the trait and stimulus variables.
then some form f an analytic function can be uniquely determined to
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represent their variation, as is d-n.e for radio frequency in Section 4. 2. 1.
Otherwise a set of functions must be cetermined, cot, litional on the other
variables that influence their beh .vior.
4.2. 1 Variation With Radio Frequency
The theoretical prediction of the frequency variation of scintillation
depends on several parameters of the irregularity region. Although these
are generally unknown, limite can be derived. If the irregularity region
can be represented by a thin screen, then close to the irregularity region
the depth of scintillation is nearly inversely related to the square of the
frequency; far from the region it is inversely related to the first power
of the radio frequency (Briggs and Parkin, 1963). As the thickness of the
layer becomes more significant, the exponent decreases toward zero.
Emperical studies of this variation were made by AFCRL at Hamilton,
. Massachusetts (Aarons et al, 1967). Simultaneous observations were
taken at 30, 63, 113, and 228 MHz, using the 15Cr-ft radio astronomy antenna, and at 63, 113, and 228, using the 84-ft antenna, ior the overheaid
and northern regions covered by the daily motion of the radio star Cassiopeia A. Figure 5 shows cumulative distribut(ons for observations
• made through the auroral region. When the irregularities are weak, the
depth of scintillation and, hence, the scintillation indices are low. The
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Figure 5. Variatim of the Depth of Scintillation With Radio Frequency. At low dvpths of scintillation there is a nearly inverse
square-law-dep'ridence on radio frequencies for low depth of
scintillation. As the intensity of the irregularity region increases.
the exponent of dependeice decreases
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Figure 6. Variation of Frequency Dependence With
Scintillation Index. Observations of Cassiopeia A at
30, 63, 113, and 228 MHz indicate that the mean frequency dependence can be specified in terms of the
depth of scintillation on one of the frequencies

depth of fluctuation then depends inversely on the square of the radio frequency.
As the irregularities are enhanced, the indices increase and the exponent of frequency dependence decreases.
Results for the auroral (510 to 55 0 N. Lat) and for the overhead regions (430 to 45 0 N. Lat) are summarized in Figure 6. The frequency
variation seem-s to depend enly on the effective strength of the irregularities. No appi eciable change was noted between the latitude samples. No
sysLematic difference was found for samples conditional on the state of the
local magnetic field, an indicator of disturbance in the ionosphere.
It is not known if these results will alo apply to low latitudes and the
equatorial region.
4. 2. 2 Geometric Variation
If the distribution of irregutlarities in the ionosphere were similar to
a reasonably thin screen, the depth of fluctuation would be expected to vary
with elevation angle to the source in the same manner as the apparent
thickness of the screen varied. It is now known that this is not valid at
all latitudes.
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S~show

Mean

overhead values are linked by a smooth curve representing the latitude variation. Off-vertical observations
the effect of elevation angle

When a statistical latitude variation can be derived from mutually
consistent observations, as in the JSSG study to be discussed in Section
'
4. 3. 1, the nonoverhead observations at a particular site can be examined
S~for
geometric effects. Data from the JSSG study shown in Figure 7 were
S~restricted to common periods of observations for which the magnetic K
index was less than 3 and, therefore, represent the main geometric features
i
during quiet geomagnetic conditions. At mid-latitudes where the average
'•
depth of scintillation was low, the non-overhead indices increase toward
~the
horizon more or less as the secant of the zenith angle times the exS
pected sub-ionospheric depths of scintillation. At sub-auroral latitudes
where the overhead depth of scintillation increased somewhat, observations southward still increase with the slant thickness of the irregularity
S~region
but northward the increase is less than expected. This is probably

S~I-Ii

the result of several factors: a thickening of the irregularity region, a
reduction of slant range to the irregularity, and perhaps also a decrease
in the size of the irregularities.
4. 3 Trait Variables
Trait variables (Ti) characterize 1,he ability of the ionosphere to
respond to a given stimulus. For example, a difference in response on
two different occasions may be due to a difference in the recoiumbination
rntes of ions and electrons and, hence, a difference in the life time for
initially identical irregularities. Physical parameters, such as recombination rates change because of undetected changes in the energy
sources that affect the ionosphere. The changes in the irregularity be..
havior caused by integrated changes in physical parameters can be
characterized by trait variables, such as the cyclic changes over the
day, solar month, year, and sunspot period. Each of these most likely
combine the effects of several parameters, such as electron temperature,
neutral gas density, ionospheric wind systems, and so on. Less easy to
identify in the data are changes in these trait variables caused by a sudden change in a single parameter, such as a sudden change in composition
ratio or in temperature.
Use of trait variables to determine the degree to which the ionosphere
responds to physical changes indicates the need for a more reliable 1.ay
to determine physical parameters and a better theory of irregularity
formation and behavior.
Since trait varic'bles are averages over time or space, they represent
the integrated effects of a number of undetected, unk2'own, or sporadic
stimuli. An under:•tanding of the physical process at work within the irregularity regions is lost in such a characterization.
For just that reason trait variables are desirable for a study such as
this one. By submerging the respnnse of ind'vidual events, they establish
overall systematic trends in the response of the whole irregularity region
without dependini on a complete physical understanding of individual
processes.
4. 3. 1 Latitudinal Variation
Early reports of th, scirtillatior. cf radio stars (Little, 1951) and
beacon satellites (Kent, 1959) noted that the depth of scintillation increased
toward the jciar region aster than would be expected from purely geometric effects. In P recent study (.SSG, 1,68), observations from several
stations were combined to establish the quantitative aspects of this variation.
Fignire i qur'r,'i~e.• the '!sul-3 'ror, t',.:o qets of data. The first set
is from simultaneous observations of the 54 MHz beacon of satellite
Transit 4A. The resultant smooth variation with geomagnetic latitude is
conditional on nearly identical geometric factors over each JSSG station
and on periods of magnetic activity with K index less than 3. ,'he individual observations were spaced from June 1,46k to M ..rch 1963 by cooperative observational periods selected wiihout me..r. n.g4ul bias.
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LATITUDE VARIATION OF THE DEPTH OF SCINTILLATION FOR SEVERAL EUROPEAN 0BSERVAfORIES.
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F igu.re 8. Latitude Variation of the Depth of Scintillation.
Derived from simultaneous overhead observations of the
.Joint Satellite Studies Group. The 1965-1966 results may
indicate a change of the latitude variation with solar cycle

The second set of data is the result of simultaneous observations of
the 40 MHz beacon of satellite BE5-B (S-t66). In this case statistics were
produced for all overhead observations during the period 1 November 1965
to 2 1 January 1966. T[he resultant latitude variation is flatter than that in
the first set of data, but further study is needed to decide whether the difference is in the prime distribution of irregularities changing with solar
cycle or is caused by some other factor.
Records of scintillation of the radio beacons on BE-B and the synchronous Satellite ATS-3 taken at the AFCRL station at Thule, Greenland.
indicates that the latitude function does not dip over the polar region, as
do certain auroral phenomenon, but, as yet, there is insutfficient data for
a qu.&ntitative statement.
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A second peak of the latitude variation over the equatorial region has
been suggested by unpublished JSSG observations of BEBI scintillations.
It is expected that the quantitative features will oe determined from current studies made by the JSSG using the 136 MIhz beacons of ATS-3 and
Canary Bird.
As a final note, the latitudinal variation is a reactive variable, depending on the state of magnetic activity, the time of day, and probably the
longitude of observation as well as other variables. Observations from
Hamilton, Mass., in Figi-re 4 show this for incremental changes in the
local index of magnetic activity; the other qualifications follow from evidence in other sections.
4. 3. 2

Diurnal - Seasonal Variation

From the early observations of radio star sources it was apparent
that there was a nighttime peak in the occurrence and mean intensity of
the irregularity regions causing scintillation. A controversy on the
existence of a secondary peak during the daytime and the nature of the
seasonal variation has only begin to be resolved by recent observations
of the beacons of stationary satellites.
Unfortunately, for observations made with either radio stars or lowaltitude satellites, the effects of seasonal change cannot be uniquely
separated from the effects of diurnal change. For a fixed geographic
position of the irregularity region, the times of day when either type of
source can be viewed is fixed by season; therefore, in any set of observations, certain pairs of seasonal-diurnal values are always missing. If
complimentary sets of data are normalized and combined, such as data
from several radio stars or satellites, some aspects of the resultant
diurnal seasonal variation may be caused by unintentional bias in the normalization process.
Since synchronous satellites remain at fixed positions, analysis of
their data does not have this limitation, aad seasonal and diurnal effects
can be studied separately. Reduced data for observations of the 136l M11z
beacon of commercial communication satellite Canary Bird are shown in
Figure 9. There is a persistent nighttime peak throughout the year.
The secondary daytime ma> imum of the scintillations of the (anary
Bird beacon during the months of May, June, Julv, and August 1967
was a principal feature of observations made with the coin iercial satellite Early Bird during the same period of 1965.
[he daytime ruaxinium
is not significant in similar observations for 19•68 made with C anary Iiird
and with the 137 MHz beacon of the A I'S-3: communication satellite.
Comparable daytime scintillations of the (Canary Bird 136 MI Iz b.acon
were observed at a mid-latitude station in Fl-orenct-, Italy, but they were
not found in observations taken at Kiruna, Sweden, near the auroral zone
nor in observations taken at Accra, Ghana, at the magnetic equator.
Like the latitude variation, the diurnal-seasonal variation is
also a reactive variable. There is a dependence on the latitude of
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Figure 9. Diurnal-Seasonal Variation of ScinLillation.
Continuous observation of the 137 MHz beacon of a
synchronous satellite show that the diurnal and seasonal
variations are interrelated. Note the secondary maximums
during the day hours

observation, the state , f magnetic activity, and the phase of the sun spot
cycle. Details of the dependence of the diurnal-seasonal variation on these
other variables are still being determined.
4. 3. 3 Variation VWith Phase of the Solar (ycle
tPriggs (1964) has shown that the depth of scintillation of 38 MHz signals of Cassiopeia A received at. Cambridge, l.ngland, varied systematically
with the solar cycle froni 1950 to 196;1. Since his data was classified by
semi-logarithmic indices ranging from 0 to 5 and averaged over each
period it is difficult to extend his results to other frequencies, times,
or latitudes.
In order to conmpare thet nein values of his semi-logarithmic class
intervals wvith statistic:; derived from linear indices, as in the present
study, a convwrsiozi is. newessary.
.roin, the salzuple records that defined
thl Cailbridge class intervals, linear indicvs can be established using the
arbitrary rules de.fined alhove.
[het (aminbridge index is then a translated
log.rithm of the A..\i,'
. index. Since the studies of the ilamilton observ3tions hawv shown that th(L hlgairithmi of thu deTpth of scintillation is nearly
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Figure 10. Variation of Scintillation With Solar Cycle.
There is a linear dependence of the logarithm of
scintillation index with the yearl;, mean sunspot number.
The proportionate increase is the same in the auroral
zone as near overhead at Cambridge, England (after
Briggs, 1964)

normally distributed (Figures 3, 5, and 8), the mean value of the data reduced by Briggs is nearly the median value of the distribution function of
the depth of scintillation for each observation period. Therefore, Briggs'
data can be transformed as in Figure 10. The logarithm of the depth of
scintillation depends nearly linearly on the yearly average of the sun spot
number.
This variation with sun spot number (or with the phase of the sun
spot cycle) can be extended to other frequencies by using the emperical
frequency dependence discussed in Section 4. 2. 1.
The differences between the behavior for the overhead and lower transit
observations in<:e:-ates that this variation is dependent on the latitude of
the irregularity regions and requires further study.

5.

APPLICATION TO SYSTEM PROBLEMS

A current example will demonstrate how the morphological data can
be applied to a system requirement. Conqider an aircraft over the North
Atlantic depending on FM voice communication and a pulsed navigation
system, where VHF signals are relayed between the aircraft and a synchronous satellite. What predictiun can be made for fading greater than
3. 6. and 10 dB below normal signal level?
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In a special study at AFCRL, the 228 MH2. be,.con of experimcnital
, link between the
communication satellite LES-5 was used to es! "
emperical scintillation indices and the duration of fading. For observations between 1 August and 31 December 1967. each 15-min sample was
scaled for a scintillation index of from 0 to 100, as defined in Section 3. 2.
In addition, the duration of fading 3, 6, 10, and 20 dB below normal level
was measured for each sample showing intense scintillation.
Table 1 compares the duration of deep fading with scintillation index.
The 228 MHz beacon faded 3 dB below its expected intensity only about
0. 15 percent of the 1100 hr of observation.

Table 1.

Minutes of Fading Below Set Levels

Range of Scintillation Index

Fading Level
40-56

57-79

80-100

Total

dB

5.0

21.1

66.2

92.3

S6ddB

0.9

5.5

29.3

35.7

2t V dB

-

0.8

9.5

10.3

a 20dB

-

0.1

2.0

2.1

480

195

240

915

S3

Observation
Time

Although the data in Table 1 represents results for a particular set of
conditions, it can be used for comparative analysis. For instance, when
the scintillation index of a sample period is greater than about 57, the
signal will be below the 3 dB level about 20 percent of the time, or below
the 10 dB level about 2. 5 perceut of the time.
The morphological results of Section 4 can be used with Table I to
predict fading for an example such as an aircraft flying over the North
Atlantic somewhere between the southern tip -A 'Greenland and Iceland.
This flight path is at the edge of the regior, of maximum auroral disturbance, say at 60 0 N. geomagnetic latitbide. The raypath to a synchronous
satellite, however, is low to the south. The geometric analysis of the
JSSG data, Figure 7, suggests that the median depth of the slant southern
path is about four to five times the median depth observed overhead at the
penetration point, near 500 N. geomagnetic latitude. Since the best data
at hand for a VHF comparison are the Canary Bird or ATS-3 observations
made at Hamilton, Mass., it is preferable to use the smooth latitude
variation to estimate the depth at the penetration point. From Figure 8 it
can be seen that the depth of scintillation would be twice that measured
i-17
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irregularities have been studied since about 1950 using radio stars and
since 1957 using low-altitude satellites. The reduction techniques used
for these observations have submerged characteristics of the irregularities of interest to specific communication, detection, or navigation systems.
Often a relationship can be found that statistically relates the desired
new characteristic and the older index used to characterize the scintillation caused by these irre, ularities. In that case, a morphological study
of existing indices ,•ill provide a framework for prediction
Using existing studies of AIfCRL and the Joint Satellite Studies Group,
a cooperative network of foreign stations, a morphology of the irregul-irity
region har been developed. An index based on the depth of scintillation
was used to establish the variation of the strength of irregularities wVith
magnetic K index, the radio frequency of observation, the latitude of the
station, and cyclic variables such as time of day, season, and phase of
the sun spot cycle.
Not every feature can Le determined from available data, but the
present results can be used to estimate the behavior of proposed VHF
systems, as for instance fading on an air-to-satellite radio link.
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Figure 1. Intense Scintillation of ATS-3 Beacon. Deep fades to
-10 or -20 dB can occur at VHF and UHF during periods of
ionospheric disturbance, at; on 3 November 1968. Behavior is
normal the following night 4 November. Matched loads are
reference level each hour

Figure 2. Variation of Magnetic Index, 1964 - 1967. The planetary
index of magnetic activity is not normally distributed. Note the
disproportionate increase of high K values for years of increaaed
solar activity over 1964-1965, the period ot solar minimum

Figure 3. Variation of Scintillation Index With Local Magnetic
K Index. The probability that a given depth of scintillation is
exceeded increases nearly linearly with local K index for
observati-ns at the southern edge of the auroral region

Fipure 4. Latitude Change of the Magnetic K Dependence. At
high latitudes above Hamilton, Mass. . the mean dapth of
scintillation increases nearly linearly with local magaetic K
index. Overhead, in the region 400 to 450 geographic, there is
no change until K is greater than about 5. Southward, 300 to
350, the mean depth of scintillation decreases with increasing
K index

Figure 5. Variation of the Depth of Scintillation With Radio
Frequency. At low depths of scintillation there is a nearly
inverse square-law-dependence on radio frequencies for low
depth of scintillation. As the intensity of the irregularity
region increaseb, the exnonent of dependence decreases

Figure 6. Variation of Frequency Dependence With Scintillation
Index. Observation of Cassiopeia A at 30, 63, 113, and 228
MHz indicate that the mean frequency dependence can be specified
in terms of the depth of scintillation on one of the frequencies
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Figure 7. Geometric Variation of the Depth of Scintillatior,
Derived from simultaneous measurements by members of
the Joint Satellite Studies Group. Mean overhead values are
linked by a smooth curve representing the latitude variation.
Off-vertical observations show the effect of elevation aitgle

Figure 8. Latitude Variation of the Depth of Scintillation.
Derived fz om simultaneous overhead obser-'ations of the
Joint Satellite Studies Group. The 1965-1966 result, may
ind 4cat a change of the latitude variation with solar cycle

Figure 9. Diurnal-Season, Variation of Scintillation.
Continuous observation of the 137 MHz beacon of a
synchronous satellite show that the diurnal and seasonal
variations are interrelated. Note the secondary maximums
during the day hours

Figure 10. Variation of Scintillation With Solar Cycle. There
is a linear dependence of the logarithm of scintillation index
with the yearly mean sunspot number. The proportionate
increase is the same in the auroral zone as near overhead at
Cambridge England (After Briggs, 1964)

Figure 11. Estimated Scintillation for an Air to Satellite Relay.
For a mid Atlantic Synchronous satellite and an aircraft over
southern Greenland, the cumulative distribution of depth of
scintillation at 136 Mnz is estimated from scaled data taken
with Canary Bird at Hiamiltcn, Mass.
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ABSTRACT

The electrochemical oxidation of aluminum holds promise for the design
of sources of electrical power having high theoretical energy density.
Aluminum anodes operate successfully in fused mixtures of aluminum chloride
and sodium chloride, and the system is current and power limited only by
the properties of the electrolyte. This paper discusses the electrochemical
behavior under open-circuit conditions of aluminum chloride, sodium chloride
melts. Some speculations are offered on the structure of these melts.
INTRODUCTION
We are studying aluminum metal electrodes operating in aluminum
chloride based molten salt electrolytes as part of a general research program
aimed toward providing new high energy density electrochemical power supplies.
Aluminum anodes in such molten ionic media are able to provide extremely high
electric current densities with very low losses due to electrode polarization
or related limitirg processes. The electrical transpozt properties of the
electrolyte itself are limiting, and we are piesently examining the structure
and some of the physical properties of the fused electrDlyte.
PRESENT STATUS
Electrochemical power sources comprised of low equivalent weight metallic
anodes and reactive, low equivalent weight oxidizing agents at the cathode
should operate at high energy or power densities.
A particularly attractive
anode candidate is aluminum.
The metal is readily available, easily purificd,
inexpensive, and capable of being fabricated into any reasonable shape.
Sonyl
examples of high energy density power sources, along with equivalent data for
some conventional batteries and fuel cells are shown in Tphle 1.
Many workers have tried to utilize aluminum anodes, but none has been
able to circumvent either the inevitable aluminum passivation in acidic

aqueous electrolytes or aluminum corrosion in bdsic
has operated successfully an aluminum-air cell with
at an estimated 200 watt-hours per pound.
However,
to drain the electrolyte into a reservoir to prevent
aluminum anodes when no power was being drawn.

aqueous media. Zaromb [11
alkaline KOH electrolyt.,
he found it necessary
d_struction of the

We are &ware of no work with non-aqueous electrolytes specitically
directed toward the use of aluminum in electrochemical power sources, extspt
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our own and a newly awarded NASA contract.* Previously in our laboratory
a number of organic compounds and molten salt mixtures were examined as
candidate electrolytes.
King, Brown and Frayer [2) studied the electrochemical behaviour of aluminum anodes in six such electrolytei, and selected
the mixture 40 mole percent sodium chloride, 60 mole percent aluminum
chloride as their most promising model electrolyte.
The objective of their
effort, following the selection of an electrolyte, was to determine the
current and power limiting properties of thb anode-electrolyte system. They
reported that aluminum exhibited its thermodynamically calculable potential
versus a chlorine electrode in a NaCl-A!Cl 3 melt.
We now have extended
these measurements to several temperatures and melt compositions and still
conclude that the agreement between theory and experiment is good.**

TABLE 1.

Energy Densities of Batteriej and Fuel Cella
Theoretical Energy Densitya
(Watt-hour/Pound)

Cell

Commercial Batteries
Lead-Acid
Nickel-Cadmium
Zinc-Air

112
107
500

Advanced Systems
Na/ceramic/S,Na 2 S3
Al + 42 C12 - AlCI3
Li + jC12 + LiCl
2A1 + -1 2 02 + A12 03

600
600
1050
1610

aCalculated from thermodynamic data.

King, Brown, and Frayer [2] also found that aluminum did not passivate
in their NaCI-AICl 3 melt until anodic current densities as high as 800 ma cm*2
were reached.
They reported that an extremely small fraction of the overall
polarization in an operating cell was attributable to charge transfer or

*NAS

12-0 8, with Tyco Laboratories,

Waltham, Mass.

*4 The potential exhibited by dluminum in aqueous media is
significantly lower than the theoretical value.
J-3

generally

diffusion polarization associated with the aluminum anode, electrolyte
interface.
These workers observed that aluminum dissolved anodically with
approximately 100 percent current efficiency, and did not self-discharge
upon standing at open circuit conditions.
In summary, the aluminum anode, NaCl-AlCls electrolyte system is neither
current nor power limited by the processes which are usually detrimental to
aluminum anode, aqueous electrolyte combinations.
Instead, the electrical
conductivity of the electrolyte is the limiting process.
EXPERIMENTAL WORK
Electrolytes
Only after several attempts were we able to prepare sufficiently pure
molten salt mixtures. The purification of AlCI 3 was particularly troublesome, and was accomplished by repetitive sublimation of "Baker Analyzed"
reagent grade AlCl3 in dry argon along the length of a 60 cm long, 5.4 cm
o.d. Pyrex tube and finally into a receptacle which was capped with a
standard taper plug.
"Baker Analyzed" reagent grade NaCl was dried by
fusion in air. The two chlorides were stored, handled and mixed in a glove
box filled with dry air and equipped with a recirculation train which
paused the box atmosphere over a molecular sieve for moisture removal.
Electrolyte compositions were fixed by weight.
All weights were known to
at least three significant figures.
Water-clear, colorless molten mixtures
were obtained.
Cells
The Pyrex concentration cells used were similar to that shown in
Figure 1, with standard taper tops used in some cases in place of the
Teflon sleeve seals. The asbestos fiber served as electrical contact
between the two melt compositions.
We found that the pressure equalizing
capillary eliminated any detectable mass transport of melt through the
asbestos fiber.
The electrodes were made from "Baker Analyzed" reagent
grade 0.032 inch diameter aluminum wire. The melt in each arm of the cell
was stirred with a Teflon-covered magnetic stirring bar.
Cclls were immersed
in a well-stirred constant temperature silicone oil bath. Melt composition
ratios were changed by adding known weights of either AlCI3 or NaCl to one
of the arms of the cell. A new, steady cell voltage was reached once the
added salt was dissolved and well mixed.
The aluminum chloride formation cell was also a two-compartment configuration in which the melt composition was identical in both compartments.
Dissolved chlorine was prevented from diffusing into the anode corpartment
by plugging the opening between the two compartments with Pyrex wool and
granular aluminum.

Apparatus
The oil bath was heated by an external hot plate and an iurmersed
Nichrome wire coil. Temperatures remained constant with no more than
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VI
one Centigrade degree drift per hour.
Bath temperature was measured with
a mercury thermometer which had been calibrated against a Chromel-Alumel
thermocouple.
Vertical temperature gradients in the bath were measured
by moving a bare Chromel-Alumel thermocouple about the bath volume. The
total temperature variation over a 10 cm height in which the cells were
suspended never exceeded 0.5 0 C. Cell voltages were measured with a Leeds
and Northrup K-3 potentiometer and a Leeds and Northrup Electronic DC
Null Detector.
RESULTS
We indicated above that the electrical tTansport properties of the
electrolyte itself constitute the current and power limiting factors
associated with the anode electrolyte system.
The electric conductivity
of NaCl-AlCl 3 melts has been meagured several times [13,
but considerable
disagreement exists in the results.
The conductivities of representative
NaCl-AICl 2 compositions at various temperatures were measured in our
laboratory [41, and fell between 0.2 and 0.5 ohm" cm-1 . These values are
in agreement with published values, but our experience led us to suspect a
marked dependence on melt purity and composition, both of which are exceedingly difficult to specify unambiguously.
We decided first to determine the activity coefficient of aluminum in
various NaCl-AlCl 3 melts. The most direct route to this information is by
means of a formation cell:
Al/AlCl 3 (x,

),NaCl/Pt,C1 2

Here the net cell reaction is the formation of AlCl 3 at mole fraction x.
As x, approaches 1.0, the observed cell voltage should approach the standard
EMF of formation of AlC13.
The deviation from the standard voltage at any
particular x, yields the activity and activity coefficient of the A13+ ion by
g', ago

+;Ua,
RT

and

where g. and go are the observed and standard voltages, respectively; a,
and yj the activity and activity coefficients, respectively; and the
remaining symbols have their usual significance.
Formation cells were first applied to molten halide mixtures by
Hildebrand and tuhle [5].
Unfortunately there are some practical problems
associated with using formation cells.
In the present case, difficulties
arise in measuring P for AIC1 3 , a near insulator.
There also is a problem
due to changes in the melt composition ceused by bubbling chlorine gas
through the volatiie electrolyte.
The bulk of our work is with concentration cells of the type

Al/AlCIS(l )NSCl//AlCl.(X2)

,HaCI/Al

RT

where
and

a1

a

71 xi; a 2
y

-

Y 2 X2

Murgulescu and Sternberg [6) discussed the applications of concentration
cells to molten salts; these cells avoid the difficulties inherent in
AlCl3 formation cells. Since concentration cells give activity ratios,
a series of such ratios together with one absolute value measured with a
formation cell will provide the needed activity and activity coefficient
data.
The principal difficulty with this type of concentration cell is
due to the possible existence of a junction potential across the asbestos
fiber. The magnitude of the junction potential depends on the relative
differences in mobility of the current carrying species on the two sides
of the fiber. For melts of similar composition in which the current
carrying species are present in high concentrations on both sides, the
junction potential should be negligibly small. Murgulescu and Sternberg
tested five binary melt systems, each over virtually its entire composition
span, and foutud junction potentials never exceeded their limit of experimental error (approximately O.001V). We will eventually test our electrolyte
system for a junction potential, but this determination requires vapor
pressure data which we are presently gathering.
Eighteen successful runs were made with concentration cells, most of
them with cormposition ratios varied as described in the L-perimental Work
section. All voltages were reproducible (within approximately O.005V),
but were found to be surprisingly large. This may be seen by examining
some typical data, as are shown in the first three columns of Table 2.
The fourth column gives the aluminum ion activity ratios required to
The fifth
calculate the observed voltages from the Fernst equation.
column gives the aluminum ion activity ratios calculated by assuming
that the activity ratio is equal to the appnrent mole fraction ratio;
that ir, the stoichiometric mole fraction ra-io. The great difierences
between the activity ratios given in these twu columns emphasizes the
need to invoke marked structural changes involving aluminum chloride ix
these melts as sodium chloride is added.
as the apparent mole fraction
The remarkable increase in (N'/N)
ratio increased deserves close attenti8Rc'Aluminum, dissolves with 1OZX
current efficiency (n * 3) from aluminum arodes in AlCIz, NaCI melts.
Aluminum metal also may be electroplated from such melts. Whatever the
voltage determining aluminum species is, its activity should be dependent
upon the concentration of some chloro-aluminum principal melt ronstituent.
It is reasonable to expect this dependency to be similar in both nrmp of
a concentration cell, and therefore to mathematically cancel in the
Nernst equation for the cell. Hence, we should be able to explain observed
cell voltages on the babis of ratios of activities of principal melt
ccnstituents, providing activity coefuicients remain near unity.
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Murgulescu and Sternberg [6) reported activity coefficients for
eight binary halide melts, over wide concentration ranges. In the most
extreme cases they reported (AgCl, KCl and AgBr, LiBr), 7 varied frow
0.45 to 2.65. For their four reported univalent-divalent halide systems,
y varied from 0.90 to 1,07. A number of univalent-divalent, univalenttrivalent, and univalent-tetravalent halide systems also were discussed
by Lumsden (7). Again, approximately ideal mixing (y71) was reported
for these systems. Accordingly, we tentatively have assumed unit activity
coefficients in the AlC1 3 , NaCl system.

Data Analysis
Fivc different assumptions were made regarding melt structure. Each
of these is presented below, together with an expression for the alumin,'n
activity ratios which result. Ratios calculated by each assumption are
alc presentee in Table 2 for comparison with the ratio calculated from
the Nerntt equation.
Let r moles )f AlCl3 be mi:xed with one mole of NaCl.
M

r

Then

and r - M

1-M

r+l

where M is the apparent mole fraction of AlCl3 in the electrolyte.

M-

(moles AlCl 3 )/(moles AlCl 3 + moles NaCl).

Assumption I:

Neither AlC1 3 nor NaCl is significantly i-nized.
Nr

r+l

AlC13

(WI/N), - M'/M
Assumption II:
(Valid for M 0.25)

(M)

All of the NaCl added to AICI
NAlCd

forms Na÷ and AMCi 8 .

r

r+l

3

(N'/N)I

(11)

" 4W'- I
11

(Il)

4-1

Assumption IMI
All MaCI present dissociates to Na+ + CI'.
aluminum is present ts AlICls, which slightly dissociates.
K
AlCle
2A+13 + 6Cr"
N

-3

+

3

7

-M NC I

3J-8

,

All

_ __ I-M6
(N'/N)i: "

Assumption IV:
(Valid for M1O,5)

4-M)m

4-3M

, -M',-6
MI

11

All of thi NaCI added to AlCl3 forms Na+ and

AiCd3

AlCI4

r+1

IV 2-1

(N'/N)iv " (•----(--)
All of the NaCl added to AlCl 3 (A12 C16 ) forms Na+
(Valid for MO0.667).

Assumption V:
and AI

2

CL7.

N
AlCl 3

r-2

2

'A- M

All activity ratios calculated from these assumptions (except V)
and several others prove grcssly inadequate to explain the cell voltage.
We believe some species such as Al 2 Cl; (Assumption V) must be formed, and
that it partially dissociates into simplier species to an extent required
to yield the aluminum activity ratios calculatcd from observed cell voltages.
The mathematics required to extract the pertinent dissociation constants is
Rather,
probably too formidable for the precision of our experimental data.
this treatment will await the assignment of absolute activities irom
formation cells.
FUTLME VQRK
Our immediate objective is to explain the very high cell voltages in
our concentration cells. This presumably is a result of the equilibria
Among the new -xperimental data
in the melt in which A13+ participates.
needed will be vapor pressure and density of the melts, transport numbers,
and spectroscopic information.
More distant objectives include extension of our data gathering to
We are especially interested in the ternary sodium,
other melts.
Extremely low melting points are
potassium, aluminum chloride systems.
accessible, down to 70eC [8).
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APPLICATIONS
We believe the use of aluminim anodes in AlCl 3 -based molten salt
electrolytes will permit t!c development of electrochemical power
supplies having volume and weight energy densities in excess of anything
presently Tn use.
The typ- of electrolyte we have chosen may be amenable to back-pack
applicationa.
A wide melt composition range is available at temperatures
above about 160eC [9] and a ternary AlCI 3 , NaCl, KCM system melts at 70 0 C [8].
Suct low temperatures should be easy to maintain with a minimum of thermal
insulation. Even 1f units small enough to hand-carry are not practical,
the light weight of aluminum and the halides should make a portable system
feasible.
For example, a quiet, portable central power supply could be
carried in the field by ground forces for recharging smaller secondary
back-pack cells.
With a variety of melting points available from 'O0°C to about 180°C,
the possibilitv exists for producing a series of high energy batteries which
become activated at specific elevated temperatures.
Applications would
include inexpensive thermal batteries of .idef4 nite shelf life, and warning
or alarm devices which are thermally activated at pre-selected temperatures.
Finally, high-energy systems operating in the tenths of volts rangn
may be developed from simply exploiting the relatively high voltages
oxL-ined from concentration cells.
Electrode fabrication in this case
wc-.Id be extremely easy; very inexpensive batteries should be possible.
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ThE MAGNETIC WIND-TU4NNEL-MODEL
SUSPENSIOiN AiND BALANCL SYSTEM.

by
EUGENE E. COVERT (MIT)

and FRED L. DAUN (ARL)

ABSTRACT
The magnetic wind-tunnel-model suspension and balance system
is a unique aerodynamic testing tool which affords a method for
obtaining test data which is absolutely free of model support
The suspension system is comprised of mulinterference effects.
tiple pairs of electromagnets which surround the test section and
provide the magnetic forces required for balancing the aerodynamControl of the
ic and gravitational loads acting on the model.
magnets is accomplished through feedback control loops which
receive signals from a set of model position sensors which may
The magnetic
employ either optical or electromagnetic principles.
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Thus,

the magnetic bal-

ance system is adaptable to dynamic, as well as static, testing
I.o longer merely a laboratory curiosity, the magnetic
situations.
suspension and balance system has been born as a useful aerodynamic wind tunnel test instrument.

I NTRODUCTI OU
The use of small-scale models in the development of compliPuring the design of a new airplane
cated systems is very common.
or missile it is not uncommon to test small-scale models in wind
The scaling laws that relate
,.unnels for many hundreds of hours.
the aerodynamic characteristics of these models to the aerodynamic

IHowever, before
characteristics of the prototype are well known.
these scaling laws can be used to extrapolate the wind tunnel data,
the aerodynamic engineer must correct the data for the adverse
effects of aerodynamic interference between the model and its su3WhilC
pension system on the measured aerodynamic characteristics.
it
flow,
in
low-speed
is
straightforward
procedure
the correction
In testing at supersonic
becomes difficult in transonic testin,.
and hype-3onic speeds, the model iz usually ctini: supported; however, in this case tlere is an incrcasiinf Lody of evidence
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suggesting that the flow near the base is seriously altered by the
presence of the sting.
Consequently the drag and the stability,
for example, may not be measured as accurately as desired.
Two alternatives have been used to determine model aerodynamic characteristics without the presence of support interference.
One of these is a free-flight technique where the model is
literally flown in the wind tunnel test section for a few milliseconds.
The aerodynamic characteristics are deduced from the
observed motion of the model.
Another approach, to be discussed
here, is similar in appearance to the free-flight technique but
rather than being in free flight the model is firmly fixed in the
test section by magnetic fields and magnetic field gradients.
Since the aerodynamic forces and moments acting on the model are
balanced by magnetic forces and moments which are measureable, the
instrumentation for the latter
technique is commonly referred to

as a magnetic suspension and balance system.

The basic operation of a magnetic suspension system can be
explained by elementary considerations.
First, recall that a magnetized bar, or magnet, acts approximately as if its
magnetism
were concentrated in a pole at either end.
One pole is a source
of magnetic flux lines while the other is a receiver, or sink, of
these lines.
Experiments have shown that like poles repel and
unlike poles attract each other.
Thus, if a magnet is placed at a
random attitude in a uniform external magnetic field, a moment
will act on the magnet tending to align the axis connecting the
two magnetic poles with the direction of the external magnetic
field.
(The common north-seeking compass illustrates this idea.)
A magnet placed in a uniform magnetic field feels no net force
because each pole experiences the same force.
If the external
nagnetic field is not uniform in strength, that is,
if there are
g;radients in the field, then a different force acts on each pole.
Thus, a net force may exist.
This force will tend to move the
magnet bar toward the region of higher field intensity even if

-

the magnet is aligned with the external magnetic field lines.
Therefore, it is possible to develop forces acting normal to the
line connecting the magnetic poles.
In this way, that is by cont-ollinF the magneti- field intensity and gradients, forces and
moments can be made to act on the magnet.
Second, a little
reflection leads one to realize that the interaction force between

the magnetic field and the magnet is unstable.

For example,

it is

impossible to suspend a nail in space below a permanent magnet; if
too near, the nail will jump to the magnet and if too distant, the
nail will fall.
However, it is possible to sense the position of
the mafrnet and by means of a suitable automatic control system,
adjust the external field to just balance the magnet against the
applied forces and torques.
This control also can provide a means
for measuring the external forces and moments.
The principles underlying a magnetic balance and suspension
system are not difficult.
Conceptually, the ideas are straiehtforward; the probler lies in puttinr the ideas Into practice.
The
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first
practical magnet system was developed at the University of
Virginia by Holmes and P eams [1 as a replacement for bearings in
an ultra-centrifuge.
L4.lng World War II,
Beams auggested applying this tec -ique for wind tunncl model suspension but his suggestion was not immediately followed up.
The first
actual successful magnetic suspension system for wind tunnel use was developed by ONERA (Prance) by Laurenceau and Tournier [2] and they
reported interference-free dragn measurements in 1956.
In early
1957 MIT was granted permission to make an exact duplicate of the
ONERA system.
However, results of detailed studies suggested that
a number of improvements would be necessary if the magnetic suspension were to become a practical instrument.
At MT, Covert,
Chrisinger, Tilton, Stephens, et al, began concentrating on these
studies and starting in 1960 this work was supported by ARL.
Since that time the development has led to a practical, accurate
system that has been used to measure static and dynamic aerodynamic characteristics as well as detailed characteristics of wakes
Further, the considerable experience which has been rainea
[3-5).
with these early systems has been applied to the study of new configurations such as that now proposed for an ARL hypersonic wind
tunnel.
Before discussing this proposed third generation magnetic
suspension and balance system a number of the basic ideas involved
will be presented to put the design in its
proper perspective.

FUNDAMENTAL MAGNETIC FORCE AND MOMENT RELATIONS
The torque acting on a volume V of magnetized material
immersed in

a magnetic field of strength B is

T a fv(dM X B)

(1)

The magnetic force acting on the same volume (i.e.,
to translate the body) is

tending

F - fv(dM * V)B

(2)

To design a six-degree-of-freedom system, it is necessary
to develop the necessary uniform magnetic fields with respect to
the three coordinate axes as well as the required field ,radients.
A difficulty arises immediately due to undesired coupling between
the components.
For example, consider the equations:

Roll Torque - Iv(BzdMy-BydMz)

(3)

Pitch Torque

(4)

fv(BxdMz-BzdMx)
'

Yaw Torque a fV(BydMx-BxdMz)
In looking at the above torque equations, two thoughts
become clear.
First, a cross-coupling appears between the
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(5)

comnonents an(!, second, commorn terms appear.
For example, the
]on 1 -itudiinal component of magnetization Mx appears in both the

nitch-torcue and yaw-torque equations.
.lowever, if Mx is made
very large compared with My and Mz, then the pitch-torque is
essentially determined by MX and bz and the yaw-torque is essentially determined by Mx and b.y.
Thus, the counling, between these
two torques may be greatly reduced.
By adonting the point of view
that !Mx will be thje dominant magnetization, it
follows that if Mx
e.:re constant, the problem becomes simplified.
ThereforeParker's
idea [C] of using a separate set of coils to apply a model
rar-netizinr fielu appears particularly
attractive.
(This idea
permits the use of a simpler power supply for magnetization and it
Is economicall. attractive
as well.)
A further conseqler)ce of
keeping 2!y and 7.'7 small is that the roll-torou6 that 'an be developed becomes very snall.
An alternate anproach has leon used.
Of the various possible approaches for generating
rolltorque [7], the most oromising appears to be that which in princiFor example, consider
ple operates as doees an induction motor.
A closed loop
the two pairs of onnosed coils shown in Figure 1.
of wire is susuendcd b:etween the coils and can rotate around its
power is used with
'wo-nhase a.c. electrical
lont axis as shown.
The cyclic current, which
one phase Foinr to each set of coils.
lagts the voltarc by 900 in each pair of coils, is also shown as a
in each set of
As the current rises
and falls
function of time.
builds up and then collanses at the same
coils, a marnetic field
g magnetic flux lines associated
frectuency as the a.c.
The chanrin"
induces a current flow in the
allerriating" magnetic field
w;th this
closed wire loop w.ith the direction of flow depending on the
direction of the magnetic field.
The direction of the magnetic,
field,
at each 50° of one electrical
cycle, is shown in Part B of
case the margnetic field
it
is seen that for this
the 'igTure a1
rotates at a steady rate.
The closed loop is carrylr',
a current
has a force acting on it
and, being located in a magnetic field,
which will cause the loop to rotate at the same rate as the
applied field.
'fhat is,
the plane of the loon will. try to remain
TLlhe roll
position conmagnetic field.
al~igned l.;ith the resultant
trol
system must account for the slip
which will occur by varying
the pow.;er applied to the noils.
In tre
rmagnetic model susnension system, the model will have
a closed loop of v:ire built
into the model and the coils used to
nroducc twoo magnetic fields
and If-, for controlling yaw and
nitch respectively, will be used for 'enerating
roll-torque.
'The
nitch and yaw system will employ direct current while an alternating current of alout 400 IL% will be use(] for roll
control purposes.
1
.1ith this approach it
is possible to obtain high model spin rates,
un to 400C rps.
Also, the magnctic torque produced by this
effect
may be calculated usinr the following expression:
--

in

[wL/E)
5
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where
Dc= c-axis demanrietizing, factor
w =

excitation frequency

i, = inductance of loon in body

S= rcsistancc of loon in bowy
V = volume

The high freouency of the a.,. prodiuces a negli-iblc ripple
equation iminl!.es that a tornue exists wheriever
risio
on the d.c.
there is an ant-le 0 tetween the field and the rnlane of the coil.
case there is a restoring rollinC moment which is a funcIn this
an;.le measured from the equilibrium position.
tion of the roll
i1ence, through the use of position sensing and a control system

the magnetic flela lines can be made to produce a roll-torque
balancus the applied torque, thereby
that just
direction, when so desired.
fixed -.r. the roll

holding7

tihe r'odel

',hen a frromagnetic (or param.acnttic) bouy is ii:r:rerseci in a
uniform magerit~c ficid, a m'zafnetic field is induced in, tLAe interior ,agnetization, acts to
i1.-. internal field,
or of the body .
oppose tile applied fleld

in the body is

;o that t.he actual nagnctic

field

induced

less than expected from thle sl.pic product of tLe

p on,( the fiefld strc:irtb h H.
is proportional to the ;;.a,-retisaticn, tne
magnctization is
permeability

.incc the internal flel12
sirqllut forrula for the

(7)

DlU
hl - D
w,=

where D' represents a tendcrecy of th e induced fie].d to counterbalSince for )j = 1, M = 11
ance the effects of tihe applieu felhu 11.
follov.!s:
as
(7)
to write .q
arid it is then better
F: = p11 -

j

(p-l)DM

(8)

1r. rcneral, D depends on
D Is called the dcn:iagnetization factor.
the shape of the volume to be rataUnctized and th;e permeability *p.
If the model Is of arbitrary shape, then D is dlfferent in cifferis br"zt
?o avoid tile problem of cross-couplin.- it
ent directions.
to use an ellinsold of revolution as a narneti::oc core for the Lod
The values of D in the direcin this case D is Indepenfent of pi.
tion of the ra.aor axis are denoted by D, and ti.c transverse cor,If one co:nronent Is 1-new.,
Vloncuts yL'D- and Dz, which arc ecnual.
Zince
the other mat" be comr.uted,

Dz + D. + Dz
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=

1

(9)

'TPhe fact that ellipsoids
pendent

of

1
and,

results

ii

+

when p>>l,

ALx

-.

in

are mingrietized uniformly
furtiher simplification;

and D is

inde-

(lJ-l)Dx
then

l-D!x

(

(12)

hx

independent of W to a
•er;cc the mat-netlzation i., essentially
independent of temconzequent y essentially
order and i:
first
1
In practice,
negliribly sm~all.
J
is
peraturc as iong as 1 1 - -

Dy is measured uy r.ountirn: the body in a field and measurinr,
1'iot only are there
P: x i- th•'ouFh the anr-ular ::ctiori of tne body.
advantages

in

core due to control of the

using an• ellipsoidal

demarnetization f'actor, but also it is easier to use a min•mum
volume of riar-netic -..ateria. , thereby ,na;ing the ce.l currents to

be measured a.-

as
10a'rc ossibUe,

thus enhancing the accuracy of

Also, the m~arnetization level
[3i.
tne force ?:.easurinU stewill ue kno.in (quite accurately; recalling that v
in the interior

:,ust be larre and that pi bccomcs increasingly smaller as the
material approaches saturation, it becomes cicar that from the
standpoint of trodcl core dcIsn it is desirable to know the valThe demagnetization
ue cf t'he interior field nuite accurately.
hc
effect for a simple body shape is illustrated in Figure 2.

de:sil-

of ragnetic wind tunnel mcdcls is discussed in PReferencc 8.
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"'lie final detailed matter to be discussed is that of model
Ori:inally, the model
position sensing Pnd syster; stabilization.
ihas been made
technique
this
and
optically
position was determined
Indeed, durinr routine operation, the
to operate satisfactorily.
rmodel position is known to within, at the r;:ost, + 0.0015 inches.
Th1e primary problem associated with; the optical sensing system is
TThus, a bette:' sysutrong dependence unon geometric detail.
its
applied the nrinci'.IIT
of
Subsequently, Stephens
ter, Was soug.ht.
Lis solution
problem.
this
to
transformer
ple of the differential
groups in
study
othier
by
adopted
been
has
and
was quite successful
Basically, the model is magnetized
the U.A and other countries.
slightly by a 20 kilo isz uniform field Feneratcd by a ielmholtz
(I !helr.holtz nair consists of two coils of the same dlamepair.
ter wuhich are separated I;y a distance -nual to a coil rad.iu3.)
T'ule h;gh. frcquency alternatinF" mai7rietic field of the mar-netized
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model is sensed by a set of 12 coils -,o arranroed that t!;e- outnuts
from these coils may be arprornriatelyJ. added or subtracted to provide translation position indication In the X, y, z directions,
pitch ang-le a anid yaw angle
~i.t is noted that Oji1"AiA (France)
has also becn successful in detecting roll anrle of rrodels without
axial syrimetry., using. thi s approacn.
Tfhe sirnalo from the electromag-netic position sensor are fed
to an automratic contrcol or compensation systeiri. ?ýIhis system is
needed to provide systerm stability arid to control the current in
the suspension arid unlance coil:-,
In addition to the usual COMponernts of the output :;ignal dun to Iposition error rate, rate of
position error, and hig-her derivative-- of position error, a sirnal
is also generated which i-s prcnortional to the inter-ral of the
nosition error.
One conseq~uence of thle Use of the integ:ra2 of
position error sig-nal is,tl:ýit the model may be held in adesiredl
positiorn for any applied load. 'Thus, th,- current -inth!0 cojl1 is)
proportional to trie nnnIl'ieci force (i.e. , in effect the 'integral of
position error gives; infinite sife);hence, it is possi4ble to
determine the applied forces and m~nm.nts conveniently.
Further,
the use of thi~s type of compensation systemr sit;plifies the intreoduction of input control sirnal too
oiv
adesare morofotionrs fr
rfrigs~
faba
dynamic stability tostinr. Introducto
nal
t te inut-o the iriterrator acts like a false error sir-nal.
The compensatilon system obedliently calls for additional current in
the force and moment coils, thereby inducirhr the desired motion in
Arb-ltrary, model motions can be rgenerated un to limits
the model.
set by the power SU'nplY.
elcctrormag-netic
of the show
by; usc system
determined
it to be
control
and
the
associated
position
sensor
date
to
result:;
"The
In routine operavery sensitive (+ 0.0001. inches, and + 0.01,0).
tion the position error of the installed systern is; + C.0CC0P Inches
In addition to its lack- of
in translation and + 0.1' In anrgle.
dependence on model i-ooretry, the srrnsing- coil assermbl, is exceed'
inrly compact and does not close off all optical pathz5 desirable
for fSchlieren photorraphy.

11111E:' i ~
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It is instructive to explain the evolution of thle niewert
magnetic suspension and balanice systems by considering more ele(A rood review of the total effort undermentary syzterms first.
way in this study area may be found in Reference 9.) In its simplest form, consider thec mag~netic suspension system for a vertical
tunnel, with the wind blowinr downward in the gravity direction.
'Phis system consists of a .in[gle coil located above thec test section, as shown in Fig~ure 3. This coil produces a diverfirlr- field
and so will attract the model toward itself.
As an instrumrr~nt,
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thi
sstcm ;jll have a ouadrat;Ic calibration -since the r.oe
6

netizaltion andi thne, crac, cradient field are eacii proportional to

a' -

the coil current.
This calibrati-on can bue linearized by use, of'
separate r-aanetizinr and frraciicnt coils. how.ever, this system~ is
niot prac1;icablcn because it lacks lateral control. and no controlled
mioment'! can be applicd to the' m.ocel.
Thef2rst suceccssful system, that at OnlkhA, (an~d the Iintial
;;Ysystcm) consis~ted of the use of five coils, five optical position nensors, arnd five control systeris anci pow-er zurnplies, one each
for ciraC, forward pitch, forward yawr., art nitcl. and art yaw (Fif7ure 1;..The
stability and flcxil;ility of this system. can be
[Pather than dealinfg with
i.n lor-ic.
imp~roved by a silochanrc
f~or exarrple, the
and aft lift,
position sir-,nals frorm forw.,ard lift
two position sijgnals may ILL in thle fo) lowinr wray:
lift,

or plun,-e

morent, or pitch

=

for'.:ard lift

+ aft

=

forw.,ard lift

-

lift

aft lift.

This nten provides relatively simple adjustment of the control
loop for tiie ranre of slender r,.'odels, (naf~netlcailly stiff in pitch
to quasi1-spher.1cal models' (marsand iar-netically soft, in plunge-,)

netically soft in pitchi and mat.netically ztiff in plungo).

thIIs,

stecp is also apjpllcd to yaw., and side -;lip~. Tw,-o important conse1,irst., thiere io the natural flexibjility in
quences followl.
adjustingr thc control system, for a variety of shapes. "Second, and

perhaps mout 1ixportant, it leads naturally to the or 4-

1nqonal

approach [ti to r;tagnetic ficii zsynthesi.;.

test section
Prom the*-,
out, an ortiioronal 3yoter.i~ consists of (1li11e layers of ani onion);
a.

&etsection wall.
structuru.

L.

nl.cctrom:ajievtic positi-]on secnsingj

C.

h;oi*.cit coils (calleu saddile. coils because of tneir shape)
(see R:L,-ure )

At c:achj erna of' this ao:3cr::Lly are loc~ated
a. ;7aF;nutizinr- and~ drag- g-radient coil,-.
L.

L~ift anid siue force co'lis,.

"'hc nL-w complex macnet- -yster: is best illus;trateo Gy il
Cunly One-half of the systcm~ I-exploded view 3!hown in Firurc L,.
wihntnc:eimot
nthown, sin-ce ti-e other half is identical.
coil assembly sh~own, whicii Is one-h~alf of a dueir-hultz p~air, arcC1or mai-notizinrr
two sets of coills; one providc~s the w:aln firclci
for
fidalix/ax
tile
igradient
provicie.3
the model and the othjer
b~othj nmar-ietizi n,, coils aro oxcitud Ly a
balancingf tile dirai force.
steadiy currc-1tL ini the same Sensze, or direction, in, each coil. '.11e
two drafr, coils are excited in oppositc. directions and produce a
pure field rgraclcnt about the center of symmetry w.h~cic mal~es, no
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contribution to- the a-rti'rgfield.
The lift arid'side force
col assentlies are iron-corcd' mragneti3 located at both endis of the
system arid those form quadrapole arranrecrmnto- to furnish the
required allx/ay and Eix/az gradient fitlds which do riot influenco
the m:agnetizin~g fiel~i.
Tlhe inner and outer saddle coils are
located inside of' the main1 1elriloltz co-' 1 asser;U3.y and grenerate
the fields fly and LZ necded for controlling the pitching and yawinp moments.
These same saddle coils are also uscd for controlling; the rollinG moment as described earlier.
The~ saddle coils
are at 4J50 ang-les in order to allow a clear horizontal rspace
2through
the m~arret system for viewingf, ý.Ith a clilieren optical
system.
A zkctch in Fifgure 7 siiovs this 6-component system in a
simnplified form as it would appear 'When adapted to a hy'personic
wind tunnel.

is

A function block diagram for this third generation balance
shown in Figure 6 to Indicate the various design Items which

must be taken into account. 'T1he compensator system show~n gives
perature and pressure scanning devices and indiceators are part of
acoil-syztem protection arraziperncnt.
"ie model driver computer
is the device which g~enerates, s3ignals tcý Le fed4 into the model
control unit when it iib requirci to magnetically force thle model
modes of oscillatory motions. The model injector
throughvriu
mecanicall
.ill
iner
the m.,odel into the flow after the tunnel

is started and will

rCM`ove

thle model after tile test run is comn-

pleted. There are three possible reasons for usinC this device.
They are:
a.

Avoid model distortions due to relatively long runs In a
heated test redium.

b.

Avoid model lozs if the suspension systemi cannot accorodate the startini. anid stopvin,- loads.

c.

Thle tunnel may not start with the rodel in place.

The first reason., hopefully, will be thle r~ost common iiecri for tile

C(Wii\(iL UFF Ti.lbt't Gill"LiHATIOIU,

T~he s±cnalu dt~rlvuc,

fror, the poaitlon senaitira

uyistc;, Muot. 6e

modified bo, rt.euan of u linea~r dynanic compn; natinf- ntutwork. "lie
compens'ation networtk. prameteru arc ndjutitable to rrovicie stable
closed loor. perforriance,, witii zero ctcady-utate position evror of
the suspeauuiic
m~odel, ariu a wcll-ciarrua, rapid tr'ansient ro.sponue.
The comerioation rictwori. outrut rnitonale contirol tlie main rower
aM~ilif~icrs. wLicin In turn covtrol Wen rnarriet coil currents.

KI1

F'or the tranalational cor,monvnts. urar, lift,, and altie force,,
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A

I

a eparate magnet system, controls eaci. conponent.

ConjequentlY ,

ie
axlalposition
position sirgnal controls tlhe -magnetic draC force,,,tile,
lateral
controlns
riarnetic side
vertIcal nozition sirgnal
sirfnral. controls the
the riagnetic lift force., and the
force.

For ti-e control of' pitcli and yaw components, two
pairs of]
malflget coils are used. iEac), pair -contributes- to
the
.control
of
pltcii~h' nloa tit. Tjhus, the' siimal controllinr, pitc~hing
moment
uill Le used to control two power amplifiers and
Avinal controllinc ya,.2ngv- mromenit will be used, to' similarly the
control tfle same
two povier amplifiers-. A "crcoss-over", network
Is needed,, tliorefore, to perform tilIs control-sharitijr function.

Yi1.c ragnet coilc, and the conductors
which
connections 6etween colls, must Le provided with form tihe interinr tA',, heat wiiici- is dissipateci irn them due to armeans of removcoolrin ziystem must Le relta'Ule anid of moderatelyohmic loases. 'ihn.
hig-h rpower-den-

r

sity capabilitY.
Thle Most sýuitable choice of co~olinr- mediumns
appears to Le water end~, in order to maintain
fer c;Aaractcris;tics, thie coolt,7ing 1ater si~oudld oTtltium heat transbe dentneralizei,,
daionizcd, an6d ccaeratedj.
'.he cooling water actually circulated
thrughtiie ragniet coils is containe-d in a closed. loop
and heat is~
rmoved fror this water wittn a beat exchanger.
The
hieat
is rernovcci fron the 'icat exchancer by unpurified water, whIch,,
is circula-

ted throuri; a Cool-1ing tower.
TeInner "'coolirr~ loop" (pi~rifieu water loop)
is rrovided
J 4th a hli-rauccirculatirng
ptimpi to force the purified water
tltroug-h the margnet coils.
i, resu~rvoir is uzed to accommodate
cnangres

In volume of the coolant diue to
and a portion
of the coolling fluid flow~is clrculatud expansion,
throurh
a
snall
dermincra* lIzer and deacrator to raintain~tie rt~qu1.rc( purity.
Pressure,
termperature, and flow indi(icatora are provide~i
ordur to protect
tie rag-net jy;Aei:. from over-,ieattni, sho'%uld thein coollnir
zyster
faill.

tie 1po'.er
for UrIvinr
colctromarricts
Nve'd zrt-cial at~tLzaLton. noctWOi'e*v
'-(r' UtLz *irit: tuteil the
aiplicatlon
cotni~~.~ i ~1L~tite r~ow:er ret~utivee,.L nrvc omparaL~le 4-eing
to the
vwind tunnel iower rc
ei~
crc' caru rvust Iw tal~en to onouro
thtit the I-olarity, In; a u.c. cIrcuit carryin'* hundreau
can Le revvr~cua 3rtely at fret-iialczit of zvvral hundrccof wqereal,
Ru. '.'h
trital C.ttrirate; .vwerfor a m-nirewttc .unprcnz~vii u-' nter
w ~..ould
niccortrodat. a I -Inc:, n::rer.-oie,:
es opo.ratisij at iact, lu -xitt
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S dynamic prressure of 4; psi is about 3.6 merawatts.
a
it is t.c
unsteady performance requirements, however, which oush the pov.wer
requirement to the high level.
For example, the power requireu

varies as the square of the amplitude of thi

motion and as the

fifth power of the frequency.
Thus, in order to attain ciesLm-b lo
reduced frequencies of about 150 Hz, the amplitude must be lelted to 0.1 inch because of the severe pow.er requirements.

The control magnet coils are energized by five large d.c.
power amplifiers which control drag., lift,
sicie force, pitch,, and
yaw.
In addition, two a.c. power amplifiers are used to control
rolling moments.
The U.c. amplifiers are required to operate in
all
four quadrants of voltaFc and current.
T.ihus, pipolar voltages and currents are available and power mdy be applied to t'eO
magnet load or withdrawn in the form of reactive power.
The two
a.c. power amplifiers are connected to tiie saddle coil. pairs
through coupling networks which serve to match the impedance of
the amplifiers to the coil load, and also isolate the a.c. from
the two d.c.-power supplies which arc also connected to the -addle coils.
The magnetizing bias windinf-s of the Ilclmholtz coils
are energized by a regulated d.c. power surop ly.
"he current level can be controlled over a wide range, but remain steady during
a test.
Current ripple is maintained at a low level by the use of
multiple-phase a.c. rectification, and dua to the Inductive nature
of the load.

The d.c.

Ipoi,;er amplifiers

must have: a continuously variable

voltage and current output where the output current is lincarly
l!
proportional to an input voltage control signal.
Each of the
amplifiers must be capable of reversing output voltage arid current
when the control iignal polarity reverses.
A fast reoponsoe when

operating into an inductive-resistive load is recuircd.
To m:!eet
the response requiremrents, these unit,:rluut be able to absorý.

reflected energy by inverter action from tLe load durinrg char.ges
in output level.
fiti

To meet the requirorecnts of tie system, these amr.liflersOu
must have a small signal response of outp-ut voltar-e versus injut
signal, flat to within three db from d.c. to 200 Lz, witG&
c:j per
decade attenuaticn above 2C0 Ez.
The voltafe rise time fro.i 0) to
full output should be of th•
order of 5-10 milliseconds.
A smooth transition t:'rouglh zero current anid voltage i1
desirable, as zome of the amrplifiers will operatc near zero at
times.
A low level circulating current frorir the forw:i:rd rectilf-4
ers to the reverse rectifiers r.ay bu used to obtain a S...oot`h
reversal of power.
Chokes in series. with each bride may provide
an impedance for control
of the ci'rcuiatJln,

currents.•

CALIbF•ATIOiO
At the present time two alternate procedures are available
K-12
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for c.ali~brz.ting the magnetic suspension and balance system.
The
firxst procedure is essentially
an adaption of the standard wind
tunnel calibration techniques.
In the classical
wind tunnel calibration case, three forces and three torques are applied at the
resolving center of the balance.
The resolving center is a fixed
point, detcrmined by the balance geometry.
For calibrating a magnetic suspension and balance system the model is suspended magnetically
arid a variety of forces and torques are applied mechanically to the model [i].
TIe currents required to resist
the applied
loads are recorded and measured.
The interactions are determined,
in effect,
by recal"brating each componcnt with varying levels of
force and torque on the remaining components.
Frequently the
detcrmination of the interactions is incomplete because of the
large number of possible conditions.
The magnetic suspension and
oalance system possesses an additional degree of freedom which
complicates calibration.
This degree of freedom comes about
because this system has a resolving volume rather than Just a
resolvinE point.
While this
affords considerable increase in the
flexibility
of the system and type of testing
possible, it
sugrýests that new approaches to the calibration procedure are needed.
As a first
step in this
direction, a small 6-component air-bearing
balance has been constructed.
After the wind tunnel tests
are
complete, the model is
located in the same position it
occupied
during the tests,
tie same electrical
currents are applied, and
the forces acting on the model are then measured by the air-bearing balance.
This s;implifies the general calibration
procedure
and affords excellent accuracy.
(At lIT,
experience with this
particular
balance calibration system has indicated that an accuracy of 0.2. can be achieved without difficulty.)
Ultimately it
is hoped to further slmplify the calibration procedure by using
measured fields and field
gradients together with experimentally
determined cernagnetization factors and then compute the forces and
torques wit,,out further calibration.
The development of this
siriplified
procedure will follow once experience is gained with tile
new air-bearing force and moment measuring balance.
In either
case, the data handlin, for the magnetic suspension and ualance system is no more complicated than any existing
%.wind tunnel balance system whose output is in the form of an electrical
signal.
The data handling system must record current level
from the force-torque ccils and the voltage -level fromr the electromagnetic position sensor and the transducers installed
in tile
air-bearing calibration equipment.

A TYPICAL VAGULTIC JfT oANCIE
DESIG1
4
It,order to acquire a feel for the "numbers"
typical third

related to a

generation magnetic suspension and balance

design prepared for ARL by MIT will be briefly discussed.
design was aimed at satisfying the following conditions:
K-13
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Test section diameter

15-inch

Operating Each number

10

Operating stream dynamic pressure ,
Ninimum test model size

psi
linch

Maxinum pitching frequency

150 1z

M~aximum plunir g frequency

150 liz

Number of degrets of freedom

sphere

6

The magnet system for this balance is similar to that shown)
in Figure 6.
The limitinf magnetic fielis
and gra,'ients are presented in Table I. .ieferring to this table, it is noted that the
roll control power which would be applied to the saddle coil is
not shown; however, both the inner and outer saddle coils would
require about 56 k4.lowatts of a.c. nower.
This would bring the
total maximum power requi-erent for the balance to 4.84 megawatts.
The bal.ance would requiie approximately 13 tons of hollow
copper conductor for the coils rand about 5 tons of iron would be
used for the magnet cores.
The over-all dimension of the magnet
coil system iwould be approxirnately 7x7x7 feet.
Cooling water
would be required at the rate of 400 ral/min at 500 psig pressure.
About 50o of the total cost of tie suspension systerm w,.e1,d be
needed for the power supply syster with the magnet coil ,,;,;em
representing about 30' of the total cost.
I;o serious studies have

ieen tiade of the size limitation for such magnetic suspension anrd

balance systems.
Preliminary desion studies ,ave suggested that
such a system feasibly can be built for a 30-inch wiLnd tunnel.
since the power required increases at least linearly witi, size,
economic considerations su-r!est tl,at an upper size limit exists.
There is also an upper limit on thiL dynamic pressure for l;hich tihe
marnetic balance systems can Lx used.
'-his dynamic pressure level
is reached v.hen tic sum. of the fields actinr in tile model causc
the model to Le saturated.
N:o case has been found to date for
which this lti.it
is reachec.
,eowever,
it would Lecome important
for lare
systcms operatinr at 1,ach numLcer near unity.

Lecauae the magzwtic suanenzion anu balancc ayatum rmay be
applied over a test volume, It Is ideally suited for determination
of dynamlo otability rarwweters, In addition to meniurmecnt or
static aerodynamic parameters and r ropertles of wakes oiiinu the
Lodies of arbitrary shane.
%'hemotion or the model can be con-

trolled in six def revsa of frecuiom.

"

.

I

%1161Z allows ouveral t4i-namlc4

otablilty rararmturs to be separated,

widich nave previouslyi had to
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Oe treated as a lumped constant.
rurtlicr,.the ability to control
tic r'otlon -,ffordz a unique opportunity to reproduce tranoverre
and. rotational flil.hlt motions for the study of roll "t lock-in" and
for investirating previously unsuspected aerodynamic cross-couplin!7s. "Zhi s may prove invaluabic in studies of miissile interstare sep,,aration and store separation studies.
Also, this may be
"rýarticularly useful for aerodynamic investigations of spin-stabilizod zyztems and rezearch on mrranus effects.
With its high accura-,' arid sensitivity, the balane will be useful at low test-rnediunldensities:

*

i~t

has already produced useful drag, data [9J In the,

I.-h Knudsen number regime (hich altitude satellites).
Through
Lelcrnetry syztemsi,
which have been tried and proven in connection
wit~h opora"!iqg in conjunction weith a magnetic balance, body surface pres:sure arid tempcrature measurements can be made. Throuph
the apprlication of tcle-control devices aerodynamic control systcrns may be evaluated. Tlhose study subjects where *the presence of
a 6upp~ort stiri- or strut crcates deleterious effects are of special interest.
'The ;,,arnetic suznczision and týalancc system is certainly not
* expected to runlaeQ thle conventional wind tunnel balances.
However, there are particular study areas, as indicated above, for
which the rnargnftlc . ystem is ideally suited,, and for some studies
there ziryKly are no other zatisfactoi'y test methods available.

*

Thnown ir. Fig-ure 9 is a. test model wnich was used to obtain
roll data with the carly .*.:IT balance [10); the roll-damping moment
coefficient data showii, in Figure 10 Is riot only in-excellent
ai-reement with data obtained previously by~others,'but the overall scatter is considerably reduced. E~xamples of lift, drag, arid
ritchingr mroments, for this same model are presented in Figure 11
and show a scatter of well under 1'A. Additional early test
results may Le found in keference 11.
Vi~ay of the promaizint- features of the marnctic suspension
and balanice system have materialized as working experience with
the sys~tem

has Ueen rained.

Clearly, this new and unique wind

tunnel aerodynamic testing tool, which is still very much in its
infancy, offers considerable promise in the future.
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ABSTRACT
Electrofluid dynamic (EFD) power generation, wherein fluid dynamic
energy is directly converted into electrical energy, is being investigated
at the Aerospace Research Laboratories. The basic process consists of
electric cha•-ge- of one polarity being carried to a high potential by a
flowing gas. Fundamental characteristics are moderate gas temperatures,
high gas densities, high electric potentials, and low electric current densities. ARL research is directed toward a unique two loop, two fluid
generator cycle which promises attractive performance for space and
remote area applications. EFD generators will also be suited to a variety of specialized applications.

I.

-

1

INTRODUCTION
The Aerospace Research Laboratories' initial interest in electrofluid dynamic (EFD) power generation processes began in the late 1950s
in connection with electric propulsion concepts. At that time, increasing awareness of the space frontier and the associated power system requirements of high power-to-weight ratio, high reliability, and long lifetime had led to a great interest in direact energy conversion processes,
that is, those processes which generate electrical energy without the
necessity of moving mechanical components. Subsequently, large scale
research efforts were mounted worldwide into the areas of photovoltaic
thermoelectric, thermionic, and magnetofluid dynamic converters. The
earlier research results in electrofluid dynamic converters had proved
largely discouraging and these processes thus received only scant attention, Feasibility studies however, indicated that EFD processes might
be an importa.nt complement to other direct energy conversion processes
pending the results of further recearch in several fundamental areas.
Moreover, these research topics were we]l- suited to exploration with
relatively modest facilities. As a result, an EFD research program was
initiated about 1961-1962.
In the following text, the major aspects of the ARL-EFD research
effort are given. Basic charactezistic- (f EFD power generation processes and the fundamental nature of a special two-loop cycle are reviewed. The major resulte of theoretical and experimental studies are
presented and potential application areas are discussed briefly.
THE BASIC EFD GENERATOR PROCESS
In the basic EFD process, a flowing dielectric (electrically insulating)
fluid* transports electrically charged particles of one polarity through
an electrostatic field. Figure 1 schematically illustrates the operation
of a one-stage EFD power generator. It consists of three basic sections:
charge production, energy conversion, and charge collection. Just upstream of the channel entrance electrode, electric charges of one sign
(positive or negative) are seeded into the gas stream, e. g. , by a corona
discharge as 3hown. These charges are viscously coupled to the neutral
gas molecules (momentum and energy transfer through collision) and are
therefore carried dow,.stream through the energy conversiozi Bection
* In principle, the fluid may be either a liquid or a gas. However, practical considerations usually dictate the use of gaseous working media.
The process is therefore also commonly referred to as the electrogas
dynamic (EGD) process.
L-2

against the action of the electrostatic field due to the potential of the collector electrode. Downstream, the charges are neutralized, perhaps as
shown, when they migrate to a surrounding metal surface. Because of
the exter.nal load, charges accumulate on the collector until a steady
neutral' sing current is established through the load resistance.
The EFD generator then is simply a "fluid dynamic Van de Graaff"
i:.- that the flowing fluid performs the function of the mechanically-driven
e•t in a conventional Van de Graaff generator (indeed, Van de Graaff considered the possibilit) of fluid charge carriers in his patent [4]*. Essential differences are that the coupling of the charges to the moving
eleme at is viscous rather than rigid and that much higher electrostatic
field intensities are utilized. The basic electrical performance characteristics are similar, specifically very high voltage, low current D. C.
power; however, the power densities of EFD generators can be far higher
than those of conventional Vz-n de Graaff generators.
A realistic physical model of the EFD process is simple and straightforward because the working gas is at a relatively high density level and
can therefore be characterized by macroscopic parameters--temperature,
pressure, molecular weight, breakdown field intensity, and charge mobility. Fundamental relationships between the major aerodynamic and
electrical parameters are illustrated in Figure 2 where, for definitenes3,
a cylindrical conversion channel geometry is represented. Basic equations relating these p-',rameters are listed in the lower part of the figure.
Also listed are the fundamental limiting conditions associated with electrical breakdown, slip due to the non-rigid nature of the viscous coupling
interaction, and charge deposition on insulator channel walls.
From the basic equations and limiing c,-nditions, the general requirements on gas properties and flow conditions in the channel are as follows:
[6,9, 11, 14, 18, 19, 21]
The breakdown field intensity (Eb) of the gas should be high. Typical values of E b at atmospheric density are listed in Table I for some
common gases. For many gases Eb is linearly proportional to the density level over a wide range above atmospheric density.
• High gas densities are favorable over the range for which Eb is
proportional to the density. For otherwise constant conditions, the power output increases with the square of the pressure level.
The slip velocity of the charges relative to the gas flow should be
,:,The numbers in brackets refer to references in the Bibliography at the
end of this paper.
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small. This condition indicates a low charge mobility which normally
requires charged particles which are large compared to molecular ions
(see Figure 3)[12,23].
* The flow Mach number (M) in the channel should be low in order
to have a high ratio of electrical forces to friction forces and thus a high
stage efficiency. The choice of Mach numbers however, must reflect a
compromise between efficiency and power density since the maximum
power density (for a given stagnation pressure) is obtained at MZ0.7[9].
. A low molecular weight gas is favorable since flow speeds are then
higher for the same Mach number.
The basic channel geometry is also a major performance determinant.
Three main classes of channel configurations are shown in Figure 4. The
relative performances among these channels vary with the charge generation capability, the electric field structure in the channel, and the necessity to keep the charged particles from contacting the insulator walls of
the channel thereby placing a limit on the length-to-hydraulic radius ratio
of the channel [8].
BASIC PERFORMANCE CHARACTERISTICS
Based upon the above considerations, the major performance characteristics for EFD power generation processes are itemized in T ble II
[10, 18, 19,2 1, 22].
A high output voltage,

on the order of 100, 000 volts and higher, is

perhaps the most notable characteristic of this energy .:onversion process. Highest power ,•ensities are achieved with field intensities in the
conversion section alproaching the dielectric strength of the gas. At
high gas densities, the potential gradients are typically about 100, 000
volts per centimeter.
The characte! istic of low electric current density results from relatively low transport speeds of the charges T-hich correspond approximately
to the gas velocities (in comparison to electron speeds in vacuum), as
well as to space charge effects. The self-generated field of the charge
is limited in principle to the dielectric strength of the gas, and further,
may be more strongly limited by the current production means itself.
The very high num er of neutral molecules per elementary charge,
Moreorder of magnitude 10 , is primarily an effect of space charge.
over, if the available energy per ne tral molecule is approximately 1/100
of an electron volt, then to transpoit one elementary electric charge athe combined fluid dynamic energy
gainst a potential (), ev. g., I 10 5 vlts,
L-4

of a great number of neutral molecules of the working gas is required,
on the order of 107.
The characteristic value of power density is on the order of one kilowatt per square centimeter--the value depending principally on the desired efficiency, the gas oi working medium properties, and the gecnetry of the channel.
A favorable power-to-weight ratio of the process is indicated because
of ,ie extremely high power output per unit volume of the conversion section. This high power per unit volume of the conversion section comes
about because of the relatively short conversion section lengths (order of
10 centimeters) and the power density of 1 kilowatt per cm 2 . In addition,
no heavy magnetic or cryogenic equipment is required.
The EFD process is primarily suited for relatively low values of power levels. Typically, the power output can be increased by making the
channel larger [19]. Unfortunately, this is also accompanied by an increase in the output potential. In most cases, a practical upper limit on
output potential dictates individual channel sizes corresponding to power
outputs in the kilowatt class. By paralleling channels however, a wide
range of power can be covered--from kilowatts to megawatts.
'remperature levels are relatively moderate since the gas temperatures in the conversion duct must be below thermal instability values so
that the gas is a good electrical insulator. Thus, closed cycle applications are feasible including the application of nuclear or isotope heat
sources.
The basic FF'D process is an inherently weak conversion process (a
low total pressture ratio) capability) which transforms only a small porIncortion of the total thermal t'ne rgy (entlhalpv) of the gas 18, 18,21].
poration of an EI)D generator into an overall (nt' rgy conversion cycle
from heat into) electricit y t wn, re pri sent s a major problem, i ince there
r
. fti-itcney required for each application.
is a lhwt ri limit on eo Herti.,
TIHER MOI)YNA\I(; (C()NSIDIERA IKONS
lr;mifhetat into electrical power
The overall ent'irgy conv crsmon cyclv
can be regArdt-d as a twt,-step protct s: (1) heat I-, transformned into fluid
dynatiuc nti' rgy arid (Z) ilitid dynatmiic enrky
is I ransfornt'd into electrical energy by Il" t'Di) pro(o ss. 'Ktre ltit.t ,tergy transfo rmation in
a liiglh expx anw..ion presstir' ratio proces (e. g. , a
the first step rtqrluir,.
high Mach nittilbh r ,\paiv,.,wi,,)
oluilh.
as !it.neit iwtl above., i. incompatiochanni-I.
bit' with the It~w, prrs usre ra'lk Wt an 1KVI) coi., rstn
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One possible approach to resolve thib fundamental incompatibility is
a multi-stage EFD generator, wherein individual EFD channels are
placed in series in order to accomplish an overall high pressure ratio
[18, 13]. However, in view of the extremely small pressure ratio per
stage, a very large number (hundreds) of stages are required to achieve
an attractive thermal efficiency. This is a major objection for space
and remote ar.a application where simplicity and compactne3s are highly desirable features. Moreover, multi-staging in series will be difficult
to accomplish with working gases containing charged particles. Key
problem areas are the production of the proper charge-to-size ratio particles in sufficient number densities at low subsonic bpeeds and the collection and neutralization of these particles. These processes must be
highly efficient electrically as well as being accomplished with electrode
and ducting configurations corresponding to extxerrely low aerodynamic
drag losses. Other problem areas are the control of surface currents
and breakdown in the initial stages where the gas is at its highest temperatures, the scheduling of the stage size to account for the change in
flow properties through the generator, and the operational stability of
very large numbers of interdependent channels.
In view of the above considerations, the EFD research at the Aerospace Research Laboratories is concentrated on a special power generation cycle which employs two flow loops with two working media, one for
the thermodynamic process to transfoin heat into fluid dynamic energy,
the other for the EFD process to transform fluid dynamic energy into
electrical energy [18]. In such a special cycle the conflicting requirements of the thermodynamic and EFD processes are essentially uncoupled and favorable conditions can be provided for each individual process.
The net result is that an attractive thermal efficiency can be achieved
in a single stage EFD generator. Figure 5 shows a possible schematic
of this two-loop power generation cycle. The primary flow loop Lor the
thermodynamic process uses a steam (e. g., a metal vapor) of high molecular weight which is expanded to a high Mach number in the ejectrr
nozzle. The high speed flow discharging from the nozzle induces a recirculating subsonic flow in the secondary loop which is filled with a low
molecular weight gas of high dielectric strength (e. g. , hydrogen) at a
suitable temperature and pressure level. The temperature level of the
recirculating EFD gas is kept sufficiently low to effect condensation of
the thermodynamic eteam. To complete the thermodynamic loop, the
condensed steam is separated from the EFD medium and returned to the
boiler (e. g., by a jet jump). The heat exchanger brings the EFD gas
back to the appropriate temperature level while the waste heat is rejected.
In this two-loop cycle, the recirculating EFD gas has no available
enthalpy of ýts own to be converted into electrical energy but rather acts
only as an energy storage device (a gas flywheel), the kinetic energy of
L-6

which is sustained by the continuous driving action of the thermodynamic
steam from the ejector nozzle. This primary flow must supply just enough energy to make up for the kinetic energy removed by the EFD process and fluid dynamic losses in the channel (including electrodes), diffusor, and recirculating duct. The energy transfer by the flow mixing
process can be accomplished efficiently because thc speed difference between the working media can be kept ý-easonably small. For example, the
speed of the thermodynamic steam should be less than tv .ce the speed of
the EFD gas [18]. This requirement does not conflict with the requirement of a high expansion pressure ratio for the thermodynamic medium,
provided its molecular weight is sufficiently high -i comparison to that of
the EFD working gas. Preferably as shown in Figure 5, the thermodynamic steam may not only be used for energization of the EFD gas but also for
forming low mobility charged droplets by condensation around ions.

*

The design of ARL's experimental test generators has been based upon
simulaiion of the closed cycle, two-loop system by using only one working
fluid as shown schematically in Figure 6 [20). A high pressure gas is expanded supersonically through the ejector nozzle and sets up a recirculating flow in a closed duct system. A mass flow rate equal to the inlet
mass flow is bled out of the system to maintain steady flow conditions.
The relative pressure levels between the inlet primary flow and the recirculating or secondary flow is controlled by means of an adjustable
throttling valve located in the bleed line. To date, the experimental tests
have used air as the working medium since it is routinely available at
high pressures (5200 atmospheres) from the ARL bottle farm. Fortunately, aih has a rather high value of breakdown field intensity which
moreover is typically closely proportional to the density level over a wide
range (p/pt = 20). Thus, although a major decrease in performance is incurred as compared to the use of two fluids, the air-air simulation serves
satisfactorily to verify the major performance trends for the EFD precteas.
IIn addition to low drag loss geometries, primary experimental emphasis
has been given to the electrical aspects of the generator; that is, unipolar
charge generation and electric field structures since these are fundamental considerations which are in essence, the foundation upon which the success of EFD power generation rests.
ELECTRIC FIELD STRUCTURES
Basically, attractive performance is indicated for the two-loop recirculating LFD generator if sufficiently large number densities of low mobility charged particles are produced (the transverse Coulomb* field associated with the particles should approach the dielectric strength of the
*Applying the principle of superposition, the electric field in the EFD conversion bection is composed of two components: (1) the Coulomb field
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gas), if the average axial electric field intensity (applied field"') is made
to approach the gas dielectric strength, and if the charged particle cloud
(not channel) of a large length-to-hydraulic radius ratio (the initial hydraulic radius should be small to keep the length small and thus the output
voltage from becoming prohibitively high).
Typically, however, the axial electric field associated with a uniiorm
unipolar charge distribution of large length-to-hydraulic radius ratio is
greatly intensified in the end regions of the charge cloud with only mild
field strengths over the major portion of the length [4, 161. In the EFD
channel, these over field strengths are particularly strong near the entrance where the charge density is typically highest. Moreover, the
Coulomb and LaPlac2 fields are additive*. Breakdown field intensities
may be approached with relatively low values of charge density and average axial field intensity, corresponding then to a severe degradetion of
the generator performance.
The situation can be greatly improved however, by providing electrode
shielding surfaces which effectively smooth out the potential gradient along
the channel length. One possibility is to use field grading electrodes similar to those used in Van de Graaff generators. However, in EFD generators, the required potential distribution for the scheduling electrodes
will be difficult to maintain. A much simpler approach is to utilize a
single fixed-potential electrode surface which extends along the charge
cloud in the manner shown schematically in Figure 7. In the region of
charge production, the shielding electrode surface should be immediately
from
adjacent to the charges. The electrode surface should slope away
the outer boundary of the charge cloud such that an increasing distance
occurs as the collector is approached. The lateral spacing along the conversion section depends on the charge density, the LaPlace field, the deWith this
sired potential gradient, and the basic channel geometry [2].
electrode shaping, a relatively uniform potential gradient can be obtained
over the complete length of the channel.
The qualitative aspects of these electrode shielding requirements were
recognized early in ARL's research effort. An entrance shielding electrode has always been incorporated in the design of experimental channels
(see Figure 8). Quantitative information however, has only recently been
determined. A notable contribution has been the development of a numerical computer program to calculate the LaPlace and Coulomb fields due
to complex electrode shapes and charge distributions which have cylindrical or two-dimensional symmetry [3]. This program is being used to
*(cont'd)which is due to the charged particles. This includes the effects
of induced "image" charges on the electrodes. (2) the LaPlace field which
is due to potentials applied to the electrodes by external circuitry (loads,
power supplies, etc.)
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determine the field strengths corresponding to electrode shapes in the experimental EFD generators.

UNIPOLAR CHARGE GENERP. TION
A major research objective has been to demonstrate the capability to
generate sufficient numbers of unipolar charges in the dense, high speed
flows. The charging method most extensively studied is the corona discha'rge process which was illustrated in Figure I (see also Figures 8 and
9). Although this process is extremely complex, the gross characteristices
can be understood as follows: a high potential applied to the attractor electrode results in a very intense electric field in the immediate vicinity of
the sharp pointed tip of the grounded corona electrode. Ionization of the
gas occurs locally in this high field region with subsequent charge separation as the icns move toward the electrode of opposite polarity. The ions
moving toward the attractor electrode are swept downstream by the viscous
coupling interaction. Typically, the expansion nozzle for the primary flow
serves a dual purpose as the attractor electrode. Because of the supersonic expansion, the .ow mobility charged particles (droplets) can then conveniently be produced by free condensation upon the ions of the corona process [12]. A small mass fraction of a vapor (e. g. , water, alcohol) added
to the primary air becomes highly supersaturated in the g.gh Mach number
expansion. Preferably, the ions of the corona then act as condensation
nuclei for this vapor component, resulting in small, primarily singlycharged droplets*.
Experimental testing has primarily been conducted on the cylindrical
charnel EFD generator shown in Figure 8. A more detailed view of the
electrode and conversion section assembly is shown in Figure 9. Primary
construction materials are stainless steel and a resin-impregnated fiberglass. This test generator is clearly designed as a basic research tool
rather than a generator with specified performance characteristics. All
major components of tl'e conversion section are easily irterchangeable
over a wide variety of shapes and sizes. Typical sizes are a 1/4 inch diameter nozzle designed for nominal Mach 2 operation, and a 1-1/4 inch
diameter conversion duct 1 inch long. Fr cunve:lience, long ducts are
used as a simple and inexpenhive outlet for the high voltage vf the EFT)
process and also to provide a large charge collecting b'rface. The aluminum shields pre,,ent corona )osses from the sharp edges of bolts, O!anges,
etc.

*Hooniogen•eous condensation (where the vapor provides its own conlensa.
tion nuclei) nmiy occur in which cale the ions attach tL preformed droplets.
Higher mobility, multiply charged droplets are ther' probable.
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The corona current-attractor voltage characteristics have been investigated for both ions and chaiged droplets by the free condensation methode (using water vapor) over total pressures of the primary air up to 80
atmospheres [7, 14]. Typical total temperatures have been relatively low
(0- 150 0 F), limited primarily by the heat resistance of the solid insulator
materials. Figure 10 shows representative test results as a function of
the total pressure level. For ions, the maximum current is linearly proportional to the pressure as expected. Above 40 atmospheres however, a
special corona electrode geometry was rec -•red. This took the form of a
sharp-edged disk rather than a single sharp point. The expansion waves
produced by the air flow over the disk edge generates a favorable low density in the corona region. Even with the special electrode, the maximum
currents for the charged dioplet case deviate from the expected linear relationship above about 40 atmospheres [17]. This is due to the non-linearity of the maximum attractor voltage (sparkover voltage) for the corona
electrodes.
The effect of geometric scaling on the corona current production has
also been investigated. Generator configurations photographically scaled
for inlet nozzle critical diameters of 1/8, 3/16, 1/4, and 5/16 inches were
tested. Figure 11 shows current and attractor voltageb relative to the
largest configuration. As the solid curves show, the smaller configurations yield higher currents than would be predicted from a linear scaling
relationship [17]. These test results are t~'ought to be largely due to an
experimental inability to scale the sharpness of the corona electrode and
to the well known increau' in gas dielectric strength with very small electrode spacings. In any case, the previously indicated interest in small
flow geometries is strengthened.
Initial experimental tests have also been conducted with eiectrohydrodynamic spraying as the charge generation process. The electrode geometry is essentially the same as that for the corona process, except that
the corona electrode is replaced by a capillary tube. As an electrically
conductive liquid is expelled through the tube in the presence of the high
electric field, the liquid is inductivi..ly charged and disintegrates into small
droplets in the dense flowing gas. Current levels obtained with this process have been comparable, but somewhat less than the currents obtained
with the corona process. Unfortunately, the charged droplets apparently
have a broad, highly non-uniform range of charge-to-mass ratios 151.
HIGH VOLTAGE CONSIDERATIONS
The output potential of the test generator sitown in Figure 8 is practically lrmited to about 400,000 volts at which sparkover occurs from the
large sphere along the external surfaces of the long ducts. Thus, with
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the current levels indicated above, the highest power levels attained with
this generator have been about 1/2 kilowatt. In order to be able to experimentally work within a somewhat higher voltage limitation, an encapsulated
EFD test generator was designed and built. The overall construction of
this generator is shown in Figure 12. A grounded steel tank surrounds the
basic generator assembly which is supported by four long (z2 feet) nylon
"legs". Within the voltage limitations of this support structure, the primary electrical insulation medium is now the secondary flow inside the
tank which typically is at 10 atmospheres pressure.
Initial "shakedown" tests demonstrated a voltage capability of the collector support structure in excess of one million volts. Initial experimental tests however, with conversion duct lengths up to 6 inches (otherwise
retaining '.he same generator components as in the original generator)
yielded a-a increase in voltage from slightly greater than 400, 000 volts at
one inci, to only about 600, 000 volts at 6 inches. The basic limit in sparkover cn the insulator walls of the channel.
O(Xie hypothesis advanced for this low voltage performance was char4ve
deposition on the walls. The recirculating air is extremely dry because
of the large increase i- specific volume accompanying the expansion from
the primary to sec-.-iu. r condition. Charged droplets which diffuse into
the secondary 11,3w tend to evaporate and travel rapidly to the channel walls.
Even a very small current -s-position will lead to very large wall charge
accurnulations ain,;e the reverse drift velocity of the charge on the wall is
very sriall compared to tne main flow velocity. The test generator was
moc'ified to allow control of the humidity of the secondary air. Introductory tests with special conversion ducts have shown that there was indeed
a substantial current to the duct walls and that it is significantly reduced
by increasing the moisture content of the secondary flow. High voicase
t'.ts are presently continuing with secondary air humidification.

,ORIK• G MEDIA
In addition to the research outlined and already mentioned above, ARL
has conducted static high pressure 'nvestigations into the breakdown voltage characteristics of th. low molecular weight gases, hydrogen and helium, and of mixtures of these gases with trace amount of highly electronegative (breakdown irihibiting) gases (sulfur hexafluoride and freon 12)

[14, 151

TWO- DIMENSIONAL CHANNELS
With the improved understanding oi the fundamental requirements of
EFD processes developed from the theoretict.l and experimental reaterch,
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the past year has seen a shift in emphasis to two-dimensional channels in
the special form of a radial outflow g--ometry [1]. The configuration of
the test generator is schematically shown in Figure 13. The principle of
encapsulation has been carried over in the design; the primary nozzle is
a 4 inch diameter disk nozzle which discharges radially outward. This
particular geometry was selected for its high mass flow capability, even
for small hydraulic radii, and because it can be relatively cheaply and
easily manufactured with extremely close rnachine tolerances which is of
paramount importance since the main interest is in very small hydraulic
radii nozzles; that is, slot heights of only several thousandths of an inch.
Initial experimental tests with this nozzle have indicated that Corona charge
production may have to be accomplished with the corona electrode external
to the primary nozzle. Present research is emphasizing corona charge
production immediately downstream of the nozzle and the influence of corona electrode geometry and secondary flow relative humidity on charge production.
POTENTIAL APPLICATION AREAS
In view of the early stage of experimental investigations in EFD power
generation, a discussion of specific application is quite premature. However, as shown in Table III, the potential of EFI1 processes with regard to
both small and large powers, both closed and open cycles, and various
energy sources point toward many attractive applications, particularly in
space and other remote infrequently services -.reas. Several possibilities
which might be envisioned are listed in Tab'3 1N. High voltage application
such as electric propulsion, fluid dynamic Van d . Graaffs, and high power,
burst type systems (where efficiency is not an important consideration) are,
of course, naturally suited to EFD generators. Other application areas,
such as air and space vehicle power, will require• the development of compact inexpensive power conditioning equipment.
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ABSTRACT

The isentropic-compression tube, which was conceived at CAL under
ARL funding, is a recently proposed facility which can be operated in either
of three modes to produce hypervelocity air flows with a wide range of properties. In two of the modes, an isentropically compressed and accelerated
hypervelocity airflow is produced which possesses a desirable low dissociation level and a very high total pressure. The production in the laboratory
of airflows with these characteristics is necessary for the realistic simulation
of many aerodynamic and physical phenomena encountered in superorbital
flight into the atmosphere of the earth. In the third mode, the facility produces a high-speed shocked flow, suitable for studies of plasmas, chemical
kinetics, and some aerodyrarnic problems.
A discussion is presented of the status of the development of the isentropic-compression tube. The discussion includes a summary of recent
theoretical work on the three modes of operation, a description of the pilot
isentropic-compression tube, and the results of recent exploratory experiments which were performed in the pilot tube. In general, the experiments
have verified the theoretical predictions. It has been confirmed that isentropic
airflows were produced with speeds up to 10, 000 ft/sec by using an uncontrolled-piston method which is one of the two operational modes for producing the
isentropic flow. The second isentropic flow mode, called the braked-piston
method, has not been tested as yet. Operation of the pilot tube in the third
mentioned shock-tube mode has resulted in shock speeds of almost 30, 000 ft/sec
in air ir. spite of the 400 psia pressure limit of the pilot tube. This performance
exceeds that obtainable in conventional shock tubes driven by hydrogen at
750"F and 30, 000 psia.
Theoretical estimates of the potential of a high-performance facility
have indicated that it should be possible to produce isentrupically compressed
and accelerated flows exceeding 30. 000 ft/sec with dissociation levels of
only a few percent. When operated in the chock.tube mode, such a facility
Sould be capable of generating shock speeds in air exceeding 50, 000 ft/sec.
The techniques discussed in this paper provide a simple means of increasing
the performance and versatility of shock tubes and tunnels while eliminating
the explosive hazards associated with the use of hydroSt !) in these devices.
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I.

INTRODUCTION

I
The shock tunnel has been developed into an effective laboratory
research tool for simulating hypersonic flight. However, further e,,tension of conventional shock-tunnel techniques to the simulation of re-entry
ilight is not feasible in generral because test air with litle dissociation is
required. As is well kr.own, the test air in a conventional shock tunnel is
accelerated and compressed by a shock wave and then expanded in a nozzle.
The shocked air is necessarily very hoL when high flow speeds are produced.
As a result of the high air temperatures, significant dissociation and ionization are nroduced in the nozzle reservoir. The dissociation and ionization
products are not removed during the subsequent expansion of the gas in the
nozzle because of the action of complex chemical nonequilibrium processes.
As a result, the test gas in general contains N , 0 , NO electrons, and
various ions in addition to the N2 and 02 of ordinary air•. While there
are some problems of interest in which the free-stream composition would
not be critically important, there are otheis in which effective simulation
could not be achieved unless the test gas was rormal air.
The effects of chemical nonequilibrium could be greatly reduced by accelerating ai-d compressing the tes t air by a method which woulc' generate less
entropy than a shock compression would produce. In this respect, the isentropic-corrression tube3"'7 is very promising. This facility could be operated
in two different modes, the uncontrolled-piston and the braked-piston, in order
to produce an isentropically compressLd and accelerated flow. Calculations
have shown that in such a facility flow speeds exceeding 30, 000 ft/sec with
dissociation fractions of only a few percent are theoretically possible 4 . The
dissociation fraction for a corresponding shocked flow, which can alsc be
produced in the isentropic-compression tube by operating in a third mode, is
greater than 50%. This reduction in the dissociation level is achieved in
principle by substituting nonsteady, isentropic wave processes for the shock
wave. Nonsteady isentropic wz.ves are capable of accelerating the test air to
high flow speeds without producing the large temperatures found in the corresponding shocked flow.
In addition, with such a wave system it is possible to produce high-speed
airflows which have much higher densities than can be o!tained in a corresponding shocked flow. Thus, th- isentropic-compression tube, when operated
in either the uncontrolled-piston or braked-piston modus, would be capable of
simulating high-speed flight at significantly lower altitudes than are currently
possible in shock tunnels.
In the followir~g section, the theory of three modes of operation of the
irentropic-compression tube is discussed. That section is followed by sections giving a description of a pilot tube and summarizing the results of re(ent
exploratory experiments. The last section contains a summary anid conclusiuns concerning the present statt. of development of the isentropic-coumpression t'abe.

II.

THEORY OF THE ISENTROPIC-COMPRESSION TUBF

The fundamental theoretical concept of the isentropic-r,.mprrssi.,n tu!t-,
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and its potential usefulness in simulating re-ent'v flight was established in
Refs 3-6. Recently, theoretical efforts have been directed toward the
evaluation of various mechanical schemes for producing the desired isentropic flow. This phase of the study was begun in Ref 4 and was concluded
in Ref 7 where two methods for producing the isentropic flow were emphasized: the braked-piston method and the uncontrolled-piston method. In
both methods, a piston is used to compress the test gas in a large-diameter
pump tube. The downstream end of the pump tube is connected to a smallerdiameter driveo tube and a diaphragm is placed at the area contraction. The
two methods are distinguished by the time at which tne diaphragm is burst
and by the type of piston motion occurring in the last foot or so of the piston
stroke.
In the braked-piston method, the piston is decelerated by a large braking
force acting over about the last foot of the piston trajectory which is otherwise uncontrolled. The braking force could be supplied by a tube of crushable material. The diaphragm burst time is controlled by the length of a
spike mounted on the face of the piston. When the magnitude of the braking
force is properly chosen and the diaphragm burst is properly timed, a close
approximation to a focused isentropic compression wave is obtained in the
driven tube. This process is illustrated in Fig. I which is a schematic wave
diagram for the flow in the driven tube. Two isentropic test regions are
identified. The flow in region 1, which follows the compression waves, has
a high-Reye.olds-number and high density. The flow in region 2, which follows
the interface produced when the compression waves coalesce to form a shock
wave, has a lower Reynolds number, but a significantly higher speed. There
are potential advantages to being able to work in either region and both would
be available with the braked-piston technique.
In the uncontrolled-piston method, there is no mechanical braking and
the diaphragm is burst late in the compression stroke. In this case, the
facility is operated as a free-piston shock tabe 8 10 except that the test flow
follows the interface rather than the shock wave. A schematic wave diagram
of the resultant flow in the driven tube is shown in Fig. 2. A region I flow
(Fig. 1) cannot be produced by this method.
The uncontrolled-piston method has more potential because no piston
energy is expended in overcoming the braking force. On the other hand, the
flow produced with the braked-piston method is likely to be much less influenced by diaphragm contamination than that produced by the uncontrolledpiston method. In the uncontrolled-piston method, the test air occupies a
much smaller volume in the vicinity of the diaphragm and is much hottc"
when the diaphragm bursts. If diaphragm ciontamination of the test gas prorduced by the uncontrolled-piston technique should prove troublesome for
some types of tests, the use of the braked-piston method would be desirable
because the conta.mination should be very small.
The flow between the shock aoiid the interface in Figs. I and Z could also
De used for testing purposes. In this case, the isentropic-compressior tube
is essentially a free-piston shock tubt,7' 10 with a larg, area ontrati)n at
the diaphragm stat'on, In general, practical considerations dictate that helium
sthou. d be used in the pump tube and ( ompressed by the uncontrolled, piston
nmthd to produce A high sound speed driver. This would provide the- means
f,,r driving strong shock waves into the test air which originally occupies the
di'iVn

tube.
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III.

DESCRIPTION OF THE PILOT ISENTROPIC-COMPRESSION TUBE

The pilot isentropic-compression tube has been constructed and tested
in order to establish the feasibility of the theoretical concepts. A schematic
drawing of the device is shown in Fig. 3. The pump tube is 20 ft long with a
17 in. internal diameter, while the driven tube is about 24 ft long and has
internal dimensions of 1 1/2 x . 1/2 in. The piston was machined from a
Nylon casting and is equipped with Teflon piston rings. The piston weight is
about 50 lbs. The design performance of this pilot isentropic-compression
tube is limited to isentropic flow speeds below about 15, 000 ft/sev by the
400 psia design operating pressure of the pump tube. A more detailed description of the pilot tube is given in Ref 7.
The tube is operated by first charging the driven tube and the portions
of the pump tube ahead of and behind the piston to the desired pressures. ITh.e
distance separating the piston from the rear end flange is about 30 in. The
pressure behind the piston is typi "ally about 20 to 35 psia while that ahead is
typically a few mm Hg. The pressure difference is preserved because thf"
piston rings enable the piston to act as a pressure seal. Once the desired
pressures have been established, the piston is released by breaking the holloN
weak link. This is accomplished by energizing a cartridge heater placed
inside the weak link. The freed piston accelerates to a maximum speed not
exceeding a few hundred ft/sec and then decelerates as the pressure in the
gas ahead of the piston rises to a value, which for a few resec, greatly
exceeds the initial pressure of the gas driving the piston. In the experiments
which have been performed to date, the thin metal diaphragm separating the
pump tube from the driven tube is burst by the spike on the face of the piston,
thereby initiating the flow in the driven tube, at the time when the compressedgas pressure is near its peak value. The mechanical operation of this pilot
"tube has been very successful and no difficulties have been encountered in the
large number of experiments which have been conducted thus far.

IV.

EXPERIMENTAL STUDIES OF THE ISENTROPIC TEST FLOW

Two series of experiments have been performed with the ,b iek tives ,,t
examining the influence of nonideal effects, such as viscosit., and heat t rans
fer, on the isentropic flow. In the first series of experiments, the drien
tube and transition piece (see Fig. 3) were removed and the pistVn ntqi,
and gas compiessior in the pulnp tube were studied. the result )f these v\periments confirmed that the compression ioc ess in the pump tuhe ýs istji:tr p,
and predictable using isentropic theoryl. A peak t;.mp,,ratur,' .1 othit i -,)(PK
was obtained in the ceonpreszed air.
M. the second series, attempts were made at produ niii ani :sentr|)pi,
region 2 flow using the unc ontrolled-piston technique.
1ie '-st' nittia 'Itt lt'• .1s
were successful in the sense that fCow speeds of abojut 10,000 it set \wevrf
produced and in eneral, theoretical predictions of the fa-. ,
1, i rf,4rrmanL V
were cunfirmed . The observ-ed shock wave attenuati4on Aas ral uril;rg Its
transit of tht driver. tube.
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The tests have shown that carefui attention must be paid to boundarylayer phenomena, diaphragm-burst characteristics, and interface stability
in order to realize the theoretical test time 7 . Difficulties associated with

op, ning time of the diaphragm apparently can be minimized by using the
lightest possibie diaphragm for a given peak pressure in the pump tube.
The use of helium in the driven tube would be expected to reduce the effects
of any instability of the interface which separates the test air in the pump
tube from the gas originally in the driven tube. In practice, the use of
helium has been found to result in significantly improved pitot-pressure and
stagnation-point heat-transfer histories when compared with those obtained
with air in the driven tube. The test-time limitations imposed at a given
test station by viscous effects can only be reduced by increasing the diameter
of the driven tube.
An example of the pitot-pressure and the stagnation-point heat-transfer
history of the flow produced in the driven tube when helium is used is shown
in Fig. 4. It may be seen that the pitot pressure and the heat transfer tend
to rise after an initial discontinuous jump which results from the passage of
the shock wave. This behavior is caused by a viscous interaction in the
shocked helium. After the arrival of the interface, both the pitot pressure
and the stagnation-point heat transfer rise in accordance with the predictions
(,f theory for the air flow in region 2 following the interface.
The duration of
pitot-pressure and heat-transfer plateaus, which constitutes the test time of
the isentropic flow, is about 80 • sec. Ideal wave-diagram calculations
indicate that a uniform flow should have been obtained with a duration of about
400 • sec. This discrepancy between the experimental and theoretical test
times has been examined experimentally by probing the flow with a heattransfer rake. The results of these experiments suggest that the test time
was limited by the merging of the side-wall boundary layers along the centerline of the driven tube to form a complex, nonmLtady, turbulent pipe flow 7 .
The results also suggested that the test time might *e considerably extended
by changing the driven tube from a 1 1/2 x 2 1/2 in. r,-ctangular cross section
to a 2 1/2 in. i.d. round cross section. Accordingly, a new driven tube has
been designed and additional tests are scheduled to determine the effect on the
test time and the flow quality of the increased cross-aectional area of the
driven tube.

V.

SHOCIK TUBE STUDIES

The pilot tube has aico been operatecd in a shock-tube mode in which the
piston is used to produce a reservoir of hot helium for the purpose of driving
a shock wave into a low-pressure air in the driven tube-:.
A series of experiments, with the pump tube alone, oimrlar to those described above in which
air was used, were performed with helium in order to assess the effects of
heat transfer losses occurring from the compressed helium to the walls of the
puTmp1| tube. The re|,ults of these experiments showed that substantial heattra.nsfr losses occurred but that peak helium temperatures as high as 60000K
1 he sh.,ck.ttibe experiments were performed on CAL funds.
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was obtained. It is anticipated that higher temperatures could be obtained in
a larger pump tube working at higher prescures.
In spite of the performance limit imposed by the 400 psia design pressure,
the peak temperature s in the compressed helium were sufficiently high that
shock speeds of almost 30,000 ft/sec in air could be produced 7 . This performance was achieved by driving the piston with helium which had an initial
pressure of only 35 psia, It may be noted that hydrogen at 30, 000 psia and
750"F as used in conventional shock tubes is not able to match this performance. In addition to the higher performance potential, the adoption of the
free-piston driver would eliminate the explosion hazard connected with hydrogen-driven shock tubes. Furthermore, it may prjve possible to use the freepiston technique to extend significantly the performance of existing shock
tunnels through its ability to achieve tailored-interface operation at incident
shock Mach numbers exceeding 20.
Two representative shock trajectories are shown in Figs. 5(a) and (b).
It may be seen that the shock wave accelerates until a peak velocity is
attained and then it attenuates. Generally, it was found that the peak shock
speed occurred further from the diaphragm when the maximum shock speed
increased.
It should be possible to reduce the attenuation of the shock wave by using
a pressure-regulating piston of the type described in Ref 7. This type of
piston, which can be used in both isentropic-compression-tube and shock-tube
applications, would reduce the shock attenuation by prolonging the duration of
the peak conditions in the compressed helium after the diaphragm is burst.
Two representative histories of the radiation from the shocked air, as
obtained with a phrtodiode, are shown in Figs. 6(a) and (b). The initial radiation overshoot is a nonequilibrium effect. The later rise, which appears
when the duration of the shocked gas is sufficiently long, is caused by the
interaction of the boundary layer with the inviscid core. These radiation
records are similar to those obtained in conventional pressure-driven shock
tubes and substantiate the quality of the test flow produced by this technique.
It has been found that reliable predictions of ihe shock-speed performance
could be obtained in these experiments when allowance was made for the losses
in the compressed helium and real gas effects in the shocked air. Accordingly,
estimates were made of the shock speeds obtainable in a high-performance
device based on the present design. It appears that shock speeds exceeding
50, 000 ft/sec could be produced.

VI.

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

The results of recent research indicate that an isentropic region 2 ficw
was successfully produced in the pilot isentropic-compression tube by the
uncontrolled-piston method. However, more development is required to
increase the duration and quality of the test flow which appears to be influenced
by the boundary layer. It is anticipated that the boundary-layer influence can
be reduced by increasing the diameter of the driven tube. A series of
K-6

experiments are planned to evaluate the effects of an increased driven-tube
diameter.
The braked-piston method has not been studied experimentally as yet.
However, plans have been made to do sc because it provides a means of
producing two, rather than just one is.-ntropic flow regions. Moreover,
the method may prove valuable if u idesirable contamination of the test gas
by the diaphragm material resulti .,,hn the uncontrolled-piston technique
is employed.
A high-performance isentropic:-compression-tube facility is potentially
a very versatile aerodynamic tool. When operated in either of two isentropic-flow modes, it would be capable of simulating and perhaps duplicating
many aspects of re-entry flight into the earth's atmosphere at a small fraction
of the cost of flight tests. In addition, it could be operated in a shock-tube
mode to produce high-speed shock waves which, for example, would be suitable for the study of plasmas associated with re-entry flight. The potential
Of this type of shock tube is nc*.v well established by the work in Refs 7-10.
The facility could also be operated as a shock tunnel which would be capable
of higher performance, with significantly less danger, than currently operating,
conventional, hydrogen-driven shock tunnels.
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ALiSlThACT
Axial compressors are employed in many Air Force applications ircluding the majority of aircraft engines, numerous
types of ground-support ecuipment, and some envirornmentol. conSupersonic c,'mpressors offer potential To,
t,,ol systems.
The Aeroreducing size, weight, and cost of these components.
space Research Laboratories are pursuing a research program in
this area 4ith the ultimate objective of developing satisfactory techniques for designing a supersonic compressor having
adequate efficiency and useful operating characteristics.
The ARL program is composed of thr'ee coordinated efforts.
An in-house effort involves experiments with two-dimensional
superzon-c cascades and theoretic1 v.nrk on prediction and
A joint
analysis techniques for supersonic compressor stages.
effort is conducted with the Arnold Engineering Development
rn this case the aerodynamic design of compressor
Center.
stages, and analysis of experimental data, are accomplished at
ARL.
Compressor configurations are manufactured and tested at
The third effort is a contract with the von Karman
AEDC.
This is adminisInstitute for Fluid Dynamics, in Belgium.
tered by EOAR and the effort includes experimental work with
both cascades and actual compressors.

Some recent research results are presented for all three
Data were obtained on six cascade
efforts of this rrogram.
From the joint AR{L/AEDC effort some
configurations at AHL.
results are presented for an investigation of three annulus
contours tested with one stage, i test of a new stage involvinr a larrer scale twisted blade, and transient pressure measThe
to determine sh9ock wave patterns.
urements on the latter
a
is
effort
most significant recent result from the contract
slotted
airfoils.
for
effectivenesu
for
slot
correlation
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I NTRODUCTION
One of the critical components of the turbojet or turbofan
engine is the axial compressor.
.this is a type of compressor
generally known for light weight, high through-flow capability,
and low-pressure ratio per stage.
It is more adaptable to
staging than most other types and is usually employed in this
form with as many as 20 stages.
Figure 1 offers a rough idea
of the configuration involved.

Seither

Axial compressors see service in many varied items within
the Air Force inventory.
The most conspicuous application is
in the turbojet, turbofan, and turboprop engines which power
most modern aircraft.
However, a great many are employed in
helicopter engines and ground-support equipment, such as starting carts, standby electrical generators, and aircraft environmental control systems.
Practically all of this equipment is
flight or flight-transportable hardware.
Thus, any
research accomplishments leading to a reduction in the size and
weight of axial compressors would be useful.
As compressor rotational speed is Increased, both compression capability and, to some extetit, flow--swallowing capability
increase.
Therefore, in terms of cost, size, and weight, the
most economical method of achieving higher performance has been
to increase speed.
For example, one stage having a pressure
ratio of four could replace two stages, each having a pressure
ratio of two.
Historically, the major objective of research in
compressor aerodynamics has usually been the development of
techniques for maintaininp high compressor efficiencies while
operating at increasingly higher speeds.
Today, this objective
remains unchanged but the frontier has risen into the supcrsonic reeie.
As the rotational speed of a compressor rotor is
.icreased,
the velocity of flow relative to the moving blades becomes
locally sonic long before current structural limitations are
reached.
In the vicinity of current structural limits, the
relative flow can be supersonic over the entire radial rnpan of
the rotor.
When this condition exists at the design-ojratlng
Note that this deftspeed, a compressor is termed supersonic.
nition has nothing to do with the speed of a vehicle in which
it mitht be operating.
When operating .upersontcally, an axial corprcsser is
potentially capable of producinr at least twice the z;tare-rresure ratio of a modern *rarsonlc desaýin.
AlternatIvely. one
supersonic stage can produce a prersure ratio equal to a *ertes
Firure 2 illustrates the sort
f Corof many aut,•onic utarea.
pressor which rilrht be achieved.
Vowever, the current s.ateof-tne-art does not permit it to compete in terrms of evffi'.ency.
Before a supersonic cor.pres:;or can , ccomr a prractical realtty,
ways rust b(- fou•d to raitse It.'s thermod.-I.nmic efftctlt;Cy to a
N-2

level. roughly comparable with current transonic designs.
This
is the broad objective of the ARL supersonic compressor
research program.
Quantitatively, we would like to arrive at
a method of designing a single axial stare which is capable of
producing a pressure ratio of at least three, with an adiabatic efficiency exceeding 82 percent.
Further, the design must
provide characteristics compatible with the over-all requirements of a gas-turbine engine.

RESEARCH PROGRAM STEUCTUP:
The ARL research program is composed of three closely
related efforts.
The major effort is conducted jointly by the
Aerospace Eesearch Laboratories and the Arnold Engineering
Development Center.
It involves a series of experiments conducted with full-scale operatinr supersonic co,;.:pressor stages.
These tests are selected to examine the influence of the variables available to the designer and to study in detail the
various sources of inefficiency in the internal flow.
AHL is
responsible for the aerodynamic design and analysis of these
experiments while AEDC is responsible for the comolete execution of the experiments.
The second effort involves several exclusively in-house
projects at ALL.
On the theoretical side, design and analysis
techniques are continually being refined.
Experimentally,
investigations have been conducted with two-dimensional stationary supersonic cascades.
These experiments have proven a
very economical method of makin!- certain quartitative comparisons between different compressor-blade confl-urations.
The third effort is accomolished under contract.
This
contract, administered by the Eurorean Offic'. of Aerospace
Research, is with the von ,artran Institute for Fluid lynamics
in Belrium.
It is for research of a nrlinarily exrerimental
nature along the sate reneral lines as the in-house prog-ram.
Its emphasis has Leen on the rapid acquisition of data In new
areas of exploration.

In tU.e followinr firures tome recent research rc-ults are
presented which cover variou! faccts of the over-all rrorrar..

Firure 3 shows the evolution of rerformance achlevcd witL one
experimcntal rotor fror the

Joint AI.-iErC eff'ort.

In all

three cases, the same rotor b laden were' usa(2 wlt)out ri;odification; only the casln,- contour
Chanwed anr
c.:
t.e til•s of t:
1c
blades machiiied to r.atci,.
"he orirmlrn v'rsion, (desintated
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Configuration fNo. 5, had a purely cylindrical annulus with no
area change across the blade row.
A striking feature is the
very limited flow range which this version possessed.
The first
modification (Configuration 8) employed a reduction in area across the rotor in a manner which placed most of
the annulus convergence across the rear half of the bladirnr.
The principal effect of this chan-e was to produce a striking
increase in the flow range over which stable operation was possible.
However, the increases achieved in pressure ratio and
efficiency were relatively minor.
The next modification, desirnated Configuration No. 10,
emiployed exactly the same annulus area reduction but distributed it differently.
The rate of reduction In area was stronFest at the rotor leading edge and tapered off pradually.
ý'hc

resulting- performaice was substantially increased.

I~ot only

was the broad flow range maintained, but significant rains
were made in both pressure ratio and efficiency.
Further theoretical work is nlanned emphasizing more satisfactory methods
of predicting optimum annulus contours.
This example Illustrates some of the things which can be accomplished by inexpensive minor modifications to a limited number of test rotors
and typifies the approach followed by this program.
Althouirh
the three configurations shown would not represent an optinum:
design, a lot of useful information has been obtained at low
COSt.

The performance of the most recent rotor tested under thel
Joint ARL-AEDC program is shown in Figure 4.
This one,
designed prior to the experiments just mentioned, also eriploys
an annulus-of constant area.
Lowever, a sirnificantly different blade twist distribution and larrer hydraulic dlametcr distinguish it from thosc tested earlier.
The desirn speed rcrformance shown here is the best achieved so far in this test
series and represents an improvement of about 10 percentage
points in efficiency.
To enhance our understandinr of the internal flow in ar,
operatinr rotor, several additional expertments were planned,.
The first
of these, whicl, has been comrleted, entailed measurement of the shock-wave patterns in the most recent rotor to -,ve
if the pattern assumed for desirn rurposes corresflondcd to
reality.
Some typical results are shown In Fifgurc 5.
p-ccInI

transducer& were mountcd in the cortprcssor casin" at nine locations and detected hilrh frequency variations in rreasure as. tiec
blades passec each transducer.
A sharp Increase in pressure
between blades sirnified the presence of a shkock wave.
The
most significant result of this experiment, shown Ir Flrure C,
was that a multiple shock pattern, resemblinr a so-callcd
"pseudo-shock," did indeed exist at the oneratinr notrnt of :nxyi,•un efficienc'.
This condition was assumed for Itdesl-lrn ant::
the assumption was thcreby verifie(u.
'hiu cx:,erir.c¢nt wa. t•e
3ubject of a recent AA11. raper.
N-4
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CASCADL EXPEPINELiTS
While experiments with full-scale operating compressor
rotors are required to adequately define real performance characteristics, important and moreover economical comparisons of
various blade configurations can be accomplished via stationary
cascade experiments.
A stationary cascade normally consists of
several blade passages which, in an approximate manner, simulates a full-scale compressor.
Figure 7 shows an example of
the cascades tested at ARL.
The blades are pin-supported
between windows which are installed in the sides of a suitable
wind tunnel.
Visual observation of flow conditions and shock-wave patterns is permitted by means of shadowgraph instrumentation.
A
typical shadowrraph photo is shown in Figure 8.
The flow is
from left to right in this illustration and dark lines which
are prominent ahead of, and between, blades are shock waves.
The pattern downstream of the blades rives an indication of the
rate at which the flow again becomes uniform.
()f primary interest to the designer is the pressure rise
accomplished by the blade design and the companion flow losses.
Figure 9 shows typical static pressure distributions, measured
within the blade passage.
A knowledge of these is useful for
determining the diffusion distribution through the passat-e.
It
is desirable to avoid local peaks in diffusion in order to minimize the effects of boundary layer separation.
The main objective of stationary cascade experiments is
illustrated by Figure 10.
In this figure the effectiveness of
the blade design is represented by the total pressure recovery.
iilade Configuration I exhibits a severe drop in pressure recovery for intermediate to hiph back-pressures.
Shadowgraph photos show that the increased loss is due to early flow separation. Llade Confipuration II represents a minor alteration in
blade design and, as shown in Figure 10, the undesirable loss
is avoided.
A further increase in performance is exhibited by
Confluration I11.
Whereas the primary usefulness of stationary cascade
exp'eirirents lies in comparing, the relative merits of different
reomtetric cascade confipurations, cascade data is also of value
in evaluatinr and develovinr compressor performance prediction

techniqucs.

A current objective within this area of interest

concerns itself
with the development of simple yet quantitatively correct methods applicable to forecasting cascade performanco.
The prediction of compressor performance relies on a suece:soful estimation of numerous arid complicated flow processes.
Or the various flow parameters, one must consider the blade
shape, uolidity, Mach number, anrle of attack, turLulonce

N-S

level, and Reynolds number.
For conventional axial flow conpressors the variation in these quantities is not extensive;
but, the prediction of flow losses remains complex and, at
best, inexact.
One method suggested applies a modification of the Lieblein
diffusion correlation to the heavily loaded supersonic blading.
Figure 11 shows typical cascade perforrance predicted by this
method.
Unaccounted shock losses may be a probable explanation
of the lower values of experimental performance compared to the
correlation.
A second method, based upon shock and dump diffusion losses, is also presented in Figure 11.
ThIs method shows
a better correlation with data for heavily loaded z'onditions.
Further improvement to this method may be made by accountinr for
frictional losses.
Thus in the manner described, stationary cascade studies
provide an insight into flow mechanisms occurring within the
blade passages, provide an evaluation of performance prediction
techniques, and furnish the designer with inexpensive quantitative comparisons between potential compressor blade designs.

CONTRACT EFFORT
One of tli
most useful recent contributions mr.de 1,y the von
Karman Institute contract effort concerned a correlation for the
effectiveness of slotted compressor airfoils.
The incorporation
of slots in a compressor blade is a technique selected to
improve the aerodynamic efficiency or operating range of a heavily loaded blade row.
Sometimes slots have performed as expected.
However, there have also been notable examples where slots
proved detrimental for reasons which are not clearly understood.
Various tecinical considerations led vKI to a correlation
parameter, designiated "A," which is a function of three geometric variables; namely, camber, aspect ratio, and solidity.
The
expression for "A" is shown for the abscissa in Figure 12.
Each
of the different curvev. corresponds to a different approach rM:ach
number.
As the Yach number increases the Curves becone more
vertical.
The ordinate indicates slot effectiveness.
Positive
values correspond to increases in aerodynamic efficiency and
negative values to decreases.
The correlation is still
tentative since only limited data have been available for comparison.
fiowever, the correlation has provided a plausible explanation
for sore apparently conflicting experimental results and thus
constitutes a welcome and valuable contribution.
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CON CLUSICI.OS
The examples presented represent some of the recent h.ghlights of ARL's supersonic compressor research and were selected
to give an indication of the over-all scope of the current
research program.
Most of the difficulties encountered in

extracting better performance from supersonic compressors can be
traced to accumulation and separation of various fluid boundary
layers. As a result, the current emphasis of the program is on
understanding how these boundary layers react and to what extent
they may be controlled. roundary-layer control is an old topic
which has received much attention with respect to components
such as wings and supersonic inlets.
However, for various practical reasons, it has been largely ignored for the supersonic
compressor.
Our current opinion is that this line of research
may ultimately lead to the sort of technical breakthrough necessary to realize the potential of the supersonic compressor.
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SCHEMATIC OF COMPRESSOR EQUIVALENT TO FIG. I
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